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The %ational Health -are for the Homeless -ouncil
The !ational Health Care for the Homeless Council began as an element of the 3I-proKect
HCH demonstration program of the Robert Wood Dohnson Foundation and the :ew
Memorial Trust. We are now over OP ErganiQational Members and over O00 individuals who
provide care for homeless people throughout the country. Eur ErganiQational members
include grantees and subcontractors in the federal Health Care for the Homeless funding
stream, members of the Respite Care :rovidersS !etwork, and others. Homeless and
formerly homeless people who formally advise local HCH proKects comprise the !ational
Consumer Advisory Uoard and participate in the governance of the !ational Council.

4tatement of 5rinciples
We recogniQe and believe that:
! homelessness is unacceptable
! every person has the right to adequate food, housing, clothing and health care
! all people have the right to participate in the decisions affecting their lives
! contemporary homelessness is the product of conscious social and economic policy
decisions that have retreated from a commitment to insuring basic life necessities for
all people
! the struggle to end homelessness and alleviate its consequences takes many forms
including efforts to insure adequate housing, health care, and access to meaningful
work.

7ission 4tatement
The mission of the !ational Council is to help bring about reform of the health care system
to best serve the needs of people who are homeless, to work in alliance with others whose
broader purpose is to eliminate homelessness, and to provide support to Council members.
Consistent with our Mission Statement, we:
!
!
!
!
!

Advocate for universal health care and for the improvement of current systems
intended to serve people who are poor and homeless
Research critical issues
Train and organiQe health care providers, service agencies, and homeless people
themselves to improve care
:ublish newsletters, monographs, action alerts, policy statements, training videos and
books
Collaborate with a broad range of public and private entities interested in the
problems of health care and homelessness.
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Administration. The views expressed in this document do not necessarily reflect the views
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This guide draws extensively on Marsha McMurray-Avila’s book Organi'ing Health Care for
Homeless People, >en >raybill’s Outreach to People 78periencing Homelessness, and The Health Care
of Homeless Persons: A <anual of Communica=le >iseases and Common Pro=lems in Shelters on the
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Additionally, we have drawn from the work of many other organiQations for this Yuide, and
we have tried diligently to give proper attribution. We are deeply appreciative of all the work
that has given us a foundation for this publication.
Drawing on the wisdom of many, we have attempted to create a document that will be
useful to many. :lease feel free to duplicate and adapt these materials for your own training
and operational purposes\ attribution as to source will be appreciated. Reproduction or sale
of these materials for profit is prohibited.
Thanks to you all,
>en >raybill and Deff Elivet
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The Tool Fits
At the beginning of each section of this Yuide, readers will find lists that outline the
contents of the Tool >its that can be found in electronic form on the CD that accompanies
this Yuide. While some of the tools and handouts are found both in the Yuide and in the
Tool >its, most of the items listed below are only found in the Tool >its. They are to be
used to supplement the material in the Yuide and to provide shelter providers with day-today tools for use in the shelters.

Tool Fit 8: Beneral >nformation
A-3 “Why Are :eople Homelessd” A fact sheet from the !ational Coalition for the
Homeless
A-2 “Homeless Children: America’s !ew Eutcasts” from the !ational Center on
Family Homelessness
A-3 “anternally Displaced :ersons”
A-4 “Right to Health”
A-P “Right to Housing”
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8 Buide for 4helter 5roviders
The !ational Health Care for the Homeless Council provides publications and trainings on
providing effective health care for homeless persons. an late 200P and early 200], we have
chosen to focus our efforts on shelters that have been created to house persons displaced by
the recent hurricanes, and on pre-existing shelters that have absorbed other refugees from
those storms.
Serious health problems are common among homeless persons, and shelter settings may
pose or exacerbate particular health risks for residents and service providers, as well as
opportunities for important health care interventions. This guide will familiariQe shelter
providers and others who provide services in shelters with topics such as:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

RecogniQing common health risks and conditions of homeless persons
ErganiQing health screenings and on-site clinics
Making effective referrals to community health care providers
:recautions to prevent the spread of infectious diseases
Responding to substance abuse, mental health problems and :TSD
Safety concerns for residents and providers
Coping with grief and loss
!utrition and food handling

This guide has been designed for communities where providers of shelter and other services
can come together, learn about and discuss the issues, and plan individual and collaborative
solutions. The guide is not intended to be a step-by-step “how-to” manual for setting up
shelter services, but rather aims to provide tools and support to help shelter providers
respond more effectively to the health needs of residents.
This guide has been designed as part of a larger training effort, and is most effective when
used in conKunction with a formal training of its contents. These trainings are available from
the !ational Health Care for the Homeless Council.
The !ational Health Care for the Homeless Council is a twenty-year-old organiQation of
local health agencies, individual clinicians, respite care providers and people who have
experienced homelessness. To learn more about the !ational Council’s work, please visit
www.nhchc.org.
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Ways to Use This Buide
!

To orient and train new shelter workers and volunteers

!

To provide a resource for in-servicegcontinuing education sessions within an agency

!

To bring together shelter workers from various community organiQations for
ongoing training and networking

!

To use the resources and handouts to create or contribute to a “health library” in the
agency

!

To provide a resource for local government, civic leaders, and advocacy groups to
plan and develop services for homeless people

!

To aid shelter boards, directors, and managers to develop additional programs and
services in the shelter

!

To develop shelter policies and procedures

!

To serve as a reference for shelter residents and other homelessgformerly homeless
people to advocate for needed programs and services

!

To use selected hand-outs taped on refrigerators, doors, walls as reminders for
workers and residents

!

To “train trainers” in using the guide to teach others about health issues in shelters

!

To use for writing grants and position papers

!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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The -auses and -onditions of Homelessness
Serious personal health problems and flaws in health care systems are maKor contributors to
contemporary homelessness. Some health problems – addictions, schiQophrenia, maKor
depression, physical disabilities – are distressingly obvious, particularly in persons living in
public spaces, while others are less visible but equally insidious, undermining the capacity to
maintain stable housing
and
function
independently. an far
The Extent of Homelessness
too many cases, a
fragmented health care !umber of Homeless :ersons Annually: Y.H million
system
has
not
responded adequately !umber of Homeless :ersons !ightly: ZSG,[[[
to the multiple needs !umber of Americans Who Have Experienced Homelessness: RG million
of homeless persons,
Urban anstitute. Ahat Aill It Take to 7nd HomelessnessD 2003.
who are indigent and
typically uninsured.
With recent natural disasters in the U.S., particularly Hurricanes >atrina and Rita, the
realities of homelessness on our national landscape are changing, with large numbers of poor
people displaced by storms trying to make a new start in new communities, many of which
are already having enough trouble providing basic services for their own residents.
an the coming months and years, we will see how these large-scale disasters alter the social
fabric of many communities. an the meantime, it is sufficient to recogniQe that these newly
homeless individuals and families share the same basic health needs as those who were
without homes before the disasters.
Homelessness and 5oor Health
an 3I__, the anstitute of Medicine of the !ational Academy of Sciences found that
homelessness and poor health were strongly correlated in three ways:
!

Health 5roblems -ause Homelessness. Half of all personal bankruptcies in the
United States result from health problems, and it is a short downhill slide from
bankruptcy to eviction to homelessness. Moreover, some health problems that are more
prevalent among homeless people than in the general population – such as addictions,
mental illnesses and HaigAaDS – are known to undermine the family and social
supports that provide a bulwark against homelessness for many vulnerable people.

!

Homelessness -auses Health 5roblems. :eople without homes are mercilessly
exposed to the elements, to violence, to communicable diseases and parasitic
infestations. Circulatory, dermatological and musculoskeletal problems are common
results of excessive walking, standing, and sleeping sitting up. Homelessness and
malnutrition go hand-in-hand, increasing vulnerability to acute and chronic illnesses.

!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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Stresses associated with homelessness also reduce resistance to disease, account for the
emergence of some mental illnesses, and enhance the false promises of relief offered by
alcohol and drugs. Homeless people experience illnesses at three to six times the rates
experienced by housed people.
!

Homelessness -omplicates Efforts to Treat Health 5roblems. The health care
delivery system is not well attuned to the realities of living without stable housing.
Health care facilities often are located far from where homeless people stay, public
transportation systems are insufficient or nonexistent in many places, and most homeless
people don’t have cars. Clinic appointment systems are not easily negotiated by people
without telephones, for whom other survival needs jfinding food and shelterk may take
priority. Standard treatment plans often require resources not available to homeless
persons, such as places to obtain bed rest, refrigeration for medications, proper nutrition
or clean bandages.

These three correlations, noted by the anstitute of Medicine nearly two decades ago, still
obtain today. The mainstream health care system often is not prepared to contend with
multiple co-morbidities commonly seen in homeless people, and is unwelcoming toward
those with behavioral health issues who may appear unclean or threatening, cannot pay for
services, and typically lack health insurance. Consequently, many individuals who are
homeless have had bad prior experiences with the health care delivery system and avoid
mainstream providers.
Eohn Fo'ier

The Definition of Homelessness
The term SShomeless individualSS means an individual who lacks housing jwithout regard to whether
the individual is a member of a familyk, including an individual whose primary residence during the
night is a supervised public or private facility that provides temporary living accommodations and
an individual who is a resident in transitional housing.
Pu=lic Service Health Act, Section IIJKhLKMLKAL
A homeless person is an individual without permanent housing who may live on the streets\ stay in
a shelter, mission, single room occupancy facilities, abandoned building or vehicle\ or in any other
unstable or non-permanent situation. A recognition of the instability of an individualSs living
arrangements is critical to the definition of homelessness.
Nureau of Primary Health Care, HCH Principles of Practice, Program Assistance Fetter PPQRS
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Homelessness \ Health -are:
Fundamental >ssues
Unstable housing
! ancreases risk for serious health problems
! Complicates treatment adherence and recovery
Qimited access to nutritious food \ water
! arregular meals with little dietary choice
! Higher risk for dehydration
Higher rates of communicable disease
! Respiratorygsexually transmitted infections including Hai and tuberculosis
! Skin diseases and infestations
4erious \ complex medical conditions
! ancreased risk for acutegchronic diseases with multiple co-morbidities
! More acute, life-threatening conditions due to delayed care
Qac9 of health insurance^resources
! <imits access to specialty care and prescription drugs
! Ever half of homeless people nationwide are uninsured
Qac9 of transportation
! <imits access to health care
! :resents obstacle to employment, especially in rural areas
Discontinuous^inaccessible health care
! Due to lack of health insurance, high mobility, and fragmented health services that
are ill prepared to deal with complex psychosocial problems
-hronic stress
! Anxiety associated with homelessness, struggle to meet basic needs
! Has negative effects on health, development, and learning
Developmental discrepancies
! Developmental regressiongneuropsychological dysfunction common regardless of
age, gender, diagnosis, or medicalgpsychiatric history
Higher rates of abuse
! Ever _0l homeless women victims of severe physicalgsexual assault
! Homeless children 2–3 times more likely than others to be abused
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Iehavioral health problems
! Higher incidence of mental illness, substance use disorders
! ancrease risk for disease\ can interfere with treatment adherence
5hysical^cognitive impairments
! Secondary to trauma, mental illness, chronic substance use, infection, stroke, tumor,
poisoning, developmental disabilities
Iarriers to disability assistance
! ansufficient documentation of impairments for SSagSSa claims
! Restrict access to housing and health care, especially for mentally ill
-ultural^linguistic barriers
! Minorities over-represented\ health disparities apparent
! <imited English proficiency, cultural insensitivity of providers – obstacles to care
Qimited education^literacy
! <ess likely to have completed education beyond high school
! Many do not read English well or are unable to read at all
Qac9 of social supports
! Far from place of origin, seeking Kobs, services or respite from abuse
! Alienated from family and friends, stigmatiQed, isolated
-riminali_ation of homelessness
! Arrests for activities that are permissible within the privacy of a home
! Medications often confiscated during arrest, not returned
! Criminal record an obstacle to employment, housing, services
From Adapting Your :ractice: Yeneral Recommendations for the Care of Homeless
:atients Health Care for the Homeless Clinicians’ Network. Availa=le at www.nhchc.org.
See e8panded version of this document in the Shelter Health toolkit.
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Understanding the -onnections Ietween
5oor Health and Homelessness
an communities nationwide, proKects providing primary care to homeless people seek to
disrupt the terrible nexus between poor health and homelessness. As of Dune 200P, 3OO
HCH grantees of the Health Resources and Services Administration jHRSAk were providing
health and social services to more than ]00,000 clients per year. These proKects typically
operate as part of Community and Migrant Health Centers, hospitals, or Departments of
:ublic Health, or as freestanding agencies. Most combine HRSA funding with other
revenue and grants to provide a broad range of services.
At a minimum, each proKect provides a prescribed set of required services, including primary
health care and substance abuse services, emergency care and referrals, outreach and
assistance in qualifying for entitlement programs and housing. Many HCH proKects go well
beyond these basic services, offering dental care, mental health treatment, subacute
recuperative care, supportive housing, and other services needed to resolve their clients’
homelessness.
To engage homeless persons and to provide effective care, HCH proKects utiliQe a number of
approaches that accommodate the realities of homelessness. These include:
!

Uutreach. HCH physicians, nurses, social workers and others skilled at making
connections with homeless people joften including persons who have experienced
homelessness themselvesk seek out and bring care to homeless people wherever they
aremin encampments, under bridges, on the streets, in Kails, at soup kitchens and other
service sites.

!

4ervice locations. HCH clinics are located in or near shelters and other places where
homeless people congregate.

!

4ervice hours. Many HCH proKects
operate during extended hours to
accommodate the schedules of
clients who work or must be
elsewhere at certain times to secure
food or shelter.

!

Transportation.
HCH proKects
frequently provide transportation to
and from clinics, specialty providers,
Social Security or Food Stamp
offices, and shelters.

The Housing 4hortage
The US Department of Housing and Urban
Development reports P million extremely poor
households paying nP0l of income for housing
or living in severely substandard housing.
an no US Kurisdiction can a full time worker
earning minimum wage afford an apartment at
fair market rates.
National Fow Income Housing Coalition

!

Elimination of financial barriers. HCH proKects assure that inability to pay even a
small fee does not become a barrier to receiving health services.

!

4ensitivity. HCH staff endeavor to understand the unique circumstances and stresses
associated with homelessness. They understand that the process of engaging individuals

!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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who are homeless often involves overcoming significant fear and suspicion, and that a
patient, nonKudgmental, persistent approach is often required.
!

-omprehensive services. HCH providers understand that health care and other basic
needs are interrelated, and strive to address each client’s needs holistically through the
use of multidisciplinary clinical teams. antegration of primary care with the treatment of
mental health and substance use disorders is a hallmark of HCH practice, and efforts to
secure housing, entitlements, and Kobs are intrinsic to this approach.

!

-ase management. Coordination of a wide range of onsite and referral resources
receives particular attention in the HCH approach to care.

!

-linical adaptations. To promote favorable clinical outcomes, HCH providers have
developed techniques such as prescribing simple medical regimens with few side effects,
or screening for common problems during the first encounter with a client.

!

8dvocacy. HCH staff engage in advocacy to secure client services, to protect clients’
rights, to affect the local service delivery systems so that it better meets the needs of their
clients, and to change policies that cause, exacerbate, or create obstacles to resolving
homelessness.

!

-lient involvement. HCH proKects are careful to involve their clients in developing
realistic treatment plans, in the governance of their agencies, in evaluating the efficacy of
homeless services, and in advocating for service improvements and policy change.

The Health Care for the Homeless :rogram employs a model of care that is appropriate for
everyone, but is particularly well adapted to the circumstances of those most in need. Uy
creating numerous new service delivery sites and modalities, the HCH :rogram has
contributed importantly to the development of the health care infrastructure in the United
States. an that respect, HCH is far more than a safety net.
Yet for those whose personal
circumstances have reduced them
to homelessness and for whom all
other systems have failed, HCH
remains the final safety net. The
quality of care available through
Health Care for the Homeless
improves the health and well-being
of displaced people and models for
all service providers a high
standard of care.

Qife expectancy
US :opulation:
Homeless in Uoston:
Homeless in Atlanta:
Homeless in San Francisco:

OO years
4O years
44 years
43 years

OYConnell EE. :remature Mortality in Homeless :opulations:
A Review of the <iterature, Nashville: National Health
Care for the Homeless Council, Inc., SJJM

The HCH approach to care described above is one that can be adopted or modified by a
variety of community service providersmdisaster shelters, long-term homeless shelters,
public health departmentsmto meet the health needs of displaced persons.
Eohn Fo'ier
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
www.nhchc.org
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Human Rights, 4helter and Health -are
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the United !ations in 3I4_,
proclaimed that “everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and
well-being of oneself and one’s family, including food, clothing, housing, and medical
care.”o3p
This statement of principle was adopted at the urging of the United States,o2p and proclaims
the truths of our nation’s founding documents.o3p However, widespread homelessness and
the lack of health care for millions of Americans is evidence that these principles have not
yet been implemented in the United States. andeed, the United States is one of only seven
United !ations member States that have not ratified the anternational Covenant on
Economic, Cultural and Social Rights, a legally enforceable treaty that protects the rights to
living wages jArticle Ok, social security jArticle Ik, an adequate standard of living, including
food, clothing, housing jArticle 33k, “the highest attainable standard of physical and mental
health” jArticle 32k, and education jArticle 33k. For elaboration on these topics, the Shelter
Health Tool >it contains informative articles entitled “The Right to Health in America” and
“Homelessness in the United States and the Human Right to Housing.”
<ess well established but very important principles of international law address the rights of
anternally Displaced :ersons.o4p :ersons who are forced to leave their home areas because
of armed conflicts, human rights violations, or other natural or human-made disasters, but
who stay within their national borders, are considered anternally Displaced :ersons jaD:sk.
Human Rights principles declare that such persons enKoy the same rights as other citiQens,
and that governments are obligated to provide for the protection of their rights to housing,
health care, education, etc. Moreover, particular protections, such as the right to return
home, apply to aD:s, as described in an article on “Hurricane >atrina and anternally
Displaced :ersons” published by the American Society of anternational <aw and found in
the Tool >it.
an the context of emergency shelters, it is important to recogniQe the rights of shelter
residents. At the most basic level, shelter residents have the right to be treated with respect,
whether their homelessness results from a natural disaster like a hurricane or from long-term
social, economic and personal problems. The opportunity to be heard is an essential
component of respectful treatment\ shelter operators should establish procedures for
redressing grievances and appealing decisions that affect the residents, and should make the
procedures known to residents. The Toronto Shelter Standards in Section F of the Tool >it
are appropriately sensitive to the rights of shelter residents.
<ikewise in health care, patients have rights that must be respected by providers of care.
Chief among these are the rights to be informed about one’s health status, to participate in
decisions regarding treatment, and to protection of one’s privacy and the confidentiality of
treatment relationships. These rights are not abridged by one’s economic or housing status.
Care providers, including volunteers and paid staff, also have rights that must be recogniQed
and protected by shelter operators and by shelter residents. Among these rights are the right
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
www.nhchc.org
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to be treated with respect, to work in a safe and healthy environment, to have the tools and
resources necessary to accomplish their Kobs, to earn a living wage, to appeal adverse
decisions and to form labor unions.
Finally, it is incumbent upon all involved in to help assure the basic human rights described
in international law. Unlike the Economic, Cultural and Social Rights discussed above, Civil
Rights to free expression and participation in the political process are well-established in the
United States.
o3p Universal Declaration of Human Rights oUDHRp, Article 2Pj3k.
o2p First <ady Eleanor Roosevelt chaired the U! Human Rights Commission that drafted the UDHR.
o3p The Declaration of andependence: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
That to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their Kust powers from the consent of the
governed. That whenever any form of government becomes destructive to these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or
to abolish it, and to institute new government, laying its foundation on such principles and organiQing its powers in such
form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.” cf. Also the Uill of Rights and additional
amendments to the Constitution of the United States.
o4p See the Hand=ook for Applying the Zuiding Principles on Internal >isplacement, a 3III publication of the Urookings anstitution
:roKect on anternal Displacement, at http:ggwww.reliefweb.intgochaqolgpubgaD:principles.pdf

Eohn Fo'ier
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Thin9ing of Hosting a Homeless 4helter?
Does your church or community group want to host a homeless shelterd What do you need
to know to make it work for everyone involvedd
THE %EED
Homelessness is a growing problem. Almost no community has enough shelter or services
to fill even the existing need, let alone what will present tomorrow. <ong-term solutions
include preventing homelessness and helping people who are now homeless become more
self-sufficient, at an income level with a margin for future emergencies. Uut in the meantime
there are women, children and men who need warmth and safety tonight, or they arenSt
going to benefit from long-term solutions.
Many community organiQations have some empty space that is not used at night, and are
contemplating opening it for some form of homeless shelter. SeattleSs oldest church, First
United Methodist, hosts a large number of community services, in almost every existing
space. The Church of Mary Magdalene and MarySs :lace, a day program for homeless
women, use their lower floor\ at night it is used by Compass Cascade service agency as a
shelter for homeless men. Ene of their upstairs rooms, Drury Hall, is used by Columbia
Senior CitiQens Club during the day, and was the original site of a homeless womenSs shelter
for severe weather.
Seattle has more homeless shelters than almost any other city its siQe, but still has
approximately 2,P00 men, women and children unsheltered each night. a have been involved
in opening several shelters. a offer this article summariQing what a have learned.
I84>- RE`U>RE7E%T4
Whatever type of homeless shelter you decide to host, you will need several basics:
4pace
There are shelters in Seattle that host as few as P people, and others that host as many as
300. Every bit helps, so even if you have a small available room, you may consider opening a
shelter. Having clear floor space, however, is essential. Folding tables and chairs can be put
away at night and set up again in the morning. A room with heavy or built-in furniture
probably isnSt usable.
8vailable use at least R[ hours on a fairly set schedule
You want to allow the people who use the shelter at least eight hours of sleep, with time to
get in and settled at night, and time to get ready to leave in the morning. Also allow cleaning
time between the daySs activities and the shelter opening, and between the shelter closing and
the next daySs activities. an most hosted shelters, there are occasional activities that require
the shelter to open an hour late, or close an hour early. af the shelter hours fluctuate
constantly or are consistently less than eight hours, however, itSs not going to be workable.
Restroom
We would all like to be able to offer homeless people real beds, showers, laundry, kitchen
facilities and a place to store their belongings. This usually isnSt within a churchSs resources.
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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A mat on the floor with two blankets sounds grim, but it is a lifesaver, compared with the
alternatives. Having bathroom facilities, however – a toilet, sink and soap – are a minimum
necessity and required by health code.
4torage
You will need some storage space for the mats, bedding, cleaning supplies, and whatever else
the shelter uses exclusively for itself.
4ecurity
For the sake of both your church and the members of the shelter, the area used by the
shelter should have a separate entry and closed doors between the shelter space jincluding
restrooms and supply storagek and the rest of the church.
7anageable space
at is much easier to manage a shelter if it is one continuous space, with all parts visible from
any point in the room. a am not implying that homeless people need to be watched like a
hawk at all times. Uut you probably wouldnSt feel comfortable if you were hosting a
luncheon in which P0 people were scattered in individual nooks over three separate rooms\
youSd have to run your feet off making sure everybody had what they needed, and you would
undoubtedly need help. af you donSt want to be housing more staff members than homeless
people, find a room thatSs easy to manage.
8 managing agency
You may want to open your shelter yourself and staff it with volunteers from your church.
Er you may feel more comfortable forming a contract with another group that is
experienced in operating shelters, with you providing space and some volunteer help and
they providing management.
>nsurance
af you partner with another agency, they will usually pay for the extra insurance your
insurance company – and local government – will require for the shelter. Etherwise, you will
have to provide this yourself.
4upplies
Even for a bare-bones shelter, some supplies will be needed: toilet paper, cleaning supplies,
light snacks and coffee.
Ilan9et washing
af another agency is managing the shelter for you, they can arrange this. Making sure it is
done, though, should be part of your contract with them.
5ublic notice, or referrals?
Announcing that your shelter is open and waiting for people to come to your door may be
frustrating if no one comes, or overwhelming if you arenSt prepared for who does. Most
churches prefer to let service agencies refer people in need: the agency will often have a
pretty good idea of who will do best where, and can also provide transportation jat least a
bus ticketk to and from the shelter.
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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Who does your congregation feel most called on to serve?
Do you want to provide an all-woman shelterd A shelter for families with childrend A shelter
for couplesd A shelter for youthd A shelter open to both single men and single women jwith
separate sleeping areaskd A shelter for men onlyd A respite shelter for people with illnesses or
inKuries that require bed rest but not hospitaliQation or nursing cared What is within your
capabilitiesd The decision about which group you want to serve will influence your choice of
which agency you want to partner with.
-HUU4E 8 4HEQTER 7UDEQ
There are several shelter models:
4taffed shelter
This is the traditional shelter, with professional paid staff. at is the most expensive model.
Some agencies that will be willing to run a staffed shelter will want a space where they can
set up beds, showers, and other amenities.
Xolunteer staff
Many local shelters run smoothly with a rotating staff of volunteers. <ocal service agencies
send referrals, with blankets. The church provides space, including bathroom facilities and
storage for mats. The volunteers provide light snacks and supervision. The shelter members
set up their own mats and clean up after themselves.
4elfamanaged shelter
SHARE, the Seattle Housing and Resource Effort, is a group of homeless and formerly
homeless men and women who organiQe their own self-managed shelters and other survival
resources, while doing self-advocacy for the social changes to end homelessness. Some other
cities have groups like SHARE.
SHARE has fourteen shelters hosted by churches and other community groups. The key to
the shelter space is kept in a central location. Each night, a responsible shelter member picks
up the key, the shelter record book, and bus tickets for shelter members. The shelter
members go to the shelter, let themselves in, and set up for the night. They govern
themselves according to agreed upon rules. an the morning, they clean up after themselves
and let themselves out. Shelter supplies are provided by SHARE. Ence a week, volunteers
from the shelter wash the blankets with transportation and laundry facilities provided by
SHARE.
7ixed model
A number of shelters run on a mixed model, with both staff and volunteers, or self-managed
with one staff member or a volunteer present to facilitate.
Day center
af you have a room available even for only a few hours of the day, Kust being able to come
indoors, sit down, have a cup of coffee, browse the papers and chat is a blessing. Ueing out
on the streets from the time the night shelters close at perhaps ]:30 AM to when they open
at perhaps I :M is a physical hardship on almost anyone. The isolation of homelessness is as
much of a hardship.
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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FU%D>%B
The level of funding needed will depend on the model of shelter you choose and the level of
services you want to offer. Self-managed emergency shelters cost approximately r3 per
person per night. Eur mixed-model mats-and-blankets severe weather shelter costs
approximately r].P0 per person per night. A professionally staffed shelter offering beds,
storage, phones, meals, showers, laundry and case management counseling can cost r40 per
person per night.
Sources of funding may be your own church budget, special fund-raising among your
donors, or, if you partner with a non-profit shelter management organiQation, a cooperative
fund-raising effort that may include private and public grants. The federal government funds
homeless shelters through both the Mc>inney fund and FEMA jFederal Emergency
Management Act.k
State, county and city governments also fund homeless services. Social service agencies in
your local area will be able to tell you who to apply to for what sources of funding, and what
local regulations apply. Many areas have a Coalition for the Homeless, an association of
service agencies\ check your local listings, or check the !ational Coalition for the Homeless
website, to find them.
-QE8R RUQE4 \ Eb5E-T8T>U%4
Whichever model of shelter you decide to use, establish rules ahead of time that you expect
the shelter to follow.
The standard minimum rules for SHARE shelters are: no alcohol, drugs or weapons on the
premises\ no one is admitted if drunk or high\ no violence is tolerated. The purpose of
severe weather shelters is to get people inside during life-threatening conditions, so they
have relaxed standards on being drunk or high\ this requires more staffing at such shelters.
Most shelters have the same minimum rules.
SHARE also requires those who use the shelter to participate in governance and
maintenance of the shelter, and to take some part in other SHARE community activities
such as the all-shelter organiQing meetings. Ether shelters may have requirements such as
participation in church services or case-management programs.
Each shelter also has specific rules worked out with an individual host. Some SHARE hosts,
for instance, want more personal involvement with the shelter: they have set up a schedule
of regular potluck dinners where shelter and community members mingle, and community
proKects like neighborhood cleanups that both shelter and congregation participate in.
Ene church has bathrooms down a hall which leads past a steep stairway, and requires that
residents using the bathroom have a staff escort for both security and safety reasons. Some
churches are uncomfortable hosting co-ed shelters, and if they host shelter for couples or
families, require proof of marriage. These are the kinds of things that you should work out
ahead of time with whoever will manage your shelter, even if it is members of your own
congregation, so that everyone is clear on the expectations.
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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-U%T8-T4
Set up contact persons for emergencies, problems or complaints. adeally, set up a regular
schedule of meetings to touch bases, see how the shelter is going, and make any changes that
are needed as time passes. an the shelter space that Drury Hall uses, for instance, there are
two couches. Since the staff members sleep in shifts, some began sleeping on the couches,
since the agreed upon rules didnSt forbid it. This upset the church maintenance staff, so the
rules needed to be changed.
%E>BHIURHUUD 7EET>%B4
at is also a good idea to have neighborhood meetings ahead of time, and work out
agreements with your neighbors, without compromising your right to provide the service
you feel called to give. Assurances that shelter residents are not going to use parking space or
smoke underneath neighborhood windows, for instance, and that extra garbage pickups will
be done as necessary, will help acceptance of the new neighbors.
!o matter how loud, fearful or angry your neighbors sound at first, a can tell you from
experience that after they have lived side by side with real homeless people for a few
months, a lot of them will be offering help to the shelter. You can speed this process the
more you offer opportunities for involvement.
U%-E YUU’XE 4T8RTED
!ew things will always come up, once the shelter is operating. ThatSs life. Having worked
out the plan this far, though, youSll be prepared to handle them.
Adapted from article =y Anitra F. Freeman http:[[anitrawe=.org[homelessness[faqs[helping[hosting.html
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What You !eed to >now
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Uringing Health Care into the Shelter
Fearning Zoal:
!

To identify common health conditions found among people living in
shelter and become familiar with effective responses to those
conditions.

Anyone experiencing homelessness for any length of time faces many barriers to accessing
basic health care services: lack of health insurance, lack of transportation, lack of stable
income to pay for medications. Homeless individuals and families are often so consumed
with obtaining the basics of food, shelter, and clothing that physical and mental health needs
become lower priority. While health problems can be both a cause and a result of
homelessness, they too often go unaddressed.
Dust as homeless individuals are too
overwhelmed by immediate needs to
address longer-term health issues, so
too are shelters – which often come
into existence to meet the immediate
and overwhelming need to keep a
roof over people’s heads, and are
often too consumed by the day-today logistics of shelter operations
even to consider whether or how to
address the health care needs of
shelter residents.
an spite of these realities, it is critical that shelters work to address the basics of safety and
environmental health, and to begin exploring ways to bring more substantive primary care
services to the people they serve. This section of the guide will attempt to give an overview
of the common health conditions among homeless people and to lay out some strategies for
organiQing shelter health services.
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The Tool Fits
At the beginning of each section of this Yuide, readers will find lists that outline the
contents of the Tool >its that can be found in electronic form on the CD that accompanies
this Yuide. While some of the tools and handouts are found both in the Yuide and in the
Tool >its, most of the items listed below are only found in the Tool >its. They are to be
used to supplement the material in the Yuide and to provide shelter providers with day-today tools for use in the shelters.

Tool Fit I: Iringing Health -are into the 4helter
U-3
U-2
U-3
U-4
U-P
U-]
U-O
U-_
U-I
U-30
U-33
U-32
U-33

Adapting Your :ractice: Yeneral Recommendations for the Care of Homeless
:atients jHCH Clinicians’ !etworkk
CDC handout: Controlling the Spread of anfections
CDC handout: Diabetes Flyer
CDC handout: >eep at With You Medical anfo Form
CDC handout: Cover Cough jEnglishk
CDC handout: Cover Cough jSpanishk
MC! handout: Daily Foot Care
MC! handout: Depression and Healthy <iving
MC! handout: Healthy Foods
MC! handout: Small Changes
“Healing Hands” February 200P: Uugs That Uite
“Symptoms of Diabetes”
Fact Sheets from The Health Care of Homeless Persons jEnglish and Spanishk
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The Facts on -ommon Health -onditions
The following pages contain a number of fact sheets on specific acute and chronic diseases
that are of particular concern to people living in shelter. They were originally printed, with
full color illustrations, in The Care of Homeless Persons: A <anual of Communica=le >iseases and
Common Pro=lems in Shelters on the Streets, Dim E’Connell, MD, editor.
While the following selected fact sheets do not paint a complete picture of the common
health needs of homeless persons, they do present many of the health issues that are of
greatest concern to shelter providers. They include:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

anfluenQa
Upper Respiratory anfection jthe common coldk
Diarrhea
Hepatitis A
Hepatitis U
Hepatitis C
Tuberculosis
HaigAaDS
iaccinations
<ice
Scabies

These and many others can be found in both English and Spanish in the hard copy of the
<anual of Communica=le >iseases provided with this Yuide, on the CD provided with this
Yuide, or at: www.bhchp.orggUHCH:l20manualgpagesgfactsheetsqasqpdf.html
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>nfluen_a
What is influen_a?

anfluenQa is the flu, a virus that comes around once a year, usually in the late fall or winter
months.
When you have the flu, you get a fever, chills, headaches, dry cough, and often a runny nose.
You feel very tired and can feel achy all over for several days.
For most people, the flu comes and goes quickly. Uut the flu can make you very sick if you
have problems with your heart or lungs. You can also get very sick from the flu if you are
infected with Hai, the virus causing AaDS.

How do you get the flu?
The flu is easy to catch when many people live close together. You get the flu by breathing
germs from someone who coughing or sneeQing or by staying in a shelter where many
people are sick.

What should you do if you get the flu?

af you have the flu, you should take it easy and drink plenty of liquids. You can help a sore
throat by gargling with warm water and some salt.
Use Tylenols jacetaminophenk to treat the fever or muscle aches.
You should see a doctor or nurse if you are getting worse, are not better after a few days or
if you have heart or lung problems.

How can you 9eep from getting the flu?
You can get a flu shot every year so you don’t get the flu or give it to other people. Shelters
usually give flu shots in !ovember.
You can’t get the flu from a flu shot. Most people don’t have any side effects from the flu
shot. However, sometimes, the shot can make you feel achy and tired, or you may have a
low fever and chills. This is not common and only lasts for about 2 days. Your arm may be
sore for a couple of days from the shot.
af you are allergic to eggs, you should not get a flu shot.
af you are ill and have a fever, wait until you feel better before you have a flu shot.
You should wash your hands with warm water and soap after blowing your nose or your
child’s nose to prevent giving the flu to others.
Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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Upper Respiratory >nfection dUR>^-ommon -olde
What is an upper respiratory infection?

Upper respiratory infection is a medical term for the common cold. :eople get colds all the
time. Adults can get 2 to 4 colds every year. Children can get as many as ] to _ colds every
year.

How do you get a cold?
Colds are most likely spread when people cough or sneeQe germs into the air, and then other
people breathe those germs. Also, people with colds may touch their noses and then put
their hands on other people or things like toys.

What are the signs of a cold?

af you have a cold, you may cough, have a stuffed and runny nose. You sneeQe and your
throat is sore. You may feel pressure in your ears.
Adults can sometimes have fevers up to 303tF j3_.3tCk. Sometimes, children can get a fever
up to 302tF j3_.ItCk.

What do you do if you have a cold?
You should get rest and drink plenty of water or any type of fluids. af you have a sore
throat, mix some salt in warm water and then gargle. You can also use throat loQenges.
af you feel sore everywhere, you can take Tylenols.
Decongestants may help a stuffed or runny nose.

>f you have a high fever, what do you do?

u af you or your children have a high fever jover 302t Fg3_.ItCk, see a doctor or
nurse immediately.
u af you have a fever, swollen glands, and a sore throat see a doctor or nurse
immediately.
u af you have a fever and cough up yellow or green phlegm, see a doctor or nurse
immediately.

How do you 9eep from spreading a cold?
af you or your children have a cold you should wash your hands often, jespecially after
blowing noses or wiping secretionsk and throw the tissue away.
:eople without colds should also wash their hands a lot with warm water and soap,
particularly before preparing, serving or eating food.
Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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Diarrhea
What is diarrhea?

Diarrhea is usually a change in a normal bowel pattern, with abnormal amounts of stool or
liquid stool. You can get diarrhea from viruses, bacteria, or parasites. You can also get
diarrhea from other medical problems.

What happens when you have diarrhea?
af you have diarrhea, you have to go to the bathroom a lot. Your bowel movements are
loose and mixed with liquid. Sometimes, you get cramps, you throw up, or you have a fever.
You may see blood or mucous in your bowel movements. When diarrhea lasts for more
than three days, or if it seems severe, see a doctor or a nurse. They can take a sample of
your bowel movement to see what kind of diarrhea you have.

What do you do if you or your child has diarrhea?

Whenever you have diarrhea, drink a lot of clear liquids to replace the fluids you have lost.
af your baby has unusually loose stools or an increase in the usual number of bowel
movements, contact your health provider. Diarrhea can quickly make babies very sick.
af your child has diarrhea, special liquids, such as :edialytes or Enfalytes, which can be
obtained from a drug store, can help prevent your child from becoming dehydrated. af the
diarrhea is not severe and the child is not vomiting, you should allow the child to eat a
normal diet in moderation. >eep in mind that starchy foods are better absorbed. af your
child’s diarrhea is severe or won’t stop, contact a doctor or nurse.
Take your child to a hospital or clinic if you see any of these signs:
u your child can’t make tears\
u the mouth of your child is dry\
u the eyes of your child look sunken or have dark circles around them\
u your child is very sleepy\
u your child is less than 32 months of age and is having very large or very frequent
stools\
u your child has not wet a diaper in _ hours.
af your child has diarrhea, vomits, or has a fever over 303tF j3_.4tCk, see a doctor or nurse.

How do you 9eep from getting diarrhea?
Always wash your hands:
u before fixing any food or formula\
u before eating or feeding a child\
u after changing diapers or going to the bathroom.
Toilet-trained children should always wash their hands after they go to the bathroom. You
or another adult should remind children to wash their hands and watch them in the
bathroom. af children are putting toys in their mouths, try to keep them from sharing these
toys with other children. This is especially important if one of the children is sick.
af you have diarrhea, do not fix or serve food to anyone outside of your family. You can
serve and fix food when your symptoms go away or your doctor or nurse tells you it’s E>.
Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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Hepatitis 8
What is hepatitis 8?

Hepatitis A is a virus that irritates your liver.
:eople with hepatitis A can feel very tired and have a fever, poor appetite, nausea, yellow
eyes and skin, dark urine, and white bowel movements. Some people, especially children,
don’t have yellow skin or eyes. You usually feel sick from hepatitis A for about 2 weeks,
although some people can get sick for several months and others never get sick at all.

How do you get hepatitis 8?
Hepatitis A is spread through the stool of infected people. This can happen when an
infected person goes to the bathroom, doesn’t wash his hands, and then touches obKects
which others might put into their mouths. Hepatitis A can spread when you change diapers
or when children put their hands into their diapers and then touch obKects that go into the
mouth.
You can’t get hepatitis A when you talk to, touch, or sleep in the same room with a sick
person.

How do you treat hepatitis 8?

There is no treatment for hepatitis A. af you get sick, lots or rest and high calorie foods can
make you feel better.

How can > 9eep from getting hepatitis 8?
af you are at high risk for getting hepatitis A or may get seriously sick from hepatitis A, you
can get a vaccination. This vaccination is for sexually active men who have sex with men,
illegal drug users jinKection and non-inKection drug usersk, persons with chronic liver disease,
and children living where there are high rates of hepatitis A.
Whether or not you are vaccinated against hepatitis A, it is always important to wash your
hands before you touch food, eat, feed your baby, change your baby’s diapers, or go the
bathroom. Always put soiled diapers in a wastebasket that children can’t get into.
af your children get hepatitis A or the person you live with has hepatitis A, you can get a shot
called immune globulin jaYk to make sure you don’t get very sick. The shot has to be given
within 2 weeks of exposure, so see a caregiver as soon as possible.

-an you get hepatitis 8 more than once?

After you get sick from hepatitis A, you can’t get it again. Uut remember, you can still get
other types of hepatitis.
Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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Hepatitis I
What is hepatitis I?
Hepatitis U is a virus that affects your liver. The early symptoms are like the cold or flu.
After about a month, your skin may turn yellow and begin to itch. Your urine looks like
Coca-Cola, but the color of your bowel movements is light. You may not see any of these
symptoms for a month-and-a-half to ] months after you first get the disease.
These symptoms can last for 3 to 2 months. Usually, you are healthy again after the
symptoms go away. Some people die from hepatitis U, and others have lifelong liver
problems.

What do you do if you have hepatitis I?

Rest and high calorie foods may help your fever and itching. Usually, food goes down better
in the early part of the day. Avoid drugs such as Tylenols that are broken down by the
liver. Alcohol and illegal drugs can also damage the liver.

How do you get hepatitis I?

The virus doesn’t spread when you talk to, touch, or sleep in the same room with an infected
person. Having sex without a condom or sharing needles with an infected person can
spread the virus very easily. Some people can be infected and never feel or look sick,
however, they can still spread the virus.

How do you 9eep from getting hepatitis I?

iaccination can prevent you from getting hepatitis U. at is now recommended that all
children and adolescents receive the hepatitis U vaccine. The vaccine is also recommended
for adults who are high risk, which includes inKection drug users.
af you inKect drugs, you can also keep from getting hepatitis U by not sharing needles. af you
share needles, use a watered down bleach solution to clean your works before and after you
shoot to kill the hepatitis U on the needle. Ask shelter staff about where to find bleach.
Use a condom every time you have sex. Eften, shelter staff know where you can get
condoms.
Don’t share toothbrushes and raQors.
Cover any cuts or sores with a bandage.
af you touch any of the fluids that come out of another person’s body, especially blood and
urine, you need to wash your hands very well.
Ue careful when throwing away raQors and other sharp thingsv The shelter staff can tell you
where to put them.
Watch children to make sure they don’t bite or scratch one another.
af you get exposed to hepatitis U, ask your doctor or nurse about vaccines.
Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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Hepatitis What is hepatitis -?

Hepatitis C is an R!A virus ja type of germk that causes liver disease. The hepatitis C virus
is found in the blood and liver of people with hepatitis C infection.

How is hepatitis - spread?
The virus is spread primarily through blood. :eople most at risk are those who have had a
blood transfusion or an organ transplant before 3II2, or people who use or have used
needles contaminated by blood jfor example, the inKection of drugsk. Since Duly 3II2, the
blood supply has been carefully checked for this virus and the blood supply is considered to
be safe.
The hepatitis C virus can be spread whenever blood jor fluids containing bloodk comes in
contact with an opening on the skin or other tissues. This can occur even when these
openings cannot be seen. Hepatitis C virus can also be transmitted by sexual contact, but
this does not happen as easily as the spread of Hai, the virus that causes AaDS. Tattooing
and body piercing are also risk factors.
The hepatitis C virus is not spread by casual contact like hugging, sneeQing, coughing, or
sharing food. As with all blood born infections raQors, toothbrushes and drinks should not
be shared. You cannot get hepatitis C by donating blood.

How serious is hepatitis -?

Hepatitis C infection can be very serious. Most people who become infected will carry the
virus for the rest of their lives. Some of these people will develop liver damage and feel very
sick. Ether people may feel healthy for many years after being diagnosed with hepatitis C
infection. This virus can eventually cause cirrhosis jscarring of the liverk andgor liver cancer
in some infected people. While most people will not develop liver failure or cancer with
hepatitis C, a significant number of people will. We cannot tell who will or will not have
these problems. We do know that the homeless and poor patients are at higher risk for
infections and complications.

Who is at ris9 for getting hepatitis -?
:eople are at risk for developing hepatitis C infection if they:
u have used street drugs or shared needles, even Kust once\
u have received a blood transfusion, blood products, or an organ transplant before Duly
3II2\
u have had many sexual partners, especially if they did not use condoms\
u are health care workers jlike doctors or nursesk who may be exposed to blood or needles\
u are babies born to mothers who have hepatitis C\
u are homeless\
u suffer from alcoholism\
u are veterans of the iietnam war\
u have tattoos or body piercing with infected needles or ink\
u have been on kidney dialysis.
Continued on ne8t page.
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>s there a treatment for hepatitis -?
A drug called interferon, in combination with Ribavirins, is used to treat hepatitis C
infection. :eople diagnosed with hepatitis C infection should not drink any alcohol or take
certain medicines that can cause liver damage. at is recommended that persons infected with
hepatitis C be vaccinated for hepatitis A and hepatitis U, two other viruses which cause liver
damage if they are at risk for those infections. Antibiotics jmedicine to fight an infection
from bacteriak do not work against the hepatitis C virus. Ask your doctor about treatment
options and steps you can take to protect your liver.

How can hepatitis - be prevented?

There is no vaccine for hepatitis C. The best way to keep from getting the hepatitis C virus
is to avoid any contact with blood. This includes not sharing needles, raQors, or
toothbrushes. Ulood banks now screen donated blood for hepatitis C virus, so your risk of
getting infected from a blood transfusion is extremely low. You can also get hepatitis C
from sex with an infected partner\ using a condom may reduce your risk of becoming
infected.
To prevent the spread of hepatitis -:
u if you shoot drugs, never share works with anyone. Don’t share cocaine or other snorting
straws, since these can get blood on them too. Find out about treatment programs that can
help you stop using drugs.
u use a latex condom every time you have sex.
u only get tattoos or body piercing from places using sterile equipment.
u health care workers and people who clean up in hospitals or places where needles or
sharps are used should follow standard juniversalk precautions for every patient.
u if you have hepatitis C, don’t share raQors or toothbrushes.
u if you have hepatitis C, don’t donate blood, sperm, or organs.

Adapted from the <assachusetts >epartment of Pu=lic Health Fact Sheets
Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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Tuberculosis dTIe
What is tuberculosis?

Tuberculosis, or TU, is a germ that most often infects your lungs. at can also grow in other
parts of your body. TU of the lungs can make a person sick with cough that doesn’t go
away, fevers, sweats at night, and weight loss.

How do you get TI?
TU spreads when someone sick with TU in the lungs coughs or sneeQes. This puts the
germs into the air, and then other people breathe them. af you spend a lot of time near a
person who is sick with TU, you can get infected. Most people who get infected with
TU do not get sick\ their immune system keeps the infection in check, and the person
doesn’t know that he or she is carrying the TU germ.

How do you 9now if you have TI?

To be sure you don’t have TU infection, you can take a skin test called the “::D.” af you
are at risk for TU, you can take the skin test every ] months. This test shows if you have TU
germs in your body. af you have TU germs, the test is “positive.” To be sure that these
germs are not making you sick, a physical exam and a chest x-ray usually are needed.

What do you do if you have TI?
af your test is positive, get a check-up and a chest x-ray to see if the germs are making you
sick. Your TU germs may not be making you sick right now. Uut they can make you sick at
anytime in your life. The doctor can give you an antibiotic to kill the germs so they don’t
begin to grow and make you sick.
af you are infected with TU, but not yet sick, you cannot spread the germs to other people.
af you are sick with TU, it is possible that you can spread the disease to other people. Your
friends may need to take a ::D skin test to make sure they are not infected.
af you are sick with TU, you will need to take TU medicine for many months before all of the
germs are killed. You should take the medicine even if you feel better. TU germs can hide
out until the medicine is not around. Then, the germs grow back and make you sick again.
at isn’t easy to take medicine in shelters. Ask the shelter staff about a safe place to store the
pills. Ask someone to help you to remember to take your pills. The Health Department
should be able to help you with your medicines.
Sometimes the TU medicine can cause side effects. You may have a fever and a skin rash.
You may not want to eat, or your stomach may get upset and you throw up. The right side
of your stomach may be sore. Your skin and eyes may turn yellow and your urine may look
dark, like tea. This means the medicine is hurting your liver. af you see any of these signs,
stop the pills immediately and see your doctor.
Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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H>X and 8>D4
What is H>X?

Hai is a virus that spreads through sexual contact and blood contact. The virus can also
pass from a pregnant woman to her unborn baby or to a baby through breast milk.

What is 8>D4?
AaDS stands for “acquired immune deficiency syndrome.” AaDS results when the body’s
immune system is damaged by the human immunodeficiency virus jHaik. This can result in
infections and certain kinds of cancer. AaDS can be preventedv

How is H>X transmitted?

Hai is a virus that is spread through person to person contact with body fluids – blood,
semen, vaginal fluids or mother’s milk.
The virus is most often transmitted during sexual contact, through sharing needles and other
drug works. at can also be passed to a baby during pregnancy or at birth.
Sexual contact can be between men and women or between partners of the same sex.

How do other sexually transmitted diseases affect H>X?
When a person has another STD like gonorrhea, Chlamydia or herpes, he or she is at greater
risk of getting Hai.

How can > tell if my partner has H>X?

There is no way to tell if a person is infected with Hai. He or she can look healthy and feel
healthy.

How can > tell if > have been infected with H>X?
When a person is initially infected with Hai, he or she may have fevers, chills, swollen
lymph nodes and a rash. This usually resolves in several days. :eople with Hai may not
know it. They may feel and look very healthy. They can still spread the virus. The only way
to find out is to have Hai testing done either by a saliva sample or a blood sample.

Does a positive H>X test mean > have 8>D4?

!o. at means you have been infected with the virus. Treatment with medication may
prevent the development of AaDS. af your Hai test is positive, you can spread the virus to
sexual partners, needle use partners or your unborn child.

What do > do if > am pregnant and may have H>X?
af you are pregnant or planning to become pregnant, consult your doctor about getting a test
for Hai. af you are Hai positive, your doctor can help you and your baby if you get into
care as soon as possible.
Continued on ne8t page.
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What do > do if > am H>X positive?
at is important to remember that Hai is now a treatable disease. Yet medical care as soon
as possible. af you do not need medications, it is important to stay as healthy as possible and
to get regular check ups.

What do > do if someone > 9now is H>X positive?

:eople with Hai need support and understanding, as well as respect for their confidentiality.
af someone tells you he or she has Hai, offer friendship but respect their privacy.

How can > 9eep from getting H>X?
You can become infected if you do not practice safer sex. Men should always wear a
condom jrubberk. <ubricate the condom with water-based substances such as >-Y Dellys,
For-:lays, :re:airs, or :robes. Don’t put any oil or iaselines on the condom because
it may break. Avoid nonoxynol I spermicide. !ever use a condom more than once. Don’t
take chances. Use a condom from start to finish every time you have sex.
Eral sex on a man should also be done with a condom in place. For oral sex on a woman,
use a dental dam. Don’t let blood or sexual fluids enter your mouth or your partner’s.
Dry kissing, masturbation, hugging, and touching are safe. Deep jFrenchk kissing has not
been shown to pass on the virus but may be risky, especially if there are sores or blood in
someone’s mouth.
DE!’T SHEET DRUYSv The best protection from Hai is to get help through a drug
program. When using drugs, !EiER SHARE !EED<ES, straws, or other works. Always
clean your works with bleach before and after use.
Uecause Hai spreads through blood, don’t share sharp obKects like raQors and toothbrushes
that may have blood on them.
You cannot get the virus by being stung by insects, sitting on toilet seats, washing dishes, or
being around someone with AaDS. Sharing bathrooms, dishes and laundry cannot spread
the virus. A person infected with Hai cannot transmit the virus when he or she hugs and
touches you or sneeQes towards you.

Where can > get information about H>X^8>D4?

Much information about HaigAaDS is now available. The shelters have brochures and
sometimes videos. There are now many magaQines with information about HaigAaDS. af
you have access to the internet, the following websites can give you information that is easy
to understand:
www.proKectinform.com
www.thebody.com
www.aegis.com
Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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Xaccinations
What is a vaccination?

When you get a shot to protect you against a certain disease, you are getting a vaccination.
an the USA children routinely get shots to protect them against measles, mumps, rubella
jYerman measlesk, diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis jwhooping coughk, Haemophilus influen'ae
type b jHibk, and polio.
Certain individuals may also be targeted for other vaccinations, especially the influenQa
vaccine. This depends on your health history and your risk for getting these diseases.
iaccination is very important for you and your children. Children usually receive most
vaccines before their seventh birthday. af you didn’t get vaccinated in childhood for one of
these diseases, you may still be able to receive the vaccine as an adult.

What are the diseases?
7easles is a serious virus that causes a high fever, cold-like symptoms, runny eyes and a
body rash. Rarely, measles can lead to pneumonia, inflammation of the brain, deafness, or
mental retardation.
7umps is a virus that causes painful swelling of the glands in the neck and behind the ears.
at can lead to inflammation of the lining around the brain jmeningitisk and swelling of the
testicles in men. Rarely, it causes deafness or sterility.
Rubella is also called Yerman measles. !ormally, the symptoms of rubella are mild and
include a rash with a low fever. However, pregnant women with rubella can have
miscarriages, stillbirths or babies born with serious birth defects.
5olio is a virus that can lead to swelling of the lining around the brain jmeningitisk or
paralysis. at is extremely rare in the United States due to good vaccination practices. You
can get polio if you are not immuniQed and you are exposed to infected people from other
countries where polio is more common.
Diphtheria is an infection that starts in the throat and nose. at causes a thick gray covering
over the back of the throat that can make breathing very difficult. This germ can also release
a poison that causes paralysis and severe heart problems.
Tetanus is an infection that gets into the body when you get a serious cut, puncture wound,
burn, or bite. at leads to stiffness in the muscles, especially those of the Kaw j“lockKaw”k and
the breathing muscles.
5ertussis, or whooping cough, is a serious infection of the upper airway. at begins very
much like a cold with a runny nose and cough. The cough may get worse at night, and occur
in “fits” that may end in a loud whoop or vomiting. anfants are most at risk for problems
including seiQures, pneumonia, and brain damage from pertussis.
Continued on ne8t page.
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Hib jHaemophilus influen'ae type bk is a bacteria that can infect the blood, the lining of the
brain, and the lungs and airways. at rarely infects adults, but can be a very serious illness in
infants and young children.
5neumococcus is a bacterial infection that can cause pneumonia, blood infections, or
meningitis in small children. :Ci, or pneumococcal conKugate vaccine, protects against
pneumococcus infection.
Hepatitis I is a virus that infects the liver. Some people with hepatitis U do not feel sick at
all, but they can pass the disease on to others. The virus can lead to an inflammation of the
liver, causing fatigue, nausea, lack of appetite, and a yellowing of the skin called Kaundice.
The inflammation can cause the liver to stop working, which is fatal.
Xaricella jchickenpoxk is a common viral illness in children, causing fever, cold symptoms,
and a rash. Most children recover from varicella without any problems. Adults who get
varicella often get serious complications from the disease, including pneumonia, encephalitis
jan inflammation of the braink or kidney failure.

What are the side effects of these vaccines?
The side effects of these vaccines are usually mild, with some redness and swelling where
you get the shot and possibly a fever. Rarely, other more serious side effects can occur with
any vaccine. You should talk to your health provider about any concerns you have. Health
clinics can also give you information sheets on each vaccine.

What if > don’t get my child vaccinated?

af you don’t get your child vaccinated, they can get very sick. Also, they may not be able to
enroll in a school or day-care center. Yenerally, state law requires all children enrolled in
daycare centers, schools, and colleges to be up-to-date with immuniQations jwith some
exemptions based on religious beliefsk.
>eep your child’s immuniQation records updated and in a safe place. You will need them as
your child grows up.

Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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Qice
What are lice?

<ice are tiny bugs that live on the human body.
There are three types of lice:
Head lice live on people’s hair and make the scalp itch. The eggs often look like dandruff,
but you can’t pull them off your hair easily. Head lice spread when a person with head lice
comes into contact with another person’s hair. They can also spread when people share
hats, combs and other things that touch the head or hair. Head lice are very common
among children.

Iody lice live on people’s clothes, especially in the seams. They do not usually live on the

skin. :eople usually find they have body lice when they get a rash from scratching. Uody
lice spread when you touch or come into contact with a person with body lice. They can
also spread by sharing things like clothing or bed sheets that have body lice on them.

5ubic lice is most commonly spread by close body contact or sexual contact. af you have

pubic lice, you should ask a doctor or nurse to exam you for other sexually transmitted
diseases.

How do you get rid of lice?
For head lice and pubic lice, ask a doctor or nurse about shampoos or cream rinses that will
kill lice in your hair. Usually, you have to leave the shampoo on your hair for up to 30
minutes. You then rinse your hair well and dry it with a towel. Ence your hair is dry, you
may have to comb any remaining eggs out of your hair with a fine-toothed comb. This takes
a lot of time. Some people prefer to cut or shave their hair instead of combing.
To keep the lice from coming back, wash all linen and clothing in hot water and dry your
laundry in a dryer for 30 minutes before you use it again.
af you can’t wash things like stuffed animals and toys, carefully vacuum them.
Soak all your combs and brushes in the lice shampoo diluted with water. A solution of 3
part bleach to 30 parts water will also work.
For body lice, all you may have to do is take off your clothing and shower carefully. Uody
lice live in clothing, not on the skin. Uefore you put your clothing back on, you should wash
your clothes in hot water and dry them in a dryer for 30 minutes. Do not put your clothing
back on or sleep in the same bed after you shower until everything is clean.
af you have lice, you should see a nurse or a doctor after about a week to make sure the lice
are gone. Sometimes you have to get treated again.

How can you 9eep from getting lice?

The best way to keep from getting lice is not to share clothing, hats, combs and other
personal things. Tell people who complain about itching or rashes to see a doctor or nurse.
af you have been close to a person with lice, ask a doctor or nurse to evaluate you for lice.
Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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4cabies
What are scabies?

Scabies are tiny bugs called mites. Scabies burrow under the skin and make you itch and feel
uncomfortable, especially at night. They can live anywhere on your body.

How do you get scabies?
Scabies are easy to get, especially in places where a lot of people live or play together. They
spread when someone with scabies touches your skin. This can also happen when people
sleep in the same bed or share clothing or bed linen. Scabies can spread from the infected
person until he or she gets treated.

What do you do if you have scabies?

Scabies may be difficult to treat. A doctor or nurse practitioner or physician’s assistant can
give you a lotion that kills scabies.
>f you have scabies:
3k Trim your nails so the scratching doesn’t hurt your skin.
2k Take a shower.
3k Wait a few minutes for your skin to cool down.
4k Spread the lotion on your skin as directed.
Pk Do not put on any other cream, ointment or body lotion.
]k Wait _ to 32 hours. af you wash your hands during this time period, reapply the
lotion to your hands.
Ok Take another shower to rinse off the lotion.
_k :ut on new or clean clothes that have been washed and dried according to the
instructions below.
Ik Wash your linen and bedclothes the morning after the treatment is finished.
Everything should be washed in hot water and dried in a hot drier for 30 minutes.
30k You may need to repeat the treatment in 3 week – ask your doctor or nurse
practitioner or physician’s assistant.
For a child with scabies:
3k Trim the child’s nails so the scratching doesn’t hurt his or her skin.
2k Uathe or shower the child.
3k Wait a few minutes for the skin to cool down.
4k Spread the lotion on your skin as directed.
Pk Do not put on any other cream, ointment or body lotion.
]k Wait _ to 32 hours. af the child washes his or her hands during this time period,
reapply the lotion to the hands.
Ok Uathe or shower the child again to rinse off the lotion.
_k :ut on the child new or clean clothes that have been washed and dried according
to the instructions below.
Ik Wash the linen and bedclothes the morning after the treatment is finished.
Everything should be washed in hot water and dried in a hot drier for 30 minutes.
30k The child may need to repeat the treatment in 3 week – ask your doctor or nurse
practitioner or physician’s assistant.
Continued on ne8t page.
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iacuum anything you or your child may have touched if it can’t be washed jtoys, rugs,
pillowsk.
Even after treatment, you may continue to itch for a couple of weeks. This is normal. af
itching is bad, ask your doctor or nurse for a medicine to control the itch.

How do you 9eep from getting scabies?
Try not to share your clothing or your children’s clothing and bed linen with others.
af you know someone who complains about a rash or itching, urge them to see a doctor or
nurse.
af you or your children have been around someone with scabies, see a doctor or nurse.

Originally pu=lished in The Health Care of Homeless :ersons.
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THE F8-T4 UF Q>-E
u There are three types of human lice: Pediculus humanus capitis jhead lousek, Pediculus
humanus corporis jbody lousek, and Pthirus pu=is jpubic or crab lousek.
u Uites are painless but inKected saliva causes intense itching.
u <ice do not Kump or fly\ they are only spread through direct physical contact with a
person or sharing of personal items, including clothes, bedding, combs, and hats.
u Head lice are more common in young, white females.
u Uody lice are associated with low-income, poor hygiene, and overcrowded living
conditions.
u Uody lice are vectors for serious disease, including trench fever and endocarditis
jinfection of the heart valvesk.
u Up to one-third of people with pubic lice may have other sexually transmitted
diseases.
u :eople with HaigAaDS tend to have more severe infestations of scabies and be
unresponsive to conventional treatment.
78cerpted from Healing Hands: Uugs That Uite Fe=ruary SJJM
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>nta9e, 4howers, and -lean 4heets: Heading Uff
>nfestations in Homeless 4helters
Shelter staff dealing with outbreaks of lice and scabies face some of the same barriers their clients do:
misinformation, fear, and lack of resources. Education is a powerful tool that HCH clinicians provide
to help shelter staff deal appropriately and respectfully with clients, prevent large-scale infestations,
and protect their own health. “Staff should have communicable diseases training so they can make
informed choices about their own care and the care of their clients,” Heather Uarr says. As a health
consultant and educator, Uarr has drafted sample policies on handling lice and scabies for shelters to
adopt or adapt. The key to reducing the incidence of lice and scabies in shelters is to begin with
“sensitive and well-conducted intake,” Uarr says. “at’s a gentle and delicate dance when you’re dealing
with personal issues.”
Clients with suspected cases of lice or scabies should
not be asked to leave the shelter, Uarr says. “at’s more
haQardous for them to remain outside.” anstead, she
instructs shelter staff to let them stay for the night\ if
they want to stay additional nights they must bring a
note from a medical provider which indicates that they
have been evaluated and that treatment, if required, has
been initiated. Shelter procedures on bathing and
laundry vary. Some, such as :rospect House in
Uridgeport, CT, require all clients to bathe and wash
clothes daily. “an the year that a’ve been here, a’ve
never seen a case of lice or scabies,” says Director
5atricia Binyard.

T>54 FUR 4HEQTER 4T8FF
u Ask each client about symptoms of
lice or scabies at intake.
u Refer clients with symptoms for a
medical evaluation.
u Wear latex gloves when examining
patients suspected to have lice or
scabies.
u Assist clients who need help with
bathing and laundry.
u Wear disposable gowns or aprons

At Urban Ministries in Durham, !C, only those clients
when handling dirty laundry.
enrolled in the shelter’s drug or disability programs are
required to wash their clothes\ “overnighters” jthose who use the shelter for sleeping onlyk are not,
says Deborah Wilson, 8Q5%, with <incoln Community Health Center Health Care for the
Homeless :roKect. <ack of resourcesmfrom medically trained staff to bedding and laundry
facilitiesmcan make it difficult for shelters to head off outbreaks of communicable diseases. <ast
May, there was an outbreak of lice and scabies at :eople in :eril, a wet shelter in Worcester, MA.
Formerly, the shelter had its own medical staff\ currently the HCH Homeless Eutreach and
Advocacy :roKect jHEA:k holds clinics at the shelter twice a week, notes 8nne Qaverty, 74%,
R%, !ursing Supervisor. “We talk to the staff about the need for two clean sheets, one as a barrier
for the mattress and one as a barrier for the blanket,” <averty says. “adeally, they should clean the
mattresses everyday, but realistically, this may not happen.” an Danuary, the HEA: medical team
conducted a screening for lice and scabies at the shelter. “We tried to do it in the most humane way
possible,” <averty says. “We set up screens so people had privacy. Most people were cooperative and
appreciative.”
Uarr’s short-hand advice for shelter staff is straightforward: Do a careful intake, intervene quickly,
normaliQe the situation, and ensure that appropriate treatment is carried out. HCH clinicians are
available as a resource to help shelters perform these tasks.
This article was originally pu=lished in a Healing Hands issue entitled Uugs That Uite:
Helping Homeless :eople and Shelter Staff Cope, Fe=ruary SJJM
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The Top S:
8sthma, Diabetes, -ardiovascular Disease, and 4ei_ures
While there are innumerable health concerns that shelter providers might be faced with,
there are some very common chronic conditions that affect large numbers of people in the
housed population, and even greater percentages of people who are displaced and homeless.
Four of the most common are asthma, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and seiQures. Shelter
providers should equip themselves with a basic knowledge of these health problems. The
following pages should help.
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8bout 8sthma
What is asthma?
Asthma is a lung disease that causes the airways in your lungs to become swollen, narrowed,
or blocked. This alters the normal flow of air in and out of the lungs, which can make it
difficult to breathe. Asthma affects an estimated 3O.3 million people in the United States. at
is the most common chronic childhood disease and a leading cause of childhood disability.
What is an asthma attac9?
While experiencing an attack, a person with asthma will go through periods of worsening
chest tightness, wheeQing, coughing, waking at night, andgor shortness of breath. Any one or
more of these symptoms can indicate an attack. :ersons with asthma may have mild,
moderate, or severe to life-threatening attacks of breathing difficulty if not treated properly.
Since severe attacks can be life threatening, it is important that you recogniQe the symptoms
and properly assess the severity of those symptoms. Typically, symptom-free periods
alternate with periods of acute symptoms jasthma attacksk.
What are the symptoms of an asthma attac9?
You may have one or all of these symptoms during an asthma attack:
! Coughing while or after exercising.
! WheeQing ja whistling noise when air passes in and out of the airwayk.
! Chest tightness.
! Shortness of breath.
What can trigger an asthma attac9?
An “asthma trigger” is a substance that may cause an asthma attack. These substances, or
allergens can be found both indoors and outdoors. Exposure to them can cause the airways
in your lungs to swell, triggering any of the symptoms of an asthma attack.
Some common asthma triggers are:
8llergens:
! Animal dander jpet or animal hair, saliva, or urinek.
! House dust mites.
! Cockroach droppings.
! :ollen.
! Mold or yeast spores.
! Certain common medications jcheck with your health care providerk.
! Foods, food additives, preservatives, and colorings.
8ir pollutants:
! Tobacco smoke, second hand smoke.
! Smog.
! !atural gas, kerosene or propane.
! Smoke jcoal, wood burningk.
! :aint fumes jsprays, strong odorsk.
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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Uther:
! iiral infections in the respiratory tract.
! Exercise.
! Emotional stressganxiety.
! Eccupational exposures.
! Weather changes.
>s it possible to prevent asthma?
A substance or allergen that may cause an asthma attack can be found both indoors and
outdoors. Exposure to them can cause the airways in your lungs to swell, triggering any of
the symptoms of an asthma attack.
How is asthma treated?
Asthma can be diagnosed after a detailed medical history and physical examination. Your
health care provider can perform a spirometry test to determine the amount of the blockage
of airflow. You and your health care provider can then develop an individualiQed plan to
help identify the correct medications, treatment, and procedures for improving your
condition.
Two types of medication are used to control asthma. cuick-relief medications, such as
inhalers and other anti-inflammatory drugs, provide prompt relief of the acute symptoms
seen in asthma attacks. <ong-term preventive care includes inhaled, inKected, or oral
medications that are taken daily to help prevent symptoms.
>eveloped =y the National Alliance for Hispanic Health http:[[www.hispanichealth.org[asthma.lasso
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8bout Diabetes
Diabetes is a disease in which the body does not produce or properly use insulin. ansulin is a
hormone that is needed to convert sugar, starches and other food into energy needed for
daily life. The cause of diabetes continues to be a mystery, although both genetics and
environmental factors such as obesity and lack of exercise appear to play roles.
There are 20._ million people in the United States, or Ol of the population, who have
diabetes. While an estimated 34.] million have been diagnosed with diabetes, unfortunately,
].2 million people jor nearly one-thirdk are unaware that they have the disease.
Types of diabetes
There are three types of diabetes:
! Type R diabetes occurs when the pancreas no longer produces insulin. The body
needs insulin to use sugar for energy. Approximately 30 per cent of people with
diabetes have type 3 diabetes.
! Type G diabetes occurs when the pancreas does not produce enough insulin or
when the body does not effectively use the insulin that is produced. I0 per cent of
people with diabetes have type 2 diabetes.
! Bestational diabetes is a temporary condition that occurs during pregnancy. at
affects approximately 3.P per cent of all pregnancies and involves an increased risk of
developing diabetes for both mother and child.
>s diabetes serious?
af left untreated or improperly managed, diabetes can result in a variety of complications,
including:
! Heart disease
! >idney disease
! Eye disease
! :roblems with erection jimpotencek
! !erve damage
The first step in avoiding the onset of these complications is recogniQing the risk factors, as
well as signs and symptoms that may indicate you have diabetes. Careful management of
diabetes, for those living with it, can delay or even prevent complications.
What are the ris9s?
Risk factors for developing diabetes include the following:
Neing:
! Age 40 or older
! A member of a high-risk ethnic group jAboriginal, Hispanic, Asian, South Asian or
African descentk
! Everweight jespecially if you carry most of your weight around your middlek
Having:
! A parent, brother or sister with diabetes
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!

Health complications that are associated with diabetes jsee list on previous page
under was diabetes seriousd’k
! Yiven birth to a baby that weighed more than 4 kg jI lbk at birth
! Had gestational diabetes jdiabetes during pregnancyk
! ampaired glucose tolerance jaYTk or impaired fasting glucose jaFYk
! High blood pressure
! High cholesterol or other fats in the blood
Having =een diagnosed with any of the following conditions:
! :olycystic ovary syndrome
! Acanthosis nigricans jdarkened patches of skink
! SchiQophrenia
What are the symptoms?
Signs and symptoms of diabetes include the following:
! Unusual thirst
! Frequent urination
! Weight change jgain or lossk
! Extreme fatigue or lack of energy
! Ulurred vision
! Frequent or recurring infections
! Cuts and bruises that are slow to heal
! Tingling or numbness in the hands or feet
! Trouble getting or maintaining an erection
at is important to recogniQe, however, that many people who have type 2 diabetes may
display no symptoms.
How do you 9now if you have diabetes?
Talk with your medical provider. Early diagnosis of diabetes is extremely important. The
earlier diabetes is diagnosed, the sooner steps can be taken to manage it and prevent or delay
complications.
-an you prevent diabetes?
Scientists believe that lifestyle and type 2 diabetes are closely linked. This means that lifestyle
is one area individuals can focus on to help prevent or delay the onset of the condition. A
healthy meal plan, weight control, physical activity and stress reduction are important
prevention steps.
How is diabetes treated?
Today, more than ever before, people with diabetes can expect to live active, independent
and vital lives if they make a lifelong commitment to careful diabetes management.
Diabetes is managed in the following ways:
! Education: Diabetes education is an important first step. All people with diabetes
need to learn about their condition in order to make healthy lifestyle choices and
manage their diabetes.
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!
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!
!
!

5hysical 8ctivity: Regular physical activity helps your body lower blood glucose
levels, promotes weight loss, reduces stress and enhances overall fitness.
%utrition: What, when and how much you eat all play an important role in
regulating how well your body manages blood glucose levels.
Weight 7anagement: Maintaining a healthy weight is especially important in the
management of type 2 diabetes.
7edication: Type 3 diabetes is always treated with insulin. Type 2 diabetes is
managed through physical activity and meal planning and may require medications
andgor insulin to assist your body in making or using insulin more effectively.
Qifestyle 7anagement: <earning to reduce stress levels in day-to-day life can help
people with diabetes better manage their disease.
Ilood 5ressure: High blood pressure can lead to eye disease, heart disease, stroke
and kidney disease, so people with diabetes should try to maintain a blood pressure
at or below 330g_0.To do this, you may need to change your eating and physical
activity habits andgor take medication.
Sources: American >ia=etes Association, Canadian >ia=etes Association

Responding to a Diabetic Emergency dHypoglycemiae
The most common diabetic emergency is low blood sugar jhypoglycemiak. <ow blood sugar
happens when the person has taken too much medication, or has taken the right amount of
medication but did not eat. <ow blood sugar can also happen as a result of infection or
increased exertion.
Early symptoms of hypoglycemia may include: confusion, diQQiness, feeling shaky, hunger,
headaches, irritability, pounding heart, racing pulse, pale skin, sweating, trembling, weakness,
and anxiety.
Qate symptoms of hypoglycemia may include: headache, feeling irritable, poor
coordination, poor concentration, numbness in mouth and tongue, passing out, nightmares
or bad dreams, and coma.
What to do?
af the individual can swallow:
! Yive 2 or 3 glucose tablets javailable at pharmacyk.
! Yive 3 tube of glucose gel javailable at pharmacyk.
! Have the person chew 4 to ] pieces of hard candy jnot sugar-freek\
! Drink x cup fruit Kuice, or 3 cup skim milk, or x cup soft drink jnot sugar-freek\
! Eat 3 tablespoon honey jplace under tongue for rapid absorption into bloodstreamk\
! Eat 3 tablespoon table sugar, or 3 tablespoon corn syrup.
%ote: If a person has hypoglycemia and one of their dia=etes medications is an alphaQglucosidase oral
dia=etes medicine, low =lood glucose can only =e treated with glucose ta=lets or gel.
Sources: www.we=md.com, www.dia=etes.a=out.com
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8bout -ardiovascular Disease
What is cardiovascular disease?
Cardiovascular disease jwhich includes high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and heart
diseasek affects the heart by narrowing the arteries and reducing the amount of blood the
heart receives, which makes the heart work harder. Cardiovascular disease is the leading
cause of death across all racial and ethnic groups accounting for more than 40l of all annual
deaths in the U.S.
Cardiovascular conditions often come without pain or obvious symptoms. For that reason, it
often goes untreated. This can lead to even more serious health issues, including heart attack,
stroke, and kidney damage. What is especially dangerous about cardiovascular disease is that
you can have more than one condition at the same time without even knowing it.
Some conditions associated with cardiovascular disease include:
!

High Ilood 5ressure or Hypertension: This condition often begins without
symptoms. at occurs when the blood pressure against the blood vessel wall is
consistently above normal.

!

Hardening of the 8rteries, or 8rteriosclerosis: This disease process leads to the
hardening of the arteries and occurs as we grow older. The arteries frequently
“harden”, or become less flexible, making it more difficult for the blood to flow
through them.

!

-logging of the 8rteries, or 8therosclerosis: Arteries get clogged when their
protective lining is damaged, allowing substances to build up inside the artery wall.
This buildup is called plaque, and it is made up of cholesterol, waste materials from
cells, fatty materials, and other substances.

!

Heart 8ttac9: A heart attack occurs when a clot blocks part or all of the blood
supply that goes directly to the heart muscle. When the blood flow is cut off
completely, the heart muscle begins to die.

!

4tro9e: A stroke occurs when a blood vessel that supplies blood to the brain is
partially or completely blocked resulting in impairment of the brain due to reduction
of the blood flow. ampairment of the brain in turn results in loss of body movements
controlled by that portion of the brain.

!

-ongestive Heart Failure: This condition occurs when the volume of blood
output per heartbeat is decreased due to abnormal function of the heart muscle or
valve structures. The blood supply to the body tissues is not enough to meet the
appropriate demand for oxygen the tissues need for biological work.

!

5eripheral Xascular Disease: This condition occurs due to venous or arterial
deficiencies in the extremities. at includes such disorders as varicose veins, phlebitis,
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thrombosis, swollen ankles, cellulitis of the extremities and gangrene. This disorder is
considered to be classically characteristic of the homeless condition, primarily due to
people being on their feet all day, the lack of opportunities to elevate feet and legs,
and often having to sleep in a sitting-up position.
What are the ris9 factors for cardiovascular disease?
Without a doubt, the development of cardiovascular disease is associated with some specific
health-adverse behaviors. According to the Centers for Disease Control and :revention
jCDCk, those behaviors are:
!

Tobacco use: Cigarette smoking causes a build-up of plaque in the inner walls of
our arteries. at is a maKor risk factor, and smokers have twice the chance of
developing cardiovascular disease as non-smokers.

!

Qac9 of physical activity: andividuals who don’t engage in sufficient physical
activity also have twice the chance of developing cardiovascular disease as those who
are physically active. :hysical inactivity can also predispose you to obesity and
diabetes, both of which can also promote cardiovascular disease.

!

Eating habits: andividuals who are overweight are at a higher risk for having high
cholesterol, developing hypertension, and other chronic cardiovascular conditions
than those who maintain a healthy weight. at is estimated that only 3_l of women
and 20l of men consume the recommended five servings of fruits and vegetables a
day.
Having a family history of cardiovascular disease can also be a risk factor.
Remember, a risk factor is not the cause of a disease, but it is associated with its
development. an the case of cardiovascular disease, you can help reduce your risk by
maintaining or adopting healthy behaviors.

How do > prevent cardiovascular disease?
Adopting healthy behaviors can significantly reduce the risk of developing cardiovascular
conditions:
! Avoid any form of tobacco use and second hand smoke.
! Uegin a regular program of physical activity.
! Consume healthy foods low in cholesterol and saturated fats.
! Cut down on daily salt and sodium intake.
! Maintain a healthy weight.
! Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables.
What are the signs and symptoms of cardiovascular disease?
Symptoms vary depending on the extent to which the normal flow of blood to the affected
organ is interrupted. When the interruption of blood supply to the brain or heart is severe,
some or all of the following symptoms can be experienced:
Heart 8ttac9:
! Central chest pain with oppressive or squeeQing feeling that lasts for few minutes.
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!
!

Chest pain that can spread to the neck, shoulders, andgor arms.
Chest discomfort along with light-headedness, sweating, faintness, nausea, or
shortness of breath.

4tro9e:
! Sudden weakness of the face, arm or leg, most often on one side of the body.
! <oss of feeling in the face or body.
! Difficulty in speaking.
! Sudden loss of vision in one eye.
! DiQQiness and unsteady gait.
! A sudden intense headache.
-ongestive Heart Failure:
! Swelling of lower extremities called “peripheral edema”.
! antolerance to exercise followed by shortness of breath, fatigue, and cough.
What is the treatment for cardiovascular disease?
Some conditions associated with cardiovascular disease, such as cholesterol, high blood
pressure, and overweight can be managed by combining medications with healthy behaviors.
More serious conditions associated with cardiovascular disease can be life threatening. These
usually require in-patient care in the hospital. Early medical or surgical treatment can reduce
mortality, improve quality of life, and limit the amount of the tissue damage.
Sources: National Alliance for Hispanic Health http:[[www.hispanichealth.org[cardio.lasso,
Nalancing Act: Clinical Practices That Respond to the Needs of Homeless People
http:[[aspe.hhs.gov[homeless[symposium[^QClinical.htm

>f 4omeone is Having a Heart 8ttac9 or 4tro9ef
-8QQ ORRg Heart attack and stroke are medical emergencies that require prompt
treatment. af you suspect someone is experiencing a heart attack or stroke, see9 medical
attention immediately, even if the symptoms seem to pass quickly.
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What to Do if 4omeone is Having a 4ei_ure
A seiQure is an abnormal movement or behavior caused by unusual electrical activity in the
brain. Witnessing a seiQure for the first time can be scary, especially if you do not know what
to do. With some seiQure types very little first aid may be needed. For example, in a partial
seiQure guiding someone away from danger may be all that is necessary.
DUf
! :rotect the person from inKury - move any
sharp or hard obKects.
! Yuide the person away from danger if sheghe
is having a partial seiQure.
! Cushion the person’s head if they fall down.
! When the convulsive part of the seiQure is at
an end, place the person in the recovery
position jsee illustrationk. This will help their
breathing.
! Ue quietly reassuring.
! Stay with the person until sheghe has regained full consciousness.
! Yo over any missed events.
DU %UTf
! Try to restrain the person having the seiQure.
! :ut anything in the personSs mouth or force anything between hisgher teeth.
! Try to move the person unless sheghe is in danger.
! Yive the person anything to drink until they have fully regained consciousness.
! at is not usually necessary to call for an ambulance when someone has an epileptic
seiQure. However, it may be necessary in the following circumstances unless a
medical provider can attend right away.
-8QQ FUR 8% 87IUQ8%-E >F...
! at is the personSs first seiQure, the cause of which is uncertain and needs
investigation.
! anKuries have occurred during the seiQure, e.g. a cut that needs stitching. The elderly
are especially at risk from falls.
! The convulsive part of the seiQure shows no sign of stopping after P minutes or 2
minutes longer than is usual for that person.
! af a second seiQure occurs without the person regaining consciousness.
Adapted from Charge we=site http:[[www.charge.org.uk[what[
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Health 5romotion
at is critically important that shelters not only address health concerns such as inKury and
illness, but also to be aware of the need to promote good health. :articularly important are
good nutrition and exercise. While it is often difficult for people in crisis to focus their
energy on these matters, shelter providers can encourage and support healthy lifestyles for
residents.
Additionally, we have included an article that raises the issue of oral health for people
experiencing homelessness. These needs are too often overlooked by people in crisis, as well
as by programs set up to shelter them. While dental care may not be the highest priority for
someone fleeing natural disaster or worried about where to sleep tonight, as soon as
displaced people attain some level of immediate stability, programs must be aware of acute
and chronic oral health needs, and ensure that those needs are met.
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Health 5romotion in 4helters
Consider implementing these health education and promotion activities in your facility:
5rovide practical help such as clean socks, hygiene kits, sunhats, sun block, washing
facilities.
Uffer classes for shelter residents on topics of interest to them. For example:
! !utrition, healthy food choices
! Weight reduction
! Uenefits of physical exercise
! Stretching, yoga
! Meditation, prayer, spiritual practices
! Stress management
! Safety measures to prevent inKury
! Taking care of yourself and your children during illness
! Smoking cessation
! Ethers
5ost health promotion signs and flyers in prominent places in the shelter. The more
colorful and interesting they are, the better.
5rovide printed health education materials to shelter residents.
>nitiate conversations regularly with residents about their own health promotion
activities, and those for their children.
Hold a hhealth fairi specifically targeted for homeless and disadvantaged people. Conduct
the fair in the shelter if possible, or elsewhere in the community.
Develop a peer health promotion program. :rovide training and support for residents to
organiQe activities, and reach out to and counsel other residents.
5rovide exercise space and ejuipment on the premises if possible, or access to a gym.
5rovide computer access to residents to promote learning about health and wellness.
Develop a staff role focused on health education and promotion. Er develop a volunteer
position for this purpose.
>nform residents about community resources regarding health education and promotion.
Ie a model for healthy living as a staff member.
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Homeless Family Facility %utrition Buidelines
These guidelines can be used as a tool to assess nutrition policies and practices in a homeless
facility and identify strengths as well as areas that may be improved.
R. Uptimi_e facility and family access to food resources.
o Develop linkages with organiQations and businesses in the community to improve access
to food resources. Churches, restaurants, grocery stores and local businesses may be
willing to assist the shelter in meeting food service needs.
o Assist families in accessing resources, such as the Special Supplemental !utrition
:rogram for Women, anfants, and Children jWaCk, the Commodity Supplemental Food
:rogram jCSF:k, Self Help And Resource Exchange jSHAREk, Food Stamp :rogram
and other government resources.
o af serving congregate meals to children 32 years of age and under, apply for meal funding
under the USDA’s Child and Adult Care Food :rogram jCACF:k.
o Encourage and assist parents to enroll their children in School Ureakfast, School <unch
and summer food programs. Additionally, shelters can apply to be a summer meal site.
o :rovide on-site and referral resources for emergency formula, food and special diet
needs.
o Allow residents to retain food stamps and either WaC or CSF: vouchers for individual
use to aid in meeting nutritional needs. Allow families to accrue these resources to
establish a family food pantry which will aid in the transition to permanent housing.
G. >f families are completely or partially responsible for their own meals, provide
adejuate resources for preparation of meals and snac9s.
o :rovide families with appropriate private cooking and refrigeration facilities.
o af only shared cooking and refrigeration facilities can be provided, develop policies and
practices to deal with resulting issues, including adequate space, cleaning, security of
stored foods and child safety in shared kitchen spaces.
o Assess a family’s need for nutrition assistance and provide a starter-set of food items at
the time of entrance into the facility, if indicated.
o Assess a family’s need for food preparation equipment such as pots, pans and cooking
utensils and provide a starter set, if indicated.
o Assess and address a family’s need for nutrition education, including healthy recipes,
budgeting, meal planning and food safety.
o Assess the food shopping opportunities in the shelter’s direct environment and, if
indicated, arrange transportation to markets with nutritious and economical food
selections.
o :romote food safety by providing families with education and necessary items such as
dishwashing detergent, dishtowels and hand soap.
Y. >f the facility provides meals and^or snac9s, plan menus that are appeti_ing,
nutritious, ethnically appropriate and childafriendly.
o Ensure that meals include choices from all food groups in the USDA food guide
pyramid.
Continued on ne8t page.
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o Make an effort to limit offerings of high calorie, high fat and low nutrient-density foods
such as cakes, cookies, chips and doughnuts. :rovide more nutritious foods, such as
fresh fruits and vegetables and yogurt.
o af serving specific ethnic or religious groups, try to include some ethnic menus and menu
items to accommodate varying preferences and religious practices.
o :lan the menu in accordance with needs and tastes of children. Effer alternatives for
foods which are not safe or suitable for younger children. :rovide child-siQed eating
utensils and arrange for appropriate child seating.
o af serving food cafeteria-style, try to accommodate individual requests for smaller
portion siQes and allow individuals to decline certain items, especially for children and
adults with poor appetite.
o :rovide a forum for families to give menu suggestions and feedback regarding all aspects
of food provision.
o Although families can assist in meal preparation and planning, having a professional
cook is the most efficient way to ensure that meals are consistent in quality and food
resources are used most economically. A professional cooking staff may also serve as a
resource for training and education of residents and other staff members.
o af employing foodservice staff, periodically assess food safety procedures and the need
for additional training. :rovide foodservice staff with training opportunities when
indicated ji.e., at local community colleges, area restaurants or via the anternetk.
o Document and investigate facility food preparation and handling whenever vomiting and
diarrhea, which are often symptoms of food-borne illnesses, occur among residents.
S. >dentify common nutrition needs and develop policies and practices to meet those
needs.
o adentify and screen for frequently occurring special nutrition needs in the population
served. Special needs include those due to medical conditions such as underweight,
diabetes, lactose intolerance and food allergies, temporary illnesses such as influenQa,
diarrhea and vomiting. These needs also include non-medical choices such as vegetarian
diets or abstinence from certain foods due to religious beliefs.
o :rovide food and beverages which accommodate special needs, or help families to access
them. Develop a plan to meet the identified needs of specific families, including nutrition
education and referral of those with nutrition problems to a healthcare provider andgor
nutritionist.
o Try to accommodate the medical provider or nutritionist’s recommendations related to
nutrition\ this applies to facility practices and procedures as well as individual needs.
o Help pregnant and breastfeeding women meet increased nutritional needs by providing
extra meals and snacks as well as a prenatal vitamin supplement. af this is not possible,
assist pregnant and breastfeeding women in obtaining and storing these resources.
o Children need two or three healthy snacks in between meals to meet their nutritional
needs. af snacks are not provided by the facility, families need access to refrigeration and
food storage to allow them to meet this need.
o Encourage new mothers to breastfeed. Successful breastfeeding may be promoted by
providing a quiet area for feeding, a supportive environment, access to a lactation
consultant and a clean, safe place to refrigerate andgor freeQe pumped breast milk.
Continued on ne8t page.
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o Assist mothers with formula feeding infants to provide adequate nutrition by allowing 24
hour flexible access to formula preparation, storage and sanitation. Ensure a sufficient
quantity of formula by helping families to access WaC and providing emergency formula
when necessary. A supply of emergency formula may be obtained through pediatricians’
offices, the local food bank, or formula company sales representatives.
o Help families transition older infants to table food by providing or helping them provide
appropriate foods of the right type and texture.
o Train shelter staff in nutrition and the specific nutrition needs of the population served.
H. 8dopt facility regulations and services that improve nutrition status.
o :rovide refrigeration and food storage in the family’s room, so families can have better
access to food and formula. :est control and hygiene can be achieved by education,
periodic inspections and regular use of a pest control service.
o :rovide access to drinking water, especially during the summer months.
o Allow families to stay in their room during the day, or in a communal room in the
facility, so they are able to feed children regular meals and snacks.
o af families are not allowed to remain in the facility during the day, at a minimum make
arrangements with other facilities to provide shelter, meals and snacks during that time
period or supply families with a non-perishable food package for the day.
o af families are not allowed to remain in the facility during the day, make exceptions for
families with young children or certain medical conditions and in extreme weather.
L. Food provides more than nutrients a let food and meals help to improve the living
environment.
o af serving meals, try to create a pleasant, organiQed and calm eating environment. Using
family-siQe tables to provide privacy at meal times can help children adKust to a new
environment and improve food intake.
o af not serving meals routinely, organiQing a regular group meal for families can help
create a sense of community and provide an opportunity for education on a range of
nutrition and non-nutrition topics.
o Ensuring appropriate nutrition in a less favorable environment requires substantial
parenting skills and emotional strength from the parent. :arental frustration and
depression can have an adverse effect on dietary intake of child and parent. To support
the feeding relationship, provide a nurturing environment for the parent and child, with
access to family support and counseling services.
o :artner with a local restaurant, chef or culinary school which may provide culinary
training, a fundraiser andgor a festive event in the shelter. Community colleges with food
service or nutrition courses may also be a valuable resource.
The Children’s Health Fund http:[[www.childrenshealthfund.org[pu=lications[pu=s[nutritionguidelines.pdf
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Why Dental -are 7atters to Homeless 5eople
Tooth pain is the number one reason for hospital emergency
room visits, reports kudith 8llen, D7D, Clinical Director of
the McMicken Dental Center for the Homeless in Cincinnati,
Ehio. Most ERs Kust dispense pain pills and tell patients to find
a dentist elsewhere, she says. <imited access to free or low-cost
dental care forces many homeless people to fend for
themselves. Some get desperate and try to remove their own
teeth, leaving root tips that eventually abscess and increase
their pain, says Allen.
Dental pain can be excruciating. at interrupts sleep, makes people irritable, and interferes with regular
attendance and performance at work or school. Homeless children, who experience higher levels of
dental disease than other children, often do poorly in school for this reason, says Allen. “:eople with
rotten or missing teeth look unhealthy, uneducated, unintelligent, and unreliable to employers.” They
often have trouble eating and avoid social interactions, exacerbating the isolation of homelessness.
7URE 8DX8%-ED D>4E84E Far more serious dental and oral health problems are seen in
homeless than in stably housed patients, according to HCH providers. Among the most common
problems seen in homeless clients are profound dental decay requiring extractions or root canals,
periodontal jgumk disease, missing teeth, and dental problems associated with medical conditions,
according to 8malia Torre_, -D8, manager of the HCH dental clinic in Albuquerque, !ew Mexico.

Rampant dental caries “at is not unusual to see young homeless people in their 20’s who require
extraction of all 2_–32 teeth,” observes Dr. Allen. Use of alcohol jone of the early dental anesthesiask
and illicit drugs such as cocaine is common among homeless youth. These drugs dull the perception
of pain and interfere with nutrition. Drug users often crave sugar, which suppresses their appetite for
more nourishing food and creates an acidic environment in which the micro-organisms contained in
dental plaque thrive. They feed on teeth and gums, causing chronic oral infection, dental caries, and
periodontal disease.
When a tooth is decayed at the gumline, the nerve gets infected and root canal therapy is required to
salvage the tooth, explains Allen. “Yumline caries are the
most devastating because they are least fixable. Without
“We see ourselves, and others see
treatment, oral infection can advance to brain abscesses and
us, in terms of the face we present
<udwig’s angina, with life-threatening consequences.”
to the world. Diminish that image
Regular dental cleaning and checkups, the main ways to
in any way and we risk the loss of
prevent these pathologies, are not available to many
homeless people.
self-esteem and well-being.”

5eriodontal disease is the leading cause of tooth loss, and

Oral Health in America:
A Report of the Surgeon Zeneral, SJJJ

may also play an important role in heart and lung disease,
stroke, low birthweight and premature births. :eriodontal
disease is exacerbated by smoking, and over two-thirds of homeless people smoke.
Continued on ne8t page.
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Ural cancer Heavy use of tobacco by homeless people also increases their risk for oral cancer. Use
of smokeless tobacco is particularly toxic. <eft in the mouth for hours at a time, “dips” contain
additives jslate, sandk that exacerbate cell changes in the mouth.
TR8U78 Damaged teeth secondary to assault are frequently seen in homeless people. “Ene
woman who slept in doorways was kicked by kids while she slept, resulting in a fractured Kaw,” recalls
Allen. “When the swelling didn’t subside after three weeks, she went to a city clinic, where she was
told she had an abscess, given antibiotics, and told to come back, but did not return. Unable to eat,
she finally came to the HCH clinic, where providers found a fractured Kaw and maggots living in her
cheek. She required extraction of a tooth and hospitaliQation to clean out the wound and stabiliQe her
fracture.”
-U7URI>D>T>E4 Diabetes and HaigAaDS are among the chronic conditions frequently seen in
homeless patients that exacerbate oral disease. :eople with diabetes don’t heal well and are three
times more likely to have periodontal disease than persons with normal blood sugar levels, reports
Allen. ammunocompromised patients with AaDS or those receiving chemotherapy frequently have
opportunistic infections such as oral candidiasis j“thrush”k.
Certain medications can exacerbate existing dental disease, adds TorreQ. For example, Dilantin
jphenytoink, used to treat seiQure disorders, can cause gingival hyperplasia, an overgrowth of the gum
that can cause early periodontal disease. Ether medications cause dry mouth, reducing the flow of
saliva, which protects teeth against decay-causing bacteria.
4EQFaE4TEE7 Eliminating dental disease in homeless persons often involves getting rid of their
teeth,” says Allen. “Uut promoting oral health and well-being involves much more than eliminating
disease.” Medical providers should consider the effects of dental problems on how people present to
others, she advises. “When you fix someone’s smile, you enhance their self-esteem.”
Amalia TorreQ recalls a homeless patient with heart and lung problems who came to the HCH clinic
for smoking cessation services. “Toothless except for a couple of broken teeth in his lower Kaw, he
initially responded to questions in a gruff manner and seemed extremely embarrassed and selfconscious. When asked what would most improve his life, he answered, wDentures.’ Yetting dentures
dramatically improved his self-confidence and attitude toward his health. He has since cut down on
smoking, communicates easily with others, and can eat nuts, the food he missed most when he didn’t
have teeth.”
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Environmental Health and Safety
Fearning Zoal:
!

To determine ways to create shelter environments that are safe
and healthy for residents and staff.

Shelters are often designed with one fundamental goal in mind: give people a safe place to
be to prevent them from dying on the streets. As shelter stays have become longer, due to
lack of affordable housing or the magnitude of natural disasters, it has become ever more
critical that shelters minimiQe the risk of infection, provide safe and adequate food and
water, and ensure basic health and hygiene.
an addition to these environmental health concerns, the possibility of violence is inevitably
heightened as people are living in tight quarters under immense stress. Shelter providers
must constantly be aware and work to prevent family violence, child abuse, rape, and the
possibility of staff and volunteers being attacked. When violence does occur, staff should be
equipped to deescalate violent situations and provide support for residents who have been
victims of violence.
This segment of the guide will emphasiQe safe environmental health practices that will
minimiQe the spread of disease. Additionally, we will take a broader look at steps shelters
can take to prevent violence in congregate living settings.
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The Tool Fits
At the beginning of each section of this Yuide, readers will find lists that outline the
contents of the Tool >its that can be found in electronic form on the CD that accompanies
this Yuide. While some of the tools and handouts are found both in the Yuide and in the
Tool >its, most of the items listed below are only found in the Tool >its. They are to be
used to supplement the material in the Yuide and to provide shelter providers with day-today tools for use in the shelters.

Tool Fit -: Environmental Health and 4afety
C-3
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-P
C-]
C-O
C-_
C-I
C-30
C-33
C-32
C-33
C-34
C-3P
C-3]
C-3O
C-3_
C-3I
C-20
C-23
C-22

Hand Washing Flyer
Food :rep brochure on food-borne bacteria
Food :repmChill
Food :repmClean
Food :repmCook
Food :repmSeparate
“Healthy Shelter <iving”
Standard :recautions :olicy
Fluid Clean-up :olicy
Fluid Exposure :olicy
<aundry Hygiene :olicy
anfection :revention and Control Manual for Homeless and Housing Service
:roviders
Shelter Health and Safety Uest :ractice Yuidelines
Health and Safety Evaluation Form for Homeless Service Agencies
Tuberculosis :revention and Control Yuidelines for Homeless Service
Agencies
TU in Homeless Shelters: Reducing the Risk
Wasatch HHC :rogram Safety Manual
“For the Women of >atrina: :rotection from iiolence against Women and
Children”
“iiolence and Disasters”
“:reventing iiolence after a !atural Disaster”
Animals in Shelters
First Aid >it Supplies
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Beneral >nformation:
o Hand washing is the single most effective and least costly way to reduce the spread
of infections, including the common cold, hepatitis A, food borne illnesses, and
many other viral and bacterial diseases.
o Alcohol-based hand rub is also effective in limiting the spread of such diseases.
o Shelter and other environments should encourage and support good hand hygiene.
Facility Recommendations \ Environmental 7odifications:
Ensure that your shelter or facility has:
o :osters encouraging frequent hand washing posted in common areas.
o :osters showing proper hand washing techniques posted by all sinks.
o Sinks and hand washing facilities that are easily accessible to staff and clients.
o Sinks that are kept in good repair, drain properly, and have both hot and cold water.
o Soap dispensers that contain soap and are in good working order. !on-refillable
soap dispensers are recommended.
o Disposable towels available.
o Facial tissues such as >leenex available for staff and clients. Tissues help contain
sneeQes and coughs and provide a barrier for hands. Trash cans should be available
for proper disposal of tissues.
o Alcohol-based hand rub dispensers installed at entry areas.
4taff Recommendations:
Staff should:
o Model and encourage good hand hygiene.
o Wash their hands immediately after using the toilet.
o Wash their hands before serving, preparing or eating food.
o Wash their hands before and after providing any “hands on” assistance to clients
jsuch as assisting with mobility, balance, health or hygiene needsk.
o Wash their hands after handling clients’ unwashed clothing or bedding.
o Wear apronsgcoveralls and gloves when handling soiled laundry to reduce risk of
infection.
o Wear gloves when handling client belongings to reduce risk of infection from
bacteria, viruses, lice or mites, and to reduce risk of infection by needle stick.
5rocedural Recommendations:
o Encourage staff and clients to wash or sanitiQe hands upon entering the shelter. This
will effectively reduce the number of germs entering the shelter. Alcohol-based hand
rub dispensers installed at entry areas encourage this practice.
o Do !ET use cloth towels or re-use paper towels.
o anstruct clients and volunteers who serve or prepare food to wash their hands ahead
of time.
o Ensure that your shelter has a policy regarding blood borne pathogens control.
Recommended Shelter Health and Safety Nest Practice Zuidelines – Euly SJJM
>eveloped =y Health Care for the Homeless, Pu=lic Health – Seattle ` King County
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Buidelines for Environmental 4afety in 4helter
Universal 5recautions
!
!

Communicable disease control measures in place.
anformation on universal precautions and proper hand washing procedures is posted.

Emergency 5rocedures
!
!
!
!
!
!

Staff trained in C:R, first aid and emergency procedures.
C:R and Heimlich maneuver procedures are posted.
Staff trained in evacuation procedures for an emergency. :rocedures are posted and
reviewed with clients.
:hone is available 24 hours a day for emergencies.
<ist of emergency phone numbers is posted by phones.
Emergency equipment kept in working condition and monitored regularly.

Facility 4afety
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Regular walk through of building to identify haQards.
Adequately marked exits that are open.
Furniture and toys are cleanable, durable and safe.
Safe and adequate heat with regular checks by the fuel company.
Adequate ventilation and screens.
Adequate waste disposal containers.
Uuilding is insect and rodent free.
:lumbing is in working order jhot and cold water, toilets flush, sink drainsk.
Facility is accessible to people with disabilities.
!o illegal drugs, alcohol or weapons allowed.

Fire 4afety
!
!
!

Fire drills conducted on a regular basis.
Smoke detectors and fire extinguishers in place with regular servicing checks.
Smoking is not permitted, or is limited to specific areas.
Homeless Health Care Fos Angeles
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Buidelines for the -ontrol of
-ommunicable Disease in 4helter
Health -are 5revention 7easures
Do a health assessment on each client upon arrival at the shelter. Ask about communicable
disease symptoms. Refer those who are sick to a doctor or clinic as soon as possible.
Maintain a daily census listing all staff, volunteers, and clients who are in the facility. This
serves both security and infection control purposes. For example, if a person with a case of
active TU is found to have stayed at the shelter, a daily census allows health department
officials to know who was at the site when and to determine who may have been exposed.
Avoid overcrowding. :rovide good ventilation and circulation of air, especially in sleeping
areas.
asolate those who are sick, preferably in a private room if possible.
Educate staff on ways to prevent the spread of disease, especially hand washing. Always
wash your hands:
! After using the bathroom
! After cleaning up blood, feces, urine or vomit
! Uefore preparing food
! After diapering a child
Make sure all children are up-to-date on immuniQations. j>o you know which ones are required
and whenDk
>now your public health nurse and call her if you suspect contagious disease in your shelter.

Restrooms
Each restroom should have:
! liquid soap dispensers
! toilet paper jin all dispensersk
! paper towels
! lined trash can
! lined sanitary napkingtampon disposal can in restrooms used by women
! self-closing door in each stall
! screened windows
! vents
! cleanable floors, walls and ceiling
:rovide a separate diaper changing area:
! wipe off changing area each time with solution prepared fresh daily j3 tablespoon
of bleach in 3 quart of water in a labeled spray bottlek
! insist on hand washing after diapering a child
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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insist that dirty diapers be disposed of in specified places only – use a lined trash
can with a tight-fitting lid and empty frequently

-leaning
Clean mattresses and pillows with an appropriate cleaning solution between clients.
Wash linens and towels in hot j340 degreek water.
Use separate cleaning items for the bathrooms and kitchen.
Store cleaning items in a cabinet or storeroom away from the kitchen.
Use disposable latex gloves jnot rubber glovesk when cleaning, particularly when:
! cleaning up blood, feces, urine or vomit
! caring for any person who is bleeding, vomiting or cannot control their bowels
or urine
! touching any clothes, towels or sheets that are bloody or have feces, urine or
vomit on them
Follow these steps when cleaning up spills of blood, feces, urine or vomit:
3. put on latex gloves
2. clean up area with paper towels or newspapers
3. place paper towels or newspapers in trash can with plastic liner
4. spray area with bleach mix: 3 part household bleach to 30 parts water mixed
fresh daily in labeled spray bottle
P. let bleach sit 30 minutes before wiping it up
]. wipe up bleach with paper towels
O. throw out towels in plastic lined trash can
_. remove gloves by the base of the glove
I. throw away gloves in plastic lined trash can
30. tie plastic liner and dispose in trash dump for pick up
33. wash your hands
>eep the area as clean as possible. Uathroom and shelter areas can be cleaned with regular
soap and water and can be disinfected with bleach mix if needed. Sponges or rags used to
clean the floor or any body fluid should not be used to wash dishes or clean food
preparation areas.

-lients’ 5ersonal >tems
Separate clients’ personal items jclothing, pillows, sheets, towelsk.
Strongly discourage sharing of personal items jraQors, toothbrush, hairbrush, comb, etc.k
Adapted from Homeless Health Care Fos Angeles Zuidelines
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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4tandard 5recautions in 4helters:
-leaning Up Ilood^Iodily Fluids
Re :ut on protective gear. af it is possible that blood or bodily fluids may spray or splatter,
wear protective eye covering dplastic gogglese. :ut on latex gloves. af there is a
possibility that your clothing may become soiled, put on a protective gown jas when
handling laundry or soiled clothingk. >eep the scene clear of people.
Ge Yet a buc9et or spray bottle, bleach, and paper towels or a mop to clean the floor
and other areas. af the area is large, put y cup bleach in a gallon of cool water jhot water
destroys the bleachk. Spray the area with this solution. af the area to be cleaned is small, you
can make a solution of bleach and cool water in a juart spray bottle. Use 3 teaspoon of
bleach per quart. This bleach solution must be discarded after 24 hours. at is recommended
that a fresh solution be mixed up every time it is needed.
Ye Ulot up as much of the spill and the bleach solution as possible with paper towels. af
there is a large volume spills or vomit, use 9itty litter to absorb. Dispose of these materials
in a plastic garbage bag.
Se af you used a mop, rinse the mop in bleach solution and allow to dry. Dump the
leftover solution down the drain or toilet. DU %UT use a sink that is normally used for
food preparation.
He :ick up any soiled debris jclothing, bedding, towels, or bandagesk and place in a garbage
bag. af you are finished cleaning, remove your protective gear and gloves and put them in
the garbage bag. Tie off the garbage bag and place it in the regular trash. Enly very large
spills need to be placed in special biohaQard bags and disposed of by an approved facility.
Le Wash your hands thoroughly. Re-stock the cleanaup 9it. af you have had significant
exposure to bodily fluid jneedle stick or contact with mucous membrane or non-intact skink
contact a supervisor immediately.
>eveloped =y Health Care for the Homeless Network, Pu=lic Health – Seattle ` King County, AA
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4ample 4helter 5olicies
Shelters that have been in existence for many years have often developed sophisticated
policies and procedures to address environmental health issues. !ew shelters, though,
particularly those created quickly in response to a natural disaster, have not had the time to
develop policies to address every eventuality. Here we offer a number of samples intended
to guide shelters in developing their own environmental health policies.
These were developed by Health Care for the Homeless !etwork, :ublic Health – Seattle z
>ing County, Washington. An entire set of recommended shelter guidelines can be found in
the Zeneral Information Tool Kit on the CD that accompanies this Yuide.
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4ample 5olicy:
4tandard 5recautions in the 4helter 4etting
T>TQE: Standard :recautions as it Relates to anfection Control
4-U5E: Homeless shelter staff and volunteers who may possibly face contact with bodily
fluids or other potentially infectious materials as a result of performing their Kob duties
5UR5U4E: To provide guidelines to agency management, staff, and volunteers regarding
the use of Standard :recautions to minimiQe the risk of employees and volunteers coming in
contact with bodily fluids which may contain blood-borne pathogens as well as other
infectious agents
RE45U%4>I>Q>T>E4
Agencies shall:
3. :rovide opportunity for the staff to be trained in the control of infectious diseases
jincluding blood borne pathogensk as it pertains to the shelter setting. Agencies may
contact Health Care for the Homeless at j20]k 2I]-P0I3 to arrange training free of
charge.
2. Make every attempt to achieve levels of practice as outlined in the Uasic Shelter Health
and Safety Standards, Staff Health :olicy, and other applicable Health and Safety :olicies
recommended by :ublic Health - Seattle z >ing County.
3. :rovide all equipment needed to achieve appropriate hand washing jhot and cold
running water, soap, paper towelsk. This equipment should be accessible to
employees at all times.
4. :rovide employees with reasonable access to personal protective apparel such as latex
gloves jnitrile gloves must be made available in all situations for employees with
sensitivity to latexk, goggles, protective gowns, and -5R shields.
P. Have a plan in place for post-exposure to potentially infectious materials and employees
will be trained in its use.
]. Eutline basic procedures for all employee duties that may involve contact with bodily
fluids or other potentially infectious materials. Such duties include but are not limited to:
providing assistance with personal hygiene, handling soiled laundry, providing assistance
to a sick client, providing first aid, providing C:R, and cleaning up after spillage of
bodily fluids. an all such cases the agency will mandate a Standard :recautions approach,
which is simply an infection control approach that treats all body fluids as potentially
infectious. The agency may consult with a Health Care for the Homeless :ublic Health
!urse for assistance with outlining these duties j20]k 2I]-P0I3.
Employees shall:
3. Agree to follow the procedures regarding duties which may involve contact with bodily
fluids and other potentially infectious materials.
2. ammediately report any significant exposure incident to the supervisor. Contact of the
employee’s non-intact skin jchapped, cracked, scratched or otherwise openk, eye, or
mucous membrane with blood or other potentially infectious material is a significant
exposure.
Continued on ne8t page.
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DUT>E4 WH>-H 78Y Eb5U4E E75QUYEE4 >% THE 4HEQTER 4ETT>%B
TU 5UTE%T>8QQY >%FE-T>UU4 78TER>8Q4
First 8id and -5R:
Employees who are trained in First Aid and C:R may elect to assist clients needing these
interventions. The agency should provide equipment to reduce the risk of infection while
rendering such aid. Equipment that should be available and accessible to the employees
includes:
u <atex gloves
u C:R masks
u disposable or cotton gowns that tie in the back
u safety goggles
u clean-up materials{
8ssessment of wounds, s9in conditions, scalp or hair problems:
Clients may ask staff to examine wounds, cuts, burns, inKuries, skin conditions, or to check
for the presence of lice or scabies. Staff should don latex gloves when asked to do any type
of examination beyond visual. The agency should make latex gloves available for such
occasions.
8ssisting with personal hygiene or toileting:
Clients may request assistance by staff with hygiene jdental care, care of dentures or oral
prostheses, assistance with bathing or cleaning up after a bowel movement or urination,
changing diapers, cleaning up spill of menstrual fluid, assistance with removal of head lice or
lice eggs, etc.k The agency should supply latex gloves for such purposes, and staff should be
able to use gowns if they feel they need greater protection. Diaper changing areas should be
equipped with a lined trash can, spray bottle of bleach solution, protective covering jsuch as
old computer paperk, paper towels, and gloves.
8ssisting a sic9 client:
Clients who are vomiting, drooling, sweating profusely, or being incontinent of stool or
urine may request assistance with cleaning up or changing clothes. The agency should
provide latex gloves, reusable or disposable gowns and appropriate supplies for cleaning the
environment as needed jmop, bleach, bucket, paper towels, etc.k
8ssisting -lients Who Have 4oiled Iedding or Qaundry:
Refer to the sample policy on “<aundry” for details. As much as possible, have the client
handle their own clothing and bedding. Wear gloves and a gown when handling soiled
laundry. Encourage the client to discard any heavily soiled laundry. Heavily soiled linens
should also be discarded or laundered separately and bleached.
{ For information on supplies for cleaning the environment after contamination with bodily
fluids jincluding vomit, excrement, urine, blood, saliva, mucousk please refer to the sample
policy on “UloodgUodily Fluids Clean-up :rotocol”
>eveloped =y Health Care for the Homeless Network, Pu=lic Health – Seattle ` King County, AA
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4ample 5olicy:
Ilood^Iodily Fluids -leanaUp in the 4helter 4etting
When you provide First Aid or when you clean an area or handle any items soiled with blood
or bodily fluids jurine, vomit, blood, feces, semenk please take precautions to protect
yourself and others from infection. Always follow these simple steps when you clean up after
bloodgbody fluids spills:
Ejuipment:
:aper towels
:lastic garbage bags
>itty litter jfor big spillsk
Disinfectant jbleach 3:30 dilutionk
Mop z mop bucket
Spray bottle
5rotective apparel:
<atex gloves
Eyegface protection jplastic gogglesk
:rotective gowns or aprons
5olicy^5rocedures:
Spill clean-up materials are located qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq along with
a copy of this document.
3k :ut on protective gear. af it is possible that blood or bodily fluids may spray or splatter,
wear protective eye covering dplastic gogglese. :ut on latex gloves. af there is a
possibility that your clothing may become soiled, put on a protective gown jas when
handling laundry or soiled clothingk. >eep the scene clear of people.
2k Yet a buc9et or spray bottle, bleach, and paper towels or a mop to clean the floor
and other areas. af the area is large, put y cup bleach in a gallon of cool water jhot
water destroys the bleachk. Spray the area with this solution. af the area to be cleaned is
small, you can make a solution of bleach and cool water in a juart spray bottle. Use 3
teaspoon of bleach per quart. This bleach solution must be discarded after 24 hours. at is
recommended that a fresh solution be mixed up every time it is needed.
3k Ulot up as much of the spill and the bleach solution as possible with paper towels. af
there is a large volume spills or vomit, use 9itty litter to absorb. Dispose of these
materials in a plastic garbage bag.
4k af you used a mop, rinse the mop in bleach solution and allow to dry. Dump the leftover
solution down the drain or toilet. DU %UT use a sink that is normally used for food
preparation.
Pk :ick up any soiled debris jclothing, bedding, towels, or bandagesk and place in a garbage
bag. af you are finished cleaning, remove your protective gear and gloves and put them
in the garbage bag. Tie off the garbage bag and place it in the regular trash. Enly very
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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large spills need to be placed in special biohaQard bags and disposed of by an approved
facility.
]k Wash your hands thoroughly. Re-stock the cleanaup 9it. af you have had significant
exposure to bodily fluid jneedle stick or contact with mucous membrane or non-intact
skink contact a supervisor immediately and follow the sample policy for “bloodgbodily
fluid exposure”.
>eveloped =y Health Care for the Homeless Network, Pu=lic Health – Seattle ` King County, AA
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4ample 5olicy:
Ilood^Iodily Fluid Exposure
The following information should be provided to the employee’s health care provider or the
Emergency Room MD immediately after any incident of significant body fluid exposure by
needle stick or contact with mucous membrane or non-intact skin.
" Date and time of exposure:

" What lob duty was the employee performing at the time of exposure?

" What sort of bodily fluid was the employee exposed to?

" How much of the fluid did the employee come in contact with?

" What part of the employee’s body was exposed to the fluid?

" How long did the employee remain in contact with the bodily fluid?

" Did the employee have any brea9s in the portion of their s9in that contacted the
bodily fluid?

" >n the case of a needle stic9 or other sharp oblect inlury, how deeply did the
needle or oblect penetrate, and was fluid inlected into the employee?

" Was the source material 9nown to contain H>X or hepatitis I or -? dthe source
can be as9ed to voluntarily provide this information, and to volunteer to be
tested for these conditionse

>eveloped =y Health Care for the Homeless Network, Pu=lic Health – Seattle ` King County, AA
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4ample 5olicy:
Qaundry Hygiene in the 4helter 4etting
T>TQE: <aundry :rocedures as it Relates to anfection Control
4-U5E: Shelter staff, volunteers, and clients
5UR5U4E: To provide guidelines to staff, volunteers and residents who handle linens and
laundry in a safe and effective manner to reduce the risk of spread of infectious diseases
I8-FBRUU%D >%FUR78T>U%:
For the purpose of this policy, all linens and personal laundry of clients should be considered
contaminated and should be treated carefully to avoid spread of infectious disease. Scabies,
lice, and other bacterial pathogens jstaphylococcal and streptococcal bacteriak are difficult or
impossible to see. <aundry should be handled as little as possible. af possible, clients should
handle their own laundry.
5UQ>-Y^5RU-EDURE:
>. Beneral 5ractices
u Staff should wear gloves when in contact with any used or worn laundry items, whether
obvious contamination is visible or not.
u Bowns or aprons should be worn whenever it is likely that a staff person’s clothing could
come in contact with laundry.
>>. Qaundry Washed by 4helter 4taff on 5remises
u Use a hot wash cycle jat least 30P-330 F for 30 minutesk followed by thorough drying in a
hot dryer j3]0 Fk. This process is sufficient to decontaminate laundry. !o other additives
such as bleach are necessary to sanitiQe laundry, unless stain removal is desired.
u Any kitchen laundry or other items used by staff jtowels, aprons, etck should be washed
and dried in the above manner.
u Staffgagency laundry should be washed in batches separate from client bedding and
clothing.
u af linens are heavily soiled with feces, large amounts of solid material should be disposed of
in a toilet. Handling of feces should be avoided whenever possible. af rinsing is required,
staff should take care to minimiQe handling and avoid splashing.
u af possible clients should be asked to rinse their own linens when they are soiled.
u Wet linens should be stored in a plastic bag while awaiting final wash to avoid any leaking
and reduce odor.
u Dispose of linens if soiling is severe.
>>>. Qaundry 4upplied by a Qaundry 4ervice
u <inen awaiting pick up by a laundry service should be stored in a contained bin or bag so
that laundry cannot come in contact with clients, staff, the floor, or other clean items.
u Wet bedding should be placed in a plastic bag inside the bin so that leaking cannot occur.
Continued on ne8t page.
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u Enly large amounts of feces that can be easily removed should be disposed of in the toilet.
!o further rinsing or handling should be done by shelter staff.
>X. Iedding 4tored for Returning -lients
u Used linen may not be transferred to a different client.
u Used bedding should be stored such that the bedding of different clients is not touching it.
This will prevent cross contamination.
X. 4upplies and Ejuipment
u Shelters should maintain washers and dryers in good working order or should contract with
a <aundry Service for routine delivery and pick-up.
u af laundry is done on site, the water temperatures should be at least 30P-330 F.
u Shelters should supply gloves, gowns or aprons, laundry detergent, plastic bags, and plastic
laundry baskets or laundry bins.
>eveloped =y Health Care for the Homeless Network, Pu=lic Health – Seattle ` King County, AA
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Environmental Health is %ot kust 8bout -ontrol of Disease
an addition to following clear guidelines on cleaning, washing, food handling, and fire safety,
shelters should think very broadly about what it means to create a truly “safe environment.”
This means not only de-escalating violence when it happens, but also working to minimiQe
the risk of violence in the first place. at means creating spaces and policies that decrease the
likelihood of physical and sexual abuse, rape, and theft.
While this guide cannot offer all the advice necessary to accomplish such a task, we offer
here several pieces, including a safety manual that was developed by Wasatch Homeless
Health Care jSalt <ake City, Utahk to help staff deal will potentially volatile situations.
The material below also draws attention to groups particularly vulnerable to violence –
women, children, and sexual minorities.
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Wasatch Homeless Health -are 5rogram
4afety 7anual
5urpose
The purpose of this manual is to outline proper procedures for handling situations with
aggressive patients that have the potential to further escalate into violence. Staff safety is our
top priority at all times. at is also important to respond to aggressive or violent situations in
a professional and sensitive manner. Eur patients are individuals who deal with grave
physical and emotional difficulties daily, and they should not be subKected to unnecessary
suffering from interacting with clinic staff or volunteers.
5atient 4tress and 4pecial Extenuating -ircumstances
When serving our patients, it is important to keep in mind the extremely adverse living
conditions and backgrounds patients come from. Stressful living situations break down
morale and social behaviors such as courtesy and patience. Under these circumstances, it
can be challenging to deal with such a person. af the patient is involved with drugs or
alcohol, suffers from a mental illness, or has a serious antisocial background such as a history
of criminal activity or prison, it can be especially difficult.
Another factor exacerbating patients’ frustration is the fact that many of them frequently
interact with a multitude of private and public agencies to get basic needs met. Consequently,
during the process of waiting, answering personal questions and applying for various types of
assistance, their frustration level often becomes elevated. Uy the time that they visit our clinic,
they may be – understandably – in the mood to react negatively towards our requests or
instructions.
Although a patient’s negative behavior may appear unwarranted, this behavior may be a
learned survival technique. Through hard living, some patients have found that an aggressive,
demanding behavior will get their needs met no matter how inappropriate.
an addition, there are individuals who blame the system for everything that has happened to
them. These patients give up very easily using passive-aggressive behaviors – such as walking
out – to express frustration. at is important to remember not to take a patient’s negative or
aggressive behavior personally. There are reasons for this behavior, and most likely you are
not the reason.
Regardless of the patient’s actions, it is imperative that staff reactions not encourage further
negative behaviors or responses. anstead, we can employ simple intervention strategies when a
patient begins to act inappropriately within the clinic environment.
Buidelines for 8ddressing 8ggressive 5atients
Strategies for dealing with aggressive individuals are best formulated around the principle of
least restrictive measure. This means starting with the least invasive tactic for subduing the
aggressor and not advancing to the next level of restriction unless absolutely necessary.
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The three levels of intervention are:
<evel 3: :revention\
<evel 2: De-escalation of tension\ and
<evel 3: Action aimed toward safety for all individuals involved.
Eur goal of preventing violent behavior can be achieved by effectively employing these four
basic steps:
!
!
!
!

Ebserving,
Skilled listening,
Talking, and
Actions.

QEXEQ R: 5REXE%T>U%
The first and best method for managing physically or emotionally assaultive behavior is to
anticipate and prevent. Management can be achieved by early assessment of the patient.
For example, what are his or her needsd Can we meet these needsd af not, what options can
we offer the patient, e.g., bAould you like to speak to a supervisorDc Consider whether there is
another facility that can assist the patient and ask, bCan we make a referral for youDc or bAould
another time =e more appropriateDc
Ubservation As you work, pay attention to the following warning signals that may hint of
escalating tensions:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Defiant attitude
Excessive swearing
Aggressive motions
Unusual demands
ancrease or decrease in voice volume
Challenging demeanor
Tightening of Kaws
Deep sighs
Fidgety movements
Rapid pacing
Clenched fists
Advance or retreat actions

QEXEQ G: DEaE4-8Q8T>U% UF TE%4>U%
Qistening The listening and attending skills of therapeutic communication are the most
effective tools of averting violent behavior. Even though you may be having a busy, stressful
day, remember to clear your mind and pay attention to what the other person is trying to tell
you. Don’t rehearse your response. Don’t defend yourself verbally.
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:ractice reflective listening. This involves finding out information about what a person is
thinking and feeling, and what may be done about a problem. Don’t assume that you know.
Ask open-ended questions to elicit more informative responses than a simple yes or no
answer. <isten carefully to what is said. Spending two or three minutes interacting with the
patient may prevent an altercation. The more information you have, the better you will be able
to work out a solution.
4teps for Effective Qistening
! Tune in to your personal anxiety level. Assess your feelings and ask yourself if
your feelings are interfering with your communication skills.
! Acknowledge the other person’s feelings. adentify the anxiety or anger and
acknowledge the potential for violence. You might say bYou seem very upsetc or
bI’m concerned that you might hurt yourself or others here.c
! Try to elicit the real issue and determine what is behind the anger.
! Demonstrate appropriate affect. Ue sincere and assertive.
! Convey calmness, control and a willingness to help.
Tal9ing Ueing able to talk down an angry, agitated patient is a valuable skill for anyone
providing patient care services. at is a skill dependent upon having and demonstrating a
positive regard and respect for others. While talking, be aware of your voice. The tone of
your voice will have an immediate affect upon the patient. at is imperative that your voice
remains calm and soft yet firm. af you become angry or aggressive like the patient, you will be
giving away your control of the situation. Simply state the facts and if necessary, repeat them.
Avoid using your title or authority. Do not offer lengthy explanations or excuses.
The Don’ts and Do’s of Therapeutic, Effective Tal9ing
The >on’ts – eer=al
! Don’t threaten the patient or demand obedience.
! Don’t argue with the patient about the facts of the situation. Uoth of you may be
right, but this does not help ease the situation.
! Don’t tell the patient that she or he has no reason to be angry.
! Don’t become defensive and insist that you are right.
! Don’t offer placating responses such as b7verything will =e OKc or bYou’re not the
only one.c
! Don’t make promises you can’t keep.
! !ever challenge the patient or call his or her bluff.
! !ever criticiQe the patient.
! !ever laugh at the patient.
The >o’s – eer=al
! Do ask, bAhat can I do to helpDc
! Do use simple, direct statements.
! Do ask opinions: bIn what way do you feel we may =e of service to youDc or bHow would
you like to see the situation resolvedDc
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!
!
!
!
!

Do offer choices and alternatives: bIf our services are not appropriate, may we assist in
referring you to another facilityDc or b<ay we make another appointment for you at a more
convenient timeDc Try to leave the patient with options.
Do encourage verbaliQation of anger rather that acting out. Express your
limitation with this verbaliQation, however, such as expressions or language that
is too offensive and not necessary.
Do provide reassurance while setting limits and identifying behavioral
expectations in a kind manner.
Do assume that the patient has a real concern and that she or he is
understandably upset.
Do recogniQe and acknowledge the patient’s right to her or his feelings.

QEXEQ Y: 8-T>U%
Ta9ing 8ction Everything that we have learned so far about interacting with difficult patients
becomes part of the process and culminates when we take action. A key concept in violence
prevention is to try to decrease the person’s sense of powerlessness or helplessness in order to
minimiQe his or her frustrations. Communicate verbally and behaviorally that the person is
responsible for his or her own actions. The following steps promote successful interactions:
The Don’ts and Do’s of 4uccessful >nteractions
The >on’ts – Actions
! Don’t ignore the patient.
! Don’t come too close to the patient or hover over him or her. >eep a
comfortable, non-threatening distance between you and the patient that still
allows you to hear and be heard.
! Don’t make threatening physical gestures.
! Don’t analyQe or interpret the patient’s motivation.
! Don’t personaliQe the patient’s anger.
The >o’s – Actions
! Follow instinct and intuition. Use common sense.
! Detect danger signals.
! >eep everyone feeling safe:
Epen the door to the room\
adentify an escape route convenient to you and the patient\
:osition yourself closest to the room exit\
>eep furniture positioned with safety in mind\ and
Assess the environment for potential weapons.
! adentify a code word that will alert the need for additional help. For example,
clinic staff and volunteers are to say Code Red through the telephone intercom
and identify the area where they are. At that point, designated staff are to
respond.
! :rotect others in nearby surroundings.
! Ask the patient to sit down.
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!
!
!

!
!
!
!

Establish and maintain eye contact.
Ebserve social distance. Don’t touch the patient.
Decrease environmental stimuli by:
MinimiQing the presence of staff and other patients,
Turning down any loud music, and
MinimiQing distractions.
:romote privacy.
Attempt to meet as many of the patient’s reasonable requests or demands as
possible.
Follow through with promises. Do not make promises that you can’t keep.
Remember who you are and practice professional behavior.

4ummary
These principles, guidelines and procedures are basic suggestions to assist in averting abusive
and violent behavior. They are for the express purpose of effectively serving our patients as
well as protecting staff from dangerous and abusive behavior. When put into practice, these
steps of observing, listening, talking and action can help achieve our goal of preventing
violent behavior. Using common sense while practicing courtesy, concern and compassion
will greatly enhance everyone’s experience at our clinic.
Always keep in mind the adverse living conditions that our homeless patients deal with day
and night. af we can be empathetic, and treat them as we would like to be treated, then we
have not only provided good health care, but perhaps we have empowered them in their
attempt to take control of their lives.
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For the Women of Fatrina
and Uther Disasters
5rotection from Xiolence 8gainst Women and -hildren
Following natural disasters there is often a sharp rise in violence against women and
children, especially for those who have lost their homes and who are living in crowded
shelters. Teenage girls, young women, and separated children, are at special risk.
Also, after natural disasters, men tend to take charge. WomenSs participation in decision
making is often put down more than usual. Yet itSs essential for everyoneSs healthy disaster
recovery, that womenSs voices in decision making and womenSs concerns are heard at every
step of the way. jAll the above information comes from studies of natural disasters both in
the US and around the world.k

What You and Uthers -an Do
R. Form a 4mall, 4trong, 4upport Broup with the Women 8round You. Three or four
women together make a strong, efficient team. Tell each other your stories, your needs, and
your hopes. Take turns watching each otherSs children and doing other tasks so you can give
each other breaks. Yo together, and give each other support, when one or all of you need to
make a complaint, report abuse, request rule changes, obtain medical help, Koin committees,
or meet other emergency needs. Even if you have not formed a group, always try to find
another women to go with you at these important times.
G. Tal9 -almly and Uften with Your -hildren about the Ris9s of 8buse. anform your
children calmly so you donSt increase their fears. Tell them itSs important that they tell you
right away if anyone tries to touch them inappropriately, tries to get them alone, make deals
with them, befriend them too much, or bother them. Ask your children about unexplained
gifts, prolonged absences, and new relationships. Check into any Kob offers your teens may
get. Also, while in the shelter, children and teens should always be accompanied to
bathrooms, since abusive men tend to hang there.
Y. Report 8ll Xiolence and 8buse 8gainst Yourself and Your -hildren. atSs crucial for
your recovery, for your children, and for the entire community that women are safe, strong,
unafraid, and un-harassed. You are a vital part of the recovery effort. Remember, too, that if
someone abused you, that person will keep on abusing other women and children unless he
jor shek is stopped. So report the abusev af one aide worker doesnSt take you seriously, go to
the next until you get the help you deserve. :ut your complaint in writing. Take at least one
other woman with you to make the complaint.
The kinds of violence that can occur are domestic violence, child abuse, prostitution, sex
trafficking, and most of all, an increase of sexual violence and harassment. Ue especially
careful to verify all Kob offers before going to an unknown place. Sex traffickers often prey
on homeless and displaced persons.
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S. When You 8re %ot Ieing Heard a 5ut >t in Writingg Bo to the 5erson in -hargeg
Bo to the 5ressg DonSt let your needs and ideas get pushed into the background. Here are
Kust three ways you and other women can put the pressure on when you need to. Yet paper
from an aide. Write your needs or ideas on one page. af you can, get other women to sign it
with you. Find out whoSs in charge. DonSt hesitate to go to the top. And remember, there are
press people all around. Yo to the press. Your voice needs to be heard.
H. Urgani_e and Help Uther Women. You may feel too overwhelmed right now to reach
out to others. ThatSs ok. Uut at some point you may find that it can help you feel more in
control, or help get your mind off things, if you reach out to help others. Survey other
women about their needs. Uoost their spirits. Help them form a group, get their voices
heard, their needs met, and their losses consoled.
Feel free to photocopy and distribute this information, but please keep all text intact.
Copyright | Marie De Santis, WomenSs Dustice Center
www.Kusticewomen.comrdKustice}monitor.net
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7a9ing 4helters 4afe for Transgender Evacuees
Transgender people identify as or express a gender that is different from their sex at birth.
This includes people who are born male but live as female, or vice versa, and also people
who are androgynous. All transgender people are at significant risk of harassment and
physical or sexual assault by people who do not understand, are fearful of, or do not approve
of transgender people.
Evacuation shelters must be safe places for transgender evacuees because, like other
evacuees, they have nowhere else to go. They may also experience unique difficulties in this
time of crisis. at is not difficult to ensure safe shelter for transgender people. Here are some
guidelines:
Respect a person’s selfaidentification as male or female. According to the !ational
Coalition for the Homeless, if someone identifies herself as a woman, she should be treated
as a woman in all circumstances, regardless of whether she was born male and regardless of
whether she has had sex reassignment surgery. A person’s stated identity should be
recogniQed and respected, and shelter staffgvolunteers should use the name and pronoun
j“he” or “she”k that the person prefers. af you don’t know what terms to use, ask politely.
Understand that people may not have updated identification. Evacuees who fled their
homes in crisis may not have identification that correctly identifies their gender or the name
they use. The gender and name a person provides should be respected and used, regardless
of the name and gender listed on their documents.
Respect a person’s evaluation of what housing options are safe or unsafe for that
person. Transgender people should be allowed to choose the housing option that they
believe is the most safe for them. Yenerally, if shelters are sex-segregated, people who
identify as men should be housed with men, and people who identify as women should be
housed with women. This is true regardless of whether people have aD showing this
nameggender, regardless of whether they look masculine or feminine, and regardless of
whether they’ve had sex reassignment surgery. However, a person’s own evaluation of his or
her safety should always be respected. For example, transgender men jborn femalek may feel
safer housed with women. Shelters should also offer transgender residents the ability to sleep
within eyesightgearshot of the night staff to lower the risk of assault and harassment.
Respond to inappropriate behavior or harassment by any person. Harassment of any
person, including a transgender person, should not be tolerated. Don’t base policies or rules
on untrue stereotypes about transgender people. at is not fair or correct to assume that Kust
because a person is transgender or has male genitals they are a physical threat to others.
Enforcegmake rules based only on inappropriate behaviors.
Ensure safe bathroom and shower options. Transgender people should be welcome to
use bathrooms and showers that correspond to their self-identified gender or the facilities
that feel safest for them. at is rarely illegal for people to use the bathroom that corresponds
to the gender they identify as. And, in many places, it may be illegal to deny them access to
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the bathroom that corresponds to the gender they identify as. Ether people’s discomfort is
not a valid reason to deny a transgender person access to facilities. af possible, genderneutral bathrooms should be made available. at may be necessary to add a stall door or
shower curtain to address valid privacy and safety concerns.
Understand that transgender people may not hloo9 li9ei the people they feel they
are. Evacuees are generally without their personal toiletries, clothing, make-up, shaving
supplies and all of the other items they typically use to groom. For example, a transgender
woman jborn malek may be unable to shave facial hair without her toiletries. This does not
mean she should be treated with disrespect or not seen as a woman.
Feep a person’s transgender status confidential, unless he or she tells you otherwise.
This minimiQes the risk of discrimination and violence. Transgender status is personal health
information that is no else’s business.
8dditional Help and Resources
For additional assistance with providing safe shelters, contact one of the Qambda Qegal %ational
Help Des9s in Dallas at dGRSe GROaZHZH or in 8tlanta at dS[Se ZODaRZZ[. They can help with legal
issues, provide information about local lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community centers that
can help <YUT evacuees, and provide information relating to hormones and other prescription
drugs including HaigAaDS medication.
For a more complete pu=lication devoted to making all shelters safe for transgender people, see
Transitioning Eur Shelters: A Yuide to Making Homeless Shelters Safe for Transgender :eople
http:[[www.thetaskforce.org[downloads[TransHomeless.pdf
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8 Word about 8nimals and Environmental Health
Many people who become homeless grieve the loss of animal companions. Ethers bring
animals with them into shelter environments. This is often a difficult balancing act for
shelter providers who try to be sensitive to the emotional attachment people have to
animals, while still looking out for the overall health and safety of all residents. The
following article was developed by the Centers for Disease Control.
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8nimals in 5ublic Evacuation -enters
As persons are displaced from their homes into evacuation centers, they often wish to bring
companion animals with them. Having a pet nearby may serve as a source of comfort to
someone who has lost their possessions and, perhaps, family members. Unfortunately, many
disaster evacuation centers jand specifically Red Cross evacuation centersk cannot accept
pets because of statesS health and safety regulations. :ets kept at human evacuation centers
can sometimes pose a risk of disease or inKury to other shelter inhabitants. an fact, service
animals that assist people with disabilities are currently the only animals allowed in some
evacuation centers.
Animal evacuation centers and foster homes may accommodate animals while owners reside
in temporary evacuation centers, but these services may not be available everywhere. The
following cuestions and Answers were developed to address health and safety concerns
regarding animals kept in non-Red Cross public evacuation centers.
`: What are the potential health ris9s of housing animals and people in one location?
8: Close contact between humans and other animals in evacuation centers may pose a risk
for inKury or illness. Scared and stressed animals may be more likely to bite or scratch their
owners, other people, or other pets. an addition to inKury and potential infection from bites
and scratches, bites from dogs, cats, and ferrets may present a risk for rabies. Serious bite
wounds may require surgical repair. Furthermore, proper care of the animal, such as
collection and disposal of urine and feces, may be difficult in public evacuation centers. This
poses an additional risk of infection for people, particularly the immunocompromised.
:eople may also be allergic to furred or feathered pets. These problems may be more serious
when people do not have access to their usual medications.
`: What are some diseases that may be transmitted by contact with pets?
8: Routine contact with dogs, and especially cats, may pose a risk for ringworm, which is a
skin infection caused by a fungus. Animal feces and fecal-contaminated skin and fur may
pose a risk of diarrheal illness from Campylo=acter, Salmonella, and some intestinal parasites.
Although these risks are usually small, in the wake of natural disasters such as hurricane
>atrina, physical stress and exposure to floodwaters and contaminated food and water may
increase the risk for diarrheal infections. Most reptiles jliQards, snakes, iguanas, turtlesk shed
Salmonella in their feces\ children younger than P years old are at high risk for this disease if
they handle reptiles. Although people usually acquire toxoplasmosis by ingesting meat
containing tissue cysts, young cats may rarely shed To8oplasma oocysts in their stool. :rompt
removal of stool from the environment minimiQes this risk. Some pet rodents, such as
hamsters, gerbils, and guinea pigs, can transmit lymphocytic choriomengitis virus j<CMik.
To8oplasma and <CMi can cause birth defects in an unborn child if a pregnant woman
becomes infected.
Continued on ne8t page.
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`: What are the ris9s associated with animal bites?
8: The consequences of animal bites, especially dog bites, can be serious. The risk of a bite
inKury may be greater in situations that promote close contact between people and unfamiliar
animals. Iites from dogs, cats, or ferrets carry a ris9 for rabies, even if the animal has
been vaccinated and appears healthy. af a dog, cat, or ferret bites a person or another animal,
they must be confined and observed for 30 days to see whether they develop signs of rabies.
af the biting animal shows signs of rabies or cannot be reliably confined and observed, that
animal must be euthaniQed and tested for rabies. 4erious bite wounds rejuire medical
care, and surgical repair in some cases. Animal bites may also result in infection, and the
inKured person may need to be treated with antibiotics, a tetanus booster or receive other
medical care.
`: What are some other less common health ris9s associated with pets?
8: Dogs and cats may serve as a source of ticks that could bite humans and cause disease.
Depending on the type of tick, <yme disease, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, or ehrlichiosis
may be of concern, although pets themselves cannot transmit these diseases to people. Cats
may spread cat scratch disease jbartonellosisk through bites or scratches. Uites from pet rats
may transmit a disease called rat bite fever. Exposure to infected birds may lead to
psittacosis, a bacterial infection that causes pneumonia. For this reason, it is often best to
also house pet birds, especially parakeets, parrots, love birds, and canaries, away from the
general shelter population.
`: What can be done to minimi_e the health ris9s of pets in human evacuation
centers?
8: The following guidelines may help reduce risk of inKury or disease if it is necessary to
house pets in a public shelter:
!

!

!
!
!

The appropriateness of housing pets in public evacuation centers should be carefully
considered. Sometimes separate areas can be established for pets. af this is done,
then these areas should be staffed with animal care personnel who have been trained
in the handling of animals as well as appropriate approaches to infection control.
Animal evacuation centers or foster homes may be good alternatives.
af a pet is kept at a human shelter, it should not be allowed to freely roam the facility
and should be kept under control at all times, either via caging or a leash. This is for
the animal’s safety, as well as that of the people living in the shelter.
All dogs, cats, and ferrets must have proof of current vaccination against rabies, or
be vaccinated upon entry to the shelter.
Dogs and cats should be treated for intestinal parasites while staying at the human
shelter. This is particularly important when the pet is younger than ] months old.
Dogs and cats should be treated with medications to kill fleas and ticks. an doing so,
care should be taken to administer treatments that are safe for that particular species
of animal ji.e., not all treatments that are safe for dogs are safe for catsk.
Continued on ne8t page.
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!

!

!

!

!
!

Furred or feathered pets should be housed in areas separate from people with
allergies or asthma triggered by fur, feathers, or dander.
Cats should be kept in a cage with a litter box that is cleaned frequently jat least once
every 24 hoursk. :regnant women or immunocompromised people should not have
contact with used litter.
Dogs should be walked regularly on a leash outside of the shelter to allow them to
urinate and defecate in designated areas, and any feces should be immediately
collected and disposed of.
Anyone bitten by an animal should speak with a healthcare provider to discuss
associated concerns je.g., tissue trauma, infection, rabies riskk. Uites and scratches
should be thoroughly cleaned with soap and water. Arrangements should be made to
confine and observe a biting dog, cat, or ferret for a period of 30 days.
:eople caring for pets in evacuation centers should practice good hygiene by
cleaning up after their pets je.g., disposal of fecesk and frequently washing their
hands.
Children younger than P years old should not handle reptiles without adult
supervision, and should always wash their hands after doing so. Hand washing
should be monitored by an adult.
:regnant women and immunocompromised people should avoid contact with cat
feces, and with pet rodents such as hamsters, gerbils, and guinea pigs.
:eople should not share food with their pets, nor allow pets to lick their faces.
Centers for >isease Control and Prevention http:[[www.=t.cdc.gov[disasters[animalspu=evac.asp
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Mental allness and Substance Use
Disorders
Fearning Zoal:
!

To understand the symptoms of mental illness and substance use
disorders and constructive ways to interact with mentally ill and
substance using shelter residents.

:eople who have become homeless are much more likely than housed populations to suffer
from mental health problems and substance use disorders. Whether one becomes homeless
due to natural disaster, loss of Kobs, lack of social support, prohibitive housing costs, or any
other reason, trauma is ever-present. Some homeless individuals have mental health
problems that preceded the loss of housing, while others suffer from mental health
problems that result from the trauma of grief, loss, and life on the streets and in the shelters.
And certainly children and families have particular emotional and mental health needs that
result from the traumas of homelessness and lack of stability.
Drug and alcohol use can be a destabiliQing factor for many people, and can be a cause of
homelessness. Drug and alcohol use can also be a coping mechanism for people after they
have become homeless. For people who are attempting to reduce or stop substance use, the
stress of life on the streets and in the shelters can make recovery nearly impossible. at is
difficult enough to deal with addiction in the best of circumstances, but when compounded
with uncertainty about meeting basic needs, the ever-present fear of violence, and the
hopelessness that can develop from losing everything, it becomes exceedingly difficult for
people to change destructive patterns of behavior.
Many sheltersmboth disaster-related shelters and pre-existing homeless sheltersmare very
sensitive to the needs of people wrestling with mental illness and substance use. Uut some
are not. Effective shelter systems should not only create policies that balance the overall
safety of all shelter residents with the special needs of those with behavioral health problems,
but they should also work actively to provide services for the most difficult to serve
residents.
This section will examine common manifestations of mental illness and substance use and
offer concrete suggestions for how to work effectively with these populations. A later
section of this guide j“Taking Care: Coping with Yrief and <oss”k will specifically address
effective ways of dealing with trauma and loss, for shelter residents as well as staff and
volunteers.
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The Tool Fits
At the beginning of each section of this Yuide, readers will find lists that outline the
contents of the Tool >its that can be found in electronic form on the CD that accompanies
this Yuide. While some of the tools and handouts are found both in the Yuide and in the
Tool >its, most of the items listed below are only found in the Tool >its. They are to be
used to supplement the material in the Yuide and to provide shelter providers with day-today tools for use in the shelters.

Tool Fit D: 7ental >llness and 4ubstance Use Disorders
D-3
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-P
D-]
D-O
D-_
D-I
D-30
D-33

Mental allness and HomelessnessmHealing Hands
Mental allness and Homelessness Facts
Uorderline :ersonality DisordersmHealing Hands
“Relating to a :erson with Mental allness”
Substance Abuse and HomelessnessmHealing Hands
Addiction Disorders and Homelessness Facts
“Ulueprint for Change: Ending Chronic Homelessness~”
“anteracting with antoxicated :ersons”
Suicide Myths and Facts
Signs of :ossible Suicide Risks
“:<AaD :A<S”
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Effective 8pproaches
There is a great deal of evidence about what practices work well to serve people suffering
from severe and persistent mental illness or wrestling with substance use disorders. The list
that follows provides a very brief overview of a number of effective approaches. Each of
these approaches, if explored in any depth, would easily merit a volume at least the siQe of
this one.
at is therefore not our intention to educate readers fully of the details of these approaches,
but merely to provide exposure and spur thinking about how shelters can implement or
adapt elements of these practices to better serve their mentally ill and substance-using
residents.
Shelter providers often feel under-equipped to work well with those suffering from mental
illness and addiction. Eur goal here is to present some broad concepts and to encourage
shelter providers to seek more in-depth training for staff and volunteers.
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What Wor9s
<isted below are selected approaches and practices that have been shown to be effective in
addressing the needs of homeless people with serious mental illness andgor substance use
disorders. Many of these approaches and practices are applicable to working with all people
experiencing homelessness.
Ielief in recovery
:eople can and do recover from problems related to substance use disorders, mental illness,
and homelessness – recovery of hope, meaningful activities and relationships, and selfesteem and self-worth.
5ersonacentered values
The person’s own needs and preferences are the primary focus of attention. The helping
relationship is collaborative and invitational. Support, information, and options are offered.
Services are tailored to the individual.
Uutreach and engagement
This approach involves going out into the community and meeting homeless people where
they are – on the streets, under bridges, in shelters and drop-in centers. Workers seek to
develop trust with individuals and to provide or connect them with needed services.
Flexible, low ademand services
Services are provided in an individualiQed manner, varying in frequency, duration, and scope
depending on one’s changing needs and wishes. :articipation in treatment is not required as
a condition for receiving services, such as accessing entitlements or housing.
Housing with appropriate supports
Emphasis is on placing people as early as possible into permanent housing units with
appropriate supportive services offered by an interdisciplinary team of health, behavioral
health, and social service providers. Housing itself is seen as a form of treatment.
>nterdisciplinary care teams
Teams are composed of various health, behavioral health, and social service providers who
work together to ensure that a homeless person’s needs are being addressed in an
appropriate and coordinated manner.
>ntegrated treatment for coaoccurring mental illness and substance use disorders
This approach implies concurrent, coordinated clinical treatment of both mental illnesses
and substance use disorders provided by the same clinician or treatment team. antegrated
treatment has been shown to be more effective than a parallel or sequential treatment
approach.
Continued on ne8t page.
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7otivational interventions^stages of change
Motivational interventions include a range of clinical strategies to help individuals resolve
ambivalence and move in the direction of change. These strategies are matched to the
client’s level of readiness to change.
4elfahelp programs
:rograms are typically based on the AA 32-step method. Focus is on developing personal
responsibility within the context of peer support. :articipation has been shown to decrease
substance use and inpatient treatment, and improve self-esteem and community adKustment.
>nvolvement of consumers and recovering persons
Consumers can play an important role in outreach, supporting peers in recovery, staffing
agency programs, contributing as active members of planning councils, advisory boards, and
community advocacy groups.
Qongaterm followaup support
The recovery process is neither a linear nor a short-term process for most people. Relapse is
not uncommon. andividuals require long term follow up support from an interdisciplinary
team of care providers.
5revention services
Examples of prevention include appropriate discharge planning from institutionsghospitalsg
treatment programs, short-term intensive support upon re-entry into the community, and
provision of subsidiQed housing and adequate income support.

Adapted from Ulueprint for Change: Ending Chronic Homelessness for :ersons with
Serious Mental allnesses andgor Co-Eccurring Substance Use Disorders,
>HHS Pu=. No. S<AQJfQI^gJ. Printed SJJI
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4uggestions for Relating to a 5erson
Experiencing 7ental >llness
!

Treat the person with respect, as directly and naturally as possible.

!

Speak softly, slowly and clearly, communicating only one thought at a time.

!

Ue as consistent and predictable as you can.

!

Set clear and realistic rules, limits and expectations.

!

Set simple, short-term goals based on current abilities.

!

CriticiQe as little as possible\ praise what you can.

!

Remember the person’s perceptions may be different from yours.

!

Don’t try to argue against voices or delusions\ they are symptoms of the illness.

!

Allow the person a “comfort Qone” – don’t stare at, hover over, or press the person.
Allow himgher an easy exit.

!

Don’t take the individual’s unreasonable attitudes and behavior personally.

!

Don’t blame the person or others for the illness.

!

Accept the reality of the illness, while appreciating the person as hegshe is in the
present.

!

Maintain your own mental health and well being: seek counseling, Koin a support
group, educate yourself and advocate for positive change, maintain contact beyond
your work with friends and enKoyable activities.
Aashington Advocates for the <entally Ill
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4uggestions for Relating to a 5erson
Experiencing >ntoxication
!

Approach with care\ respect the individual’s personal space.

!

Use a gentle, soft-spoken voice and body language that communicates to the person
“you are safe.”

!

Make clear, brief statements. Focus on the here and now.

!

Always respect the person\ don’t belittle or “put down” the individual\ use humor,
but not at the person’s expense.

!

Take care with responses to provocative statements\ stay calm\ avoid getting into a
confrontation or caught up in the person’s “negative energy.”

!

Avoid labeling the person as an “alcoholic” or “drug addict” or causing the person to
feel guilty or “bad.”

!

EmpathiQe with the person’s pain, anger or fear\ work to disarm the fear and calm
the “fight or flight” responses.

!

Yive the person time to process\ repeat yourself if necessary.

!

Check on the person’s immediate physical health and safety\ an intoxicated person
may be physically ill or inKured but unaware of it.

!

Effer immediate, concrete help, e.g. detox, safe space, sleep-off, medical attention.

!

af a person is intoxicated and talking about suicide, do not leave him or her alone.
Call or send someone for help, e.g. crisis team, police.

!

Ue aware and cautious of how you are affecting the person\ leave the situation if the
person is becoming increasingly agitated or behaviorally inappropriate.

!

ialidate the person\ recogniQe with them what is going on, what the person is going
through\ hear the person out\ listen for the motive the individual has to take a
healthy or appropriate step.

!

af possible, follow-up with the person in the near future when they are not under the
influence of alcohol or drugs.
Adapted from conversations with Health Care for the Homeless outreach workers.
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Understanding 8ddiction
Most scientists now consider addiction a brain disease: a condition caused by persistent
changes to brain structure and function. Using drugs repeatedly over time changes brain
structure and function in fundamental and long lasting ways that can persist long after the
individual stops using them. After a certain amount of a drug is consumed, and that amount
is different for everyone, it is as if a switch in the brain is flipped from normal to addict.
Addiction is defined as uncontrollable, compulsive drug craving, seeking and use, even in the
face of negative health and social consequences. iery few people are able to return to
occasional use after becoming addicted. Uut, as we know, not everyone who uses drugs
becomes addicted. Some people can become addicted more easily and quickly than others.
Estimates are that P0 to O0 percent of these differences in susceptibility to addiction are
genetic. Still, genes do not doom one to become an addict.
What understanding addiction as a brain disease means
Many people believe that drug addiction is a failure of will. Research contradicts this.
However, this does not mean the addict is simply a hapless victim, nor does it absolve the
addict of responsibility for his or her behavior. Uut it does explain why an addict cannot stop
using by sheer force of will alone.
Some parallels can be drawn between addiction and other chronic reoccurring illnesses such
as asthma, diabetes and hypertension given that voluntary behaviors jhere the decision to try
drugsk are involved. Hypertension, cardiovascular disease, diabetes and some forms of
cancer are heavily influenced by the person’s eating, exercise, smoking and other behaviors.
How do you treat addiction?
Research finds that the best forms of treatment heal the entire individual, combining
medication, behavioral therapy, social services and rehabilitation. Another crucial finding on
drug treatment is that it does not need to be completely voluntary to work. an fact, studies
suggest that increased pressure to stay in treatment – whether from the legal system, or from
family members or employers – increases the amount of time patients remain in treatment
and improves their treatment outcomes.
What you can do to help a person with drug addiction
3. Understand that while a person who is addicted to drugs made the choice to try the drug,
they did not choose to become addicted. An addicted person’s brain is functioning
abnormally and their drug use is out of their control. They need and deserve the same
medical treatment as anyone else with a chronic illness would receive.
2. Find them a treatment program that treats all of their individual problems together, such
as drug addiction, behavioral issues, mental illness andgor life skills.
3. Since treatment does not have to be voluntary to work, consider involving other systems
to pressure the individual to go into and stay in treatment.
Adapted summary of the paper Addiction is a Urain Disease =y >r. Alan Feshner, former >irector
of the National Institute on >rug A=use KSJJRL. See full report at http:[[www.issues.org[Rg.I[leshner.htm
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5rinciples of Effective Drug 8ddiction Treatment
3. %o single treatment is appropriate for all individuals. Matching treatment
settings, interventions, and services to each individualSs particular problems and
needs is critical to his or her ultimate success in returning to productive functioning
in the family, workplace, and society.
2. Treatment needs to be readily available. Uecause individuals who are addicted to
drugs may be uncertain about entering treatment, taking advantage of opportunities
when they are ready for treatment is crucial. :otential treatment applicants can be
lost if treatment is not immediately available or is not readily accessible.
3. Effective treatment attends to multiple needs of the individual, not lust his or
her drug use. To be effective, treatment must address the individualSs drug use and
any associated medical, psychological, social, vocational, and legal problems.
4. 8n individualms treatment and services plan must be assessed continually and
modified as necessary to ensure that the plan meets the personms changing
needs. A patient may require varying combinations of services and treatment
components during the course of treatment and recovery. an addition to counseling
or psychotherapy, a patient at times may require medication, other medical services,
family therapy, parenting instruction, vocational rehabilitation, and social and legal
services. at is critical that the treatment approach be appropriate to the individualSs
age, gender, ethnicity, and culture.
P. Remaining in treatment for an adejuate period of time is critical for treatment
effectiveness. The appropriate duration for an individual depends on his or her
problems and needs. Research indicates that for most patients, the threshold of
significant improvement is reached at about 3 months in treatment. After this
threshold is reached, additional treatment can produce further progress toward
recovery. Uecause people often leave treatment prematurely, programs should
include strategies to engage and keep patients in treatment.
]. -ounseling dindividual and^or groupe and other behavioral therapies are
critical components of effective treatment for addiction. an therapy, patients
address issues of motivation, build skills to resist drug use, replace drug-using
activities with constructive and rewarding nondrug-using activities, and improve
problem-solving abilities. Uehavioral therapy also facilitates interpersonal
relationships and the individualSs ability to function in the family and community.
O. 7edications are an important element of treatment for many patients,
especially when combined with counseling and other behavioral therapies.
Methadone and levo-alpha-acetylmethadol j<AAMk are very effective in helping
individuals addicted to heroin or other opiates stabiliQe their lives and reduce their
illicit drug use. !altrexone is also an effective medication for some opiate addicts
and some patients with co-occurring alcohol dependence. For persons addicted to
nicotine, a nicotine replacement product jsuch as patches or gumk or an oral
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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medication jsuch as bupropionk can be an effective component of treatment. For
patients with mental disorders, both behavioral treatments and medications can be
critically important.
_. 8ddicted or drugaabusing individuals with coexisting mental disorders should
have both disorders treated in an integrated way. Uecause addictive disorders
and mental disorders often occur in the same individual, patients presenting for
either condition should be assessed and treated for the co-occurrence of the other
type of disorder.
I. 7edical detoxification is only the first stage of addiction treatment and by
itself does little to change longaterm drug use. Medical detoxification safely
manages the acute physical symptoms of withdrawal associated with stopping drug
use. While detoxification alone is rarely sufficient to help addicts achieve long-term
abstinence, for some individuals it is a strongly indicated precursor to effective drug
addiction treatment
30. Treatment does not need to be voluntary to be effective. Strong motivation can
facilitate the treatment process. Sanctions or enticements in the family, employment
setting, or criminal Kustice system can increase significantly both treatment entry and
retention rates and the success of drug treatment interventions.
33. 5ossible drug use during treatment must be monitored continuously. <apses
to drug use can occur during treatment. The obKective monitoring of a patientSs drug
and alcohol use during treatment, such as through urinalysis or other tests, can help
the patient withstand urges to use drugs. Such monitoring also can provide early
evidence of drug use so that the individualSs treatment plan can be adKusted.
Feedback to patients who test positive for illicit drug use is an important element of
monitoring.
32. Treatment programs should provide assessment for H>X^8>D4, hepatitis I
and -, tuberculosis and other infectious diseases, and counseling to help
patients modify or change behaviors that place themselves or others at ris9 of
infection. Counseling can help patients avoid high-risk behavior. Counseling also
can help people who are already infected manage their illness.
33. Recovery from drug addiction can be a longaterm process and frejuently
rejuires multiple episodes of treatment. As with other chronic illnesses, relapses
to drug use can occur during or after successful treatment episodes. Addicted
individuals may require prolonged treatment and multiple episodes of treatment to
achieve long-term abstinence and fully restored functioning. :articipation in self-help
support programs during and following treatment often is helpful in maintaining
abstinence.
From :rinciples of Drug Addiction Treatment: A Research-Uased Yuide, National Institute
on >rug A=use KNI>AL http:[[www.nida.nih.gov[PO>AT[PO>ATInde8.html
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4uicide
:eople living in shelter have increased rates of depression. Depression can be one of the
causes of homelessness, and it can be a result of homelessness. Those who have suffered
grief and loss, experienced trauma, or survived natural disaster are particularly susceptible to
depression and suicidal thoughts or actions.
an the weeks following Hurricane >atrina, several prominent residents of !ew Erleans
committed suicidemmost notably several police officers and at least two well-known
physicians.
Those who provide shelter must constantly be aware of the risk of suicide among shelter
residents and be equipped to intervene and prevent suicide from occurring. The following
pages give some concrete suggestions for recogniQing and responding to suicide risks.
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4uicide 7yths and Facts
Myth: Suicidal people are fully intent on dying. !othing others do or say can help.
Fact: 4uicide is preventable. 7ost suicidal people desperately want to liven they
are lust unable to see alternatives to their problems.
Myth: Suicide happens without warning.
Fact: There are almost always warning signs, but others are often unaware of the
significance of the warnings or unsure about what to do.
Myth: :eople who talk about suicide do not commit suicide.
Fact: 7ost people who commit suicide have tal9ed about or given definite
warning signs of their suicidal intentions.
Myth: amprovement in a suicidal person means the danger is over.
Fact: 7any suicides occur several months after the beginning of improvement,
when a person has energy to act on suicidal thoughts.
Myth: Suicide is more common in lower socio-economic groups.
Fact: 4uicide cuts across social and economic boundaries.
Myth: All suicidal individuals are depressed.
Fact: Depression is often associated with suicidal feelings but not all persons
who attempt or commit suicide are depressed. 8 number of other emotional
factors may be involved.
Myth: Young people are more likely than old people to commit suicide.
Fact: 5eople LH and older 9ill themselves at a higher rate than those aged RHaGS.
Myth: Asking “Are you thinking about committing suicided” may trigger a person to
make a suicide attempt.
Fact: 8s9ing direct, caring juestions about suicide will often minimi_e a
person’s anxiety and act as a deterrent to suicidal behavior.
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4igns of Depression \ 5ossible 4uicide Ris9
Tal9ing 8bout Dying – any mention of dying, disappearing, Kumping, shooting oneself, or
other types of self harm
Recent Qoss – through death, divorce, separation, broken relationship, loss of Kob, money,
status, self-confidence, self-esteem, loss of religious faith, loss of interest in friends, sex,
hobbies, activities previously enKoyed
-hange in 5ersonality – sad, withdrawn, irritable, anxious, tired, indecisive, apathetic
-hange in Iehavior – canSt concentrate on routine tasks, school, work
-hange in 4leep 5atterns – insomnia, often with early waking or oversleeping, nightmares
-hange in Eating Habits – loss of appetite and weight, or overeating
Diminished 4exual >nterest – impotence, menstrual abnormalities joften missed periodsk
Fear of Qosing -ontrol – going craQy, harming self or others
Qow 4elf Esteem – feeling worthless, shame, overwhelming guilt, self-hatred, •everyone
would be better off without me•
%o Hope for the Future – believing things will never get better\ that nothing will ever
change
RE7E7IER: The risk of suicide may be greatest as the depression lifts.

Adapted from San Francisco Suicide Prevention http:[[www.sfsuicide.org[html[warning.html
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5.Q.8.>.D. 5.8.Q.4.
Things to watch for when assessing potential suicide ris9...

5lan – Do they have oned
Qethality – as it lethald Can they died
8vailability – Do they have the means to carry it outd
>llness – Do they have a mental or physical illnessd
Depression – Chronic or specific incidentjskd
5revious attempts – How manyd How recentd
8lone – Are they aloned Do they have a support systemd A partnerd Are
they alone right nowd

Qoss – Have they suffered a lossd Death, Kob, relationship, self esteemd
4ubstance abuse dor usee – Drugs, alcohol, medicined Current, chronicd
San Francisco Suicide Prevention http:[[www.sfsuicide.org[html[warning.html
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Blossary of -ommon 7ental Health Terms
8ffective disorder jalso called mood disorderk
A category of mental health problems that include a disturbance in mood, usually profound
sadness or apathy, euphoria or irritability, such as the disorder depression.
8goraphobia
A Yreek word that literally means •fear of the marketplace.• This anxiety disorder is
characteriQed by a fear of open, public places or of being in crowds. Agoraphobics often
experience panic attacks in a place or situation from which escape may be difficult or
embarrassing.
8l_heimerms disease
A progressive, irreversible disease, most prevalent late in life, characteriQed by deterioration
of the brain cells and leading to impaired mental functioning.
8nger
The experience of intense annoyance that inspires hostile and aggressive thoughts and
actions.
8norexia nervosa jalso called anorexiak
An eating disorder in which people intentionally starve themselves.
8ntidepressants
Medications that treat depression, as well as other psychiatric disorders.
8ntisocial personality disorder
A disorder characteriQed by a disregard for the feelings, property, authority and respect of
others, for an individualSs own personal gain. This may include violent or aggressive
destructive actions toward other people, without a sense or remorse or guilt.
8nxiety
A feeling of unease and fear of impending danger characteriQed by physical symptoms such
as rapid heart rate, sweating, trembling and feelings of stress. an contrast to fear, the danger
or threat in anxiety is imagined, not real.
8nxiety disorders
Conditions characteriQed by high levels of anxiety. Currently five different anxiety disorders
are recogniQed: generaliQed anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder,
post traumatic stress disorder and social phobia.
8ttentionadeficit disorder d8DDe \ attentionadeficit^hyperactivity disorder d8DHDe
A behavior disorder, usually first diagnosed in childhood, that is characteriQed by inattention,
impulsivity and, in some cases, hyperactivity.
Continued on ne8t page.
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8utistic disorder jalso called autismk
A neurological and developmental disorder that usually appears during the first three years
of life. A child with autism appears to live in hisgher own world, demonstrating little
interest in others and a lack of social awareness. The focus of an autistic child is a consistent
routine and includes an interest in repeating odd and peculiar behaviors. Autistic children
often have problems in communication, avoid eye contact and show limited attachment to
others.
Iingeing
A destructive pattern of excessive overeating.
Iipolar disorder
A mood disorder, formerly called manic-depressive disorder, characteriQed by episodes of
maKor depression and mania.
Iorderline personality disorder
A serious mental illness characteriQed by pervasive instability in moods, interpersonal
relationships, self-image, and behavior. This instability often disrupts family and work life,
long-term planning, and the individualSs sense of self-identity.
Iulimia nervosa jalso called bulimiak
A condition characteriQed by binge eating followed by extreme measures to undo the binge
joften vomitingk.
-ompulsion
An uncontrollable, repetitive and unwanted urge to perform an act. A compulsive act is a
defense against unacceptable ideas and desires, and failure to perform the act leads to
anxiety.
Delirium
A condition in which changes in cognition, including a disturbance in consciousness, occur
over a relatively short period of time.
Delusions
Ueliefs such as delusions of grandeur that are thought to be true by the person having them,
but these beliefs are wrong. :eople with delusions cannot be convinced that their beliefs are
incorrect.
Dementia
A disorder in which there is loss or impairment of mental powers due to organic causes
jphysical diseasek and severe enough to interfere with work or social functioning. Memory
disturbance is the most prominent symptom. Ether symptoms include personality change
and impairment of abstract thinking, Kudgment and control of impulses. Dementia may be
progressive, static or reversible, depending on the particular conditions of the disease and its
treatment.
Continued on ne8t page.
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Denial
The refusal to accept reality and to act as if a painful event, thought or feeling did not exist.
Depression
A mood disturbance characteriQed by feelings of sadness, loneliness, despair, low selfesteem, worthlessness, withdrawal from social interaction, and sleep and eating disturbances.
Dyslexia
A reading disorder. A child with dyslexia reads below the expected level given hisgher age,
school grade and intelligence.
Epilepsy
A disorder characteriQed by periodic motor or sensory seiQures, or their equivalents, resulting
from abnormal electrical discharge generated within the brain\ sometimes accompanied by a
loss of consciousness. Some cases of epilepsy have a known organic cause, while others are
a result of organic inKury.
Hallucinations
A strong perception of an event or obKect when no such situation is present\ may occur in
any of the senses ji.e., visual, auditory, gustatory, olfactory or tactilek.
Hostility
The disposition to inflict harm on another person andgor the actual infliction of harm, either
physically or emotionally.
Hypomania
An episode of illness that resembles mania, but is less intense and less disabling. Hypomania
is characteriQed by a euphoric mood, unrealistic optimism, increased speech and activity, and
a decreased need for sleep.
>mpulseacontrol disorders
Disorders characteriQed by the inability to inhibit impulses that might be harmful to oneself
or others.
Qearning disorder
When a childSs academic ability is below what is expected for the childSs age, schooling and
level of intelligence. A learning difficulty is usually identified in reading, math or writing.
7alor depressive disorder jalso known as clinical depressionk
A maKor mood disorder characteriQed by one or more jrecurrentk episodes of maKor
depression, with or without full recovery between episodes.
7ania
An episode usually seen in the course of bipolar disorder characteriQed by a marked increase
in energy, extreme elation, impulsivity, irritability, rapid speech, nervousness, distractibility
andgor poor Kudgment. During manic episodes, some people also experience hallucinations
or delusions.
Continued on ne8t page.
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7anic depression jalso known as bipolar disorderk
Classified as a type of affective disorder jor mood disorderk that goes beyond the daySs
ordinary ups and downs. Manic depression is characteriQed by periodic episodes of extreme
elation, elevated mood, or irritability jalso called maniak countered by periodic, classic
depressive symptoms.
7ood disorder jalso known as affective disorderk
A category of mental health problems including a disturbance in mood, usually profound
sadness or apathy, euphoria or irritability, such as the disorder maKor depression.
%eurotransmitters
Chemicals in the brain that regulate other chemicals in the brain.
Ubsessiveacompulsive disorder jECDk
An anxiety disorder in which a person has an unreasonable thought, fear or worry that
hegshe tries to manage through ritualiQed activity. Frequently occurring disturbing thoughts
or images are called obsessions, and the rituals performed to try to prevent or dispel them
are called compulsions. :eople with ECD often become uncomfortable in situations that
are beyond their control and have difficulty maintaining positive, healthy interpersonal
relationships as a result.
5anic disorder jalso called panic attacksk
An anxiety disorder characteriQed by chronic, repeated and unexpected intense periods of
fear when there is no specific cause for the fear. an between panic attacks, people with panic
disorder worry excessively about when and where the next attack may occur. :anic disorder
may be accompanied by agoraphobia.
5aranoia
Symptoms include feelings of persecution and an exaggerated sense of self-importance.
:aranoia is present in many mental disorders and it is rare as an isolated mental illness.
5ersonality Disorder
A deeply ingrained, inflexible, maladaptive pattern of relating, perceiving and thinking,
serious enough to cause distress or impaired functioning. :ersonality disorders are usually
recogniQable by adolescence or earlier, continue throughout adulthood and become less
obvious in middle or old age. Examples of formally identified personality disorders are
antisocial, borderline, compulsive, histrionic, dependent, narcissistic, paranoid, passiveaggressive, schiQoid and schiQotypal.
5hobia
An uncontrollable, irrational and persistent fear of a specific obKect, situation or activity.
5ostatraumatic stress disorder j:TSDk
A debilitating condition that is related to a past terrifying physical or emotional experience
causing the person who survived the event to have persistent, frightening thoughts and
memories or flashbacks, of the ordeal. :eople with :TSD often feel chronically emotionally
numb.
Continued on ne8t page.
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5urging
:eople with bulimia engage in a destructive pattern of ridding their bodies of the excess
calories jto control their weightk by vomiting, abusing laxatives or diuretics, taking enemas
andgor exercising obsessively – a process called purging.
Relapse
The recurrence of a disease after apparent recovery, or the return of symptoms after
remission.
4chi_oid personality disorder
:eople with this disorder are often cold, distant, introverted and have an intense fear of
intimacy and closeness. They are often so absorbed in their own thinking and daydreaming
that they stay detached from others and reality.
4chi_ophrenia
A complex mental health disorder involving a severe, chronic and disabling disturbance of
the brain. The symptoms may include hallucinations, delusions and disorganiQed thinking.
4elective serotonin reupta9e inhibitors jSSRask
A commonly prescribed class of drugs for treating depression. SSRas work by stopping the
reuptake of serotonin, an action that allows more serotonin to be available to be taken up by
other nerves.
4omati_ation disorder
A chronic disorder characteriQed by multiple, often long-standing physical complaints. Most
frequently, the complaints involve chronic pain, problems with the digestive system, the
nervous system, and the reproductive system.
4uicidal behavior
Actions taken by one who is considering or preparing to cause his or her own death.
4uicidal ideation
Thoughts of suicide or wanting to take oneSs life.
4uicide
The intentional taking of oneSs life.
4uicide attempt
An act focused on taking oneSs life that is unsuccessful in causing death.
Tourettems syndrome
A tic disorder characteriQed by repeated involuntary movements and uncontrollable vocal
sounds. This disorder usually begins during childhood or early adolescence.
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Blossary of 4elected Terms Related to 4ubstance Use
Disorders, Treatment, and Recovery
8bstinence: The act of refraining from the use of the substancejsk on which a person has
become dependent.
8ddiction: Uncontrollable, compulsive drug craving, seeking, and use – even in the face of
negative health and social consequences. iery few people are able to return to occasional use
after becoming addicted.
8la8non: A self-help organiQation for individuals whose lives are affected by the addiction
of a family member or friend.
8lcoholics 8nonymous d88e^%arcotics 8nonymous d%^8e: A voluntary, anonymous
self-help organiQation of individuals who have recogniQed their chemical dependence and are
committed to living a life of abstinence. Abstinence is achieved by a Twelve-Step :rogram
and members of AAg!A support each other by sharing their own struggles, experiences and
hopes.
8lcoholism: A disease characteriQed by excessive and habitual drinking of alcoholic
beverages that causes the individual physical, psychological, and social harm.
8mphetamines: :otent psychomotor stimulants that induce exhilarating feelings of power,
strength, energy, self-assertion, focus and enhanced motivation. The need to sleep or eat is
diminished. A sense of aroused euphoria may last several hours but is then followed by an
intense mental depression and fatigue. Amphetamines may be sniffed, swallowed, snorted or
inKected. More than any other illegal drug, speed is associated with violence and anti-social
behavior.
8ntabuse ddisulfirame: A drug which alters the way in which the body breaks down
alcohol. Someone who is taking Antabuse and consumes alcohol will have a violent physical
reaction to the alcohol – nausea, vomiting and rapid changes in blood pressure occur.
Antabuse is sometimes prescribed as a part of treatment after detoxification is complete to
reduce the possibility of relapse.
Ien_odia_epines: Among the most commonly prescribed depressant medications in the
United States today. Drug actions include: anxiety relief, hypnotic, muscle relaxant, anticonvulsant, or an amnesiatic jmild memory-loss inducerk. Due to their sedative properties,
benQodiaQepines have a high potential for abuse, especially when used with other
depressants such as alcohol or opiates.
Iinge drin9ing: Drinking to intoxication. Drinking five or more drinks at a time is
considered binge drinking.
Continued on ne8t page.
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Ilac9out: <oss of memory while drinking alcohol. The person does not remember events
that occurred even if he or she appeared to others to be alert and functioning. Repeated
blackouts are a sign of alcohol use disorder.
Iuprenophine: A drug used to treat opiate addiction by preventing symptoms of
withdrawal from heroin and other opiates.
-hemical Dependency: A physical and psychological habituation to a mood- or mindaltering drug, such as alcohol or cocaine.
-ocaine: A colorless or white crystalline alkaloid, extracted from coca leaves, sometimes
used in medicine as a local anesthetic especially for the eyes, nose, or throat and widely used
as an illicit drug for its euphoric and stimulating effects. There are many street names for
cocaine, including coke, C, toot, flake, blow, and snow.
-oadependency: The condition in which people allow the behavior or sickness of another
to affect them to the extent that they lose their own sense of identity and their own life
becomes unmanageable. Co-dependency is characteriQed by trying to control the behavior of
another and having unrealistic expectations about the power of that control.
-rac9 cocaine: •Crack• is the name given to cocaine that has been processed with baking
soda or ammonia, and transformed into a more potent, smokable, •rock• form. The name
refers to the crackling sound heard when the rock is heated and smoked. Cocaine is a
stimulant that has been abused for ages\ however, crack cocaine is the most potent form in
which the drug has ever appeared.
-raving: A powerful, uncontrollable desire for drugs or alcohol.
-utting bac9 or cutting down: A strategy to considerably reduce the amount andgor
frequency of alcohol andgor other drug use. af a person can make and maintain a change
without any exceptions for several weeks or months, then cutting back may be a good longterm plan to manage substance use. af the person cannot cut back, or cannot do so for a
prolonged period, the problem may require additional help.
Denial: !ot recogniQing or refusing to admit the relationship between substance use and life
problems jsuch as heath, relationships, or employment issues.k Denial occurs when facing a
painful reality is too much for a person to bear. Accepting the truth would turn upside down
the personSs entire way of viewing themselves, the world and the future. A person is “in
denial” when the facts of a situation are apparent but the person is unable to admit the truth
to himselfgherself.
Dependence: This term is often used to mean the same thing as addiction. at can be
thought of in two ways: j3k psychological feelings of discomfort when the drug is not
available jpsychological dependencek, or j2k a state where the body requires the regular use
of alcohol or other drugs in order to continue to function jphysical dependencek.
Continued on ne8t page.
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Detoxification: The process of allowing the body to rid itself of a large amount of alcohol
andgor other drugs. The person who is going through this process, which can last for several
days, feels ill and has trouble eating, sleeping and concentrating. This process is medically
dangerous, especially when the person is detoxifying from alcohol or sleeping pills and
should occur in a hospital or detoxification center under medical supervision.
Drug -ourts: Designed to help addicted individuals facing criminal charges get through
treatment. Their basic premise is to leverage the authority of the criminal-Kustice system to
keep defendants in treatment, recogniQing that the recovery process may well include lapses
and relapses, but the longer an addict stays in treatment, the greater chance hegshe has for
sustained recovery.
Dual Diagnosis^-oaUccurring Disorders: The presence of a substance abuse or
chemical dependency diagnosis with a coexisting psychiatric disorder.
Enabling: Any behavior or action that assists the person in the continuation of their
addiction. Enabling is either intentional or unintentional, and is usually done out of love and
misguided concern. Enabling allows the addict to continue their destructive behavior.
Fetal 8lcohol 4yndrome: A disorder seen in a small number of the children born of
mothers who drink heavily during pregnancy. A child with fetal alcohol syndrome usually
has low intelligence and learning problems.
Hallucinogen: A drug that produces hallucinations – distortion in perception of sights and
sounds – and disturbances in emotion, Kudgment, and memory.
Harm reduction: Strategies designed to diminish the individual and social harms associated
with drug use, including the risk of Hai infection, without requiring the cessation of drug
use. an practice, harm reduction programs include syringe exchange, replacement therapy
using substances such as methadone, health and drug education, Hai and sexually
transmitted disease screening, psychological counseling, and medical care.
Heroin: A highly addictive drug derived from the opium poppy. at is a •downer• that affects
the brainSs pleasure systems and interferes with its ability to perceive pain. Heroin can be
inKected into a vein jmainliningk or a muscle\ smoked through a water pipe or standard pipe\
mixed in a mariKuana Koint or regular cigarette\ inhaled as smoke through a straw jchasing the
dragonk or as powder through the nose. Also known as smack, brown, horse, gear, H, steps,
Kunk, skag and Kack.
>nhalants: Chemical vapors that, when inhaled, cut off the brainSs supply of oxygen,
producing psychoactive jmind-alteringk effects. These effects can vary greatly\ some have
depressant effects while others can be stimulants. anhalants include solvents found in
household cleaning products, aerosols, gases such as nitrous oxide j“laughing gas”k, and
nitrites j“poppers”, “snappers”k.
Continued on ne8t page.
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7ariluana: The most commonly used illicit drug in the United States. Taken from the
leaves and flowering tops of the Cannabis sativa plant. at also comes in a more concentrated,
resinous form, called hashish, and as a sticky black liquid called hash oil.
7ethadone 7aintenance Therapy: A type of treatment for individuals who are addicted
to heroin or other opiate drugs jsuch as :ercodan€ or ExyContin€k. Methadone is a safe
and effective medication that acts as a stabiliQer so people can return to daily life. Methadone
does not make people high and does not replace one drug addiction with another methadoneSs effects are very different from opiates. Most people receive methadone daily
from a clinic, where counseling and group meetings are also available.
7ethamphetamine: A highly addictive and very potent central nervous stimulant, also
known as •meth,• •crystal meth,• •ice,• and •glass.• at is found in powder, pill, and capsule
forms and can be inhaled, swallowed and inKected. The effects are alertness, euphoria, loss of
appetite, dilated pupils, elevated heart rate, increased breathing and elevated body
temperature. jSee Amphetaminesk
7otivational >nterviewing: A client-centered, directive method for enhancing intrinsic
motivation to change by exploring and resolving ambivalence. This approach emphasiQes
relationship-building jexpressions of empathyk, heightening discrepancy between an
individualSs personal goals and present circumstances, rolling with resistance jemphasiQing
respect for the individual experiencing the problem and their necessity and ability to solve
the problemk, and supporting self-efficacy jexpressing confidence in the personSs ability to
recover and expressing confidence in recoveryk.
%icotine: The main active ingredient of tobacco. Extremely toxic and causes irritation of
lung tissues, constriction of blood vessels, increased blood pressure and heart rate, and, in
general, central nervous system stimulation.
Upiate: Any substance, natural or synthetic, that is related in action to morphine. Term is
often used Kust to mean opium, morphine, codeine, and heroin - the natural ingredients of
the poppy and their derivatives, excluding the synthetic narcotic analgesics.
Upiate replacement therapy: The medical procedure of replacing an illegal opiate drug
such as heroin with a longer acting but less euphoric opiate such as methadone or
buprenorphine.
Upioids: Controlled drugs or narcotics most often prescribed for the management of pain\
natural or synthetic chemicals based on opiumSs active component - morphine - that work by
mimicking the actions of pain-relieving chemicals produced in the body.
Uverdose: Too great a dose\ a lethal or toxic amount.
Uxy-ontino: Contains oxycodone, a strong narcotic pain reliever similar to morphine.
antended to help relieve pain that is moderate to severe in intensity, when that pain is
present all the time, and expected to continue for a long time. Has a widespread problem of
abuse and misuse.
Continued on ne8t page.
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5hysical Dependence: When a person requires the regular use of alcohol or other drugs to
continue to function, and develops withdrawal symptoms without the substance.
5sychological Dependence: :sychological feelings of discomfort when the drug is not
available.
Recovery: A lifelong process of change to abstain from alcoholgdrug usage. A whole range
of changes in behavior and outlook made by the individual to abstain permanently from
drinking and drug use, to improve emotional well-being, to relate to others in a more
positive way, to find new ways of spending leisure time, and to develop alternative ways of
coping with stress. A person who is an alcoholic or addict has to “work on recovery” in
order to achieve it. Recovery is much more than simply abstaining from alcohol and other
drugs – it involves active, continually evolving behavior changes.
Relapse: When referring to alcoholism and other drug abuse, this term means that a person
who has not been using any drugs or alcohol, and is committed to continuing this pattern,
returns to using alcohol or other drugs again. an Motivational anterviewing terms, relapse is
viewed as a temporary loss of motivation.
4ocial 7odel: A modality of treatment known as the recovery process characteriQed by
lifelong commitment to life style changes to enable an individual to develop a constructive,
productive and meaningful sober way of life that fulfills their potential\ generally
accomplished in a community based program.
4tages of -hange: A model that describes the main stages that individuals go through in
the change process jin this case, to address their substance dependencek: pre-contemplation,
contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance.
4ubstance abuse: A pattern of harmful use of any chemical substance to alter states of
body or mind for other than medically warranted purposes.
Tolerance: A condition in which higher doses of a drug are required to produce the same
effect as experienced initially\ often leads to physical dependence.
Tranjuili_ers: Drugs prescribed to promote sleep or reduce anxiety\ also known as
benQodiaQepines or barbiturates, a class of central nervous system depressants.
Treatment: :lanned activities designed to change some pattern of behaviorjsk which has led
to substance use problems, and medications that help with withdrawal symptoms, craving,
and preventing relapse. Typical activities for the treatment of alcoholism andgor drug
dependence include detoxification, individual or group counseling for the addicted person,
education and counseling for the family, and a structured residential program for those who
have been unsuccessful in abstinence in less structured settings.
Continued on ne8t page.
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Twelve 4tep 5rograms: The 32 Steps are the philosophical basis of Alcoholics Anonymous
and all Anonymous self-help groups. They are the means by which one can get into recovery
and achieve an abstinent life. The first step is to acknowledge oneSs powerlessness over the
substance and that oneSs life has become unmanageable.
Withdrawal: The symptoms experienced by substance abusers when they stop using the
drug upon which they have become dependent. These symptoms are usually unpleasant and
uncomfortable\ they may include nausea, insomnia, anxiety, weakness, trembling, sweating,
diQQiness, convulsions, and dementia.
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Taking Care:
Coping with Yrief and <oss
Fearning Zoal:
!

To promote awareness of the effects of trauma and loss and
identify useful approaches to enhance the emotional well-being
of shelter staff and residents.

As we have talked with people living and working on the Yulf Coast since Hurricanes
>atrina, Rita, and Wilma during the hurricane season of 200P, the common theme identified
across the board has been the need for psychological support to deal with grief and lossm
not only for victims of the disasters, but also for the caregivers who are working to support
the victims.
This need is also true for traditional homeless services. Uoth victims of disaster and victims
of other types of homelessness have experienced great lossmloss of family and friends, loss
of homes and belongs, loss of Kobs, loss of personal identity. And in settings in which these
individuals are served, service providers find themselves in the position of hearing the
stories, taking on another’s trauma, and working to help that person find healing. The
caregiver is inevitably traumatiQed.
an some cases, victims of trauma develop :ost-Traumatic Stress Disorder, and caregivers
experience Secondary Traumatic Stress. an many other cases, while a formal diagnosis may
not be in order, the effects of trauma are profound and lasting.
This part of the guide attempts to raise awareness about the effects of trauma and to provide
tools to care for those who have experienced trauma directly and for those who experience
the trauma vicariously.
•<et us not underestimate how hard it is to listen and to be compassionate.
Compassion is hard because it requires the inner disposition to go with others
to the place where they are weak, vulnerable, lonely and broken.
Uut ~ our spontaneous response ~ is to do away with suffering
by fleeing from it or finding a quick cure for it.
As busy, active, relevant people we want to omakep a real contribution.
This means~doing something to show that our presence makes a difference.
And so we ignore our greatest gift ~ our ability to be there, to listen and
to enter into solidarity with those who suffer.•
Henri Nouwen
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The Tool Fits
At the beginning of each section of this Yuide, readers will find lists that outline the
contents of the Tool >its that can be found in electronic form on the CD that accompanies
this Yuide. While some of the tools and handouts are found both in the Yuide and in the
Tool >its, most of the items listed below are only found in the Tool >its. They are to be
used to supplement the material in the Yuide and to provide shelter providers with day-today tools for use in the shelters.

Tool Fit E: Ta9ing -arep-oping with Brief and Qoss
E-3
E-2
E-3
E-4
E-P
E-]
E-O

CDC handout: Coping with a Traumatic Event
“Homeless Families and Trauma”
Self-Care Self-Assessment Tool
“Healing Hands” February 2002: Resiliency and Renewal
“Healing Hands” April 3III: Trauma and Homelessness
Facts on Trauma and Homeless Children
“For the Women of >atrina”
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When the Hurricane Hits
This is difficult work. <et’s remember that. To walk with people for a little while on the
Kourneyma difficult, often painful Kourney. To enter into the shadows with people. To take
on the suffering of others in order to lighten the load for them, even for a short time. To
hope in peoplemto be hope for themmuntil they are able to rekindle hope for themselves.
This is tough stuff.
Those who work with people experiencing homelessness, mental illness, addiction,
HaigAids, and domestic violence do this every day. We walk beside people for a little
while. We try to stay strong and centered so that we can be a support to people who are in
crisis. We are working with people who seem to have lost everythingmhomes, families, Kob,
hope.
Then, Kust when it seems that there is nothing more for someone to lose, another disaster
strikes. !ew York is devastated by the events of September 33th. Homelessness recedes
into the background of the social fabric, and those who were already forgotten are forgotten
yet again. Hurricane >atrina passes over !ew Erleans. :eople hunker down and feel that
they “dodged a bullet this time.” Then the waters start to rise. And they keep rising. :eople
are driven from their homes. :eople without homes are driven to who-knows-where.
What do you do when disaster strikes people who seem to have already lost everythingd
How do you cope with your own sense of lossd And how do you “stay centered” so that
you can help those around youd
a was 2000 miles from lower Manhattan when the planes ripped into the Twin Towers. a
was at a soup kitchen in downtown Albuquerque. The otherwise bustling room was eerily
quiet. The staff had wheeled a large-screen Ti out, and 2P0 of us watched in helpless
silence as the buildings crashed to the ground in a flaming cloud of smoke and debris. When
a got home that night, my 2-year-old son, Atticus, wanted to play with trains on the floor. a
couldn’t bring myself to turn the Ti on. a wanted to protect him from the constantly
replayed image of the plane crashing into the building.
a was working with homeless families at the time, and a became obsessed with how the kids a
knewmhomeless and housedmwere dealing with the Ig33, and how their parents were
coping. So a found myself asking parents, “How are you talking to your kids about this
tragedyd”
What a found startled me, but shouldn’t have. Many of the people a knew at the time who
were homeless were so consumed with their own traumatic lives that they had little energy or
emotion left spend on an overwhelming tragedy 2000 miles away. at makes sense, really. at
Kust surprised me.
Continued on ne8t page.
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The reality was different, to be sure, for homeless individuals and homeless service providers
in !ew York.
When Hurricane >atrina hit, Atticus and a were visiting my parents in Tuscaloosa, Alabama,
where a grew up. We were four hours from the coast, but right in the storm’s path. The
power was knocked out, and would stay off for two days. We sat in candlelight, hoping the
roof wouldn’t blow off. At about _ p.m. a thunderous crack startled us. When we woke the
next morning, we realiQed that a Kavelin of a limb had pierced the roof. Ether than some big
limbs down in the yard and the damage to the roof, though, everythingmand everyonem
was fine.
That day, as we cleaned up after the storm, we got sporadic updates from friends and
neighbors about the toll of the storm. !ew Erleans had missed the worst of it, though
Uiloxi was hit hard. at was a calm, strangely beautiful daymthe humidity of August in the
south was nowhere to be found, and the sky was a clear blue.
Then, like the morning of September 33th, the magnitude of the tragedy in !ew Erleans and
the surrounding areas slowly unfolded before our eyes.
As the news cameras panned through the masses of people in the Superdome, and as the
aerial shots revealed flooded streets that looked like ienetian canals, it became evident that
tens of thousands of people found themselves without homesmKust like that. a wondered,
though, what happened to those who didn’t have homes to begin with. !othing to climb on
top of as the waters rose. Some, surely, made it to the shelters and to the buses and to the
helicopters. Some, though, surely didn’t. As a opened the !ew York Times this morning
and saw the image of a corpse in the street, a found myself wondering if maybe this person
was homeless before the levees broke.
!ow, as the stories have faded from the front pages, a find myself wondering how the
people of !ew Erleans, Uiloxi, Yulf :ort, Mobilemthose who have seemingly lost
everythingmkeep getting up every day and going about their lives. Clearly, some are not:
suicide rates are on the rise in !ew Erleans and other gulf communities as winter
approaches and as the long-term realities of >atrina become evident. Uut many not only
keep getting up, but also find strength to lift up those around them, helping in many ways,
seen and unseen.
We all find renewal in our own ways, but a think there is a basic, inherent human desire to
help one another. Even when there is meanness, even when panic breaks out on the heels
of a disaster, the instinct to lift each other up wins out in the long haul. This is what drives
firefighters to go up the stairs into the World Trade Center while everyone else is coming
down. at’s what drives a <ouisiana fisherman to drive his pirogue around the waterlogged
streets of !ew Erleans to pluck people off their roofs one at a time and take them to higher
ground. And it’s what drives people who choose to devote their time and energy to provide
care for the poorest of the poor in our communities every day.
Eeff Olivet
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-are for the -aregiver
Those who choose to work with people in crisis are often so focused on the trauma of the
people they are there to serve that they do not recogniQe the impact of that trauma on
themselves. This is equally true for paid staff and volunteers. at is true whether those
caregivers are working short-term, as in the case of disaster response, or year after year, as in
the case of year-round homeless services.
The tools in this section are intended to raise awareness of the signs and symptoms of stress
and taking on the trauma of others give some concrete suggestions for how those in helping
professions can help take care of themselves.
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-ommon -auses of 4tress in Homeless 4ervices
kob function challenges
Unrealistic, unclear expectations
Too much to do and too little time to do it
<ack of new challenges, too routine
<ack of input about how to do your Kob
Difficulty Kuggling work, family, other responsibilities
kob security
:erformance evaluation, salary, benefits
ReorganiQation of positions, financial cutbacks, layoffs
Change in Kob responsibilities or classification
Relations with supervisors and coawor9ers
:oor communication or conflicts among staff
anadequate support from supervisor or co-workers
Favoritism, differential treatment, or insensitivity
<oss of staff or staff turnover
Expectations of how things hshouldi be
Clients will want to make changes that you want them to make
:atients will be grateful
The agencies we work in will function as a supportive community of helpers
Workers from other organiQations will be cooperative since everybody basically is
trying to reach the same goals
:eople who work in social services will be above the petty Kealousies and gossip
that occur in non-service oriented organiQations
You will be appreciated by your supervisors and co-workers
You will be given sufficient guidance, training and structure to do your Kob
Your work will be satisfying most of the time
The ris9 of caring
Cost of being empathic, caring, understanding jnote that root meaning of
word care is “to lament, grieve with”k
Reality of secondary traumatic stress, vicarious trauma, compassion fatigue
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4igns and 4ymptoms of
4econdary Traumatic 4tress
>o you e8perience any of the following as a result of your workD
qqq Social withdrawal
qqq <ow energy, fatigue
qqq Feelings of being easily overwhelmed
qqq :essimistic or cynical outlook on life
qqq antrusive work-related thoughts or dreams
qqq Difficulty keeping appropriate relationship boundaries
qqq Difficulty setting limits, saying “no”
qqq Depressed mood
qqq <ack of motivation
qqq ancreased worry and anxiety
qqq Emotional numbness
qqq Feelings that no one understands jor would be able tok
qqq <oss of interest in sexual activity
qqq iague physical aches, pain
qqq Making poor Kudgments and decisions
qqq Feelings of loss of control
qqq ancreased sense of danger or not feeling safe
qqq Finding your mind wandering at work
qqq Difficulty making decisions
qqq Sense of disconnection from loved ones
qqq ancreased feelings of suspiciousness
qqq Feeling “adrift” spiritually
qqq Accident-proneness
qqq anvolvement in “risky” activities je.g. drugs, alcohol, sexual behaviorsk
qqq ancreased irritability, agitation
qqq Feeling “on edge” much of the time
qqq Feelings of despair
qqq Wanting to escape, “run away from it all”
qqq ancreased “sick days” from work
qqq iiolating ethical standards
qqq Reduced work productivity, doing the “bare minimum”
qqq Decrease in respect for others, increase in blaming
qqq ancrease in obsessive thoughts andgor compulsive behaviors
qqq Decreased interest in “self-care”
Adapted from Saakvitne, Pearlman, and Traumatic Stress Institute Staff,
Transforming the :ain: A Workbook on iicarious TraumatiQation, RPPh.
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4elfa8ssessment Tool: 4elfa-are
How often do you do the following? dRate, using the scale belowe:
H q Frejuently
S q 4ometimes
Y q Rarely
G q %ever
R q >t never even occurred to me
5hysical 4elf -are
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Eat regularly je.g. breakfast z lunchk
Eat healthfully
Exercise, or go to the gym
<ift weights
:ractice martial arts
Yet regular medical care for prevention
Yet medical care when needed
Take time off when youSre sick
Yet massages or other body work
Do physical activity that is fun for you
Take time to be sexual
Yet enough sleep
Wear clothes you like
Take vacations
Take day trips, or mini-vacations
Yet away from stressful technology such as pagers, faxes, telephones, e-mail
Ether:

5sychological 4elf -are
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Make time for self-reflection
Yo to see a psychotherapist or counselor for yourself
Write in a Kournal
Read literature unrelated to work
Do something at which you are a beginner
Take a step to decrease stress in your life
!otice your inner experience - your dreams, thoughts, imagery, feelings
<et others know different aspects of you
Engage your intelligence in a new area - go to an art museum, performance, sports
event, exhibit, or other cultural event
:ractice receiving from others
Ue curious
Say no to extra responsibilities sometimes
Spend time outdoors
Ether:
Continued on ne8t page.
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Emotional 4elf -are
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Spend time with others whose company you enKoy
Stay in contact with important people in your life
Treat yourself kindly jsupportive inner dialogue or self-talkk
Feel proud of yourself
Reread favorite books, review favorite movies
adentify and seek out comforting activities, obKects, people, relationships, places
Allow yourself to cry
Find things that make you laugh
Express your outrage in a constructive way
:lay with children
Ether:

4piritual 4elf -are
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Make time for prayer, meditation, reflection
Spend time in nature
:articipate in a spiritual gathering, community or group
Ue open to inspiration
Cherish your optimism and hope
Ue aware of nontangible jnonmaterialk aspects of life
Ue open to mystery, to not knowing
adentify what is meaningful to you and notice its place in your life
Sing
Express gratitude
Celebrate milestones with rituals that are meaningful to you
Remember and memorialiQe loved ones who have died
!urture others
Have awe-full experiences
Contribute to or participate in causes you believe in
Read inspirational literature
<isten to inspiring music
Ether:

Wor9place^5rofessional 4elf -are
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Take time to eat lunch
Take time to chat with co-workers
Make time to complete tasks
adentity proKects or tasks that are exciting, growth-promoting, and rewarding
Set limits with clients and colleagues
Ualance your caseload so no one day is •too muchv•
Arrange your workspace so it is comfortable and comforting
Yet regular supervision or consultation
!egotiate for your needs
Have a peer support group
Ether:
Adapted from Saakvitne, Pearlman, and Traumatic Stress Institute Staff,
Transforming the :ain: A Workbook on iicarious TraumatiQation, RPPh.
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Finding Resiliency and Renewal in Uur Wor9
bIn the event that o8ygen masks may =e needed, place the mask over your own face =efore assisting others.c
:roviding care to people experiencing homelessness involves working under demanding
circumstances, bearing witness to tremendous human suffering, and wrestling with a
multitude of agoniQing and thorny issues on a daily basis. At the same time, we have the
privilege of becoming partners in extraordinary relationships, marveling at the resiliency of
the human spirit, and laying claim to small but significant victories. Such is the nature of this
work that it can drain and inspire us all at once.
Despite the rewards inherent in the work, it inevitably exacts a personal toll. Uy listening to
others’ stories and providing a sense of deep caring, we walk a difficult path. Yet we do so
willingly, knowing that first we must “enter into” another’s suffering before we can offer
hope and healing. at is interesting to note that the word care finds its roots in the Yothic
“kara” which means “lament, mourning, to express sorrow.”
Caring can become burdensome causing us to experience signs and symptoms of what the
literature variously calls compassion fatigue, secondary traumatic stress, or vicarious
traumatiQation. The impact is compounded by the frustrations of trying to provide help in
the face of multiple barriers to care, including inadequate resources and structural supports
for homeless people such as housing, health care, and incomes. To feel weighed down by
these circumstances is not unusual or pathological. at is, in fact, a quite normal response.
The “treatment of choice” for diminishing the negative effects of this stress is to seek
resiliency and renewal through the practice of healthy self-care. Self-care is most effective
when approached with forethought, not as afterthought. an the same manner that we
provide care for others, we must care for ourselves by first acknowledging and assessing the
realities of our condition, creating a realistic plan of care, and acting upon it. Though many
providers practice self-care in creative and effective ways, we all sometimes lose our sense of
balance, and fail to provide the necessary care for ourselves with the same resoluteness that
we offer care to others.
To better understand what self-care is, here are three things it is not:
Re 4elfacare is not an hemergency response plani to be activated when stress
becomes overwhelming. anstead, healthy self-care is an intentional way of living by which
our values, attitudes, and actions are integrated into our day-to-day routines. The need for
“emergency care” should be an exception to usual practice.
Ge 4elfacare is not about acting selfishly. anstead, healthy self-care is about being a
worthy steward of the self – body, mind and spirit – with which we’ve been entrusted. at is
foolhardy to think we can be providers of care to others without being the recipients of
proper nurture and sustenance ourselves.
Continued on ne8t page.
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Ye 4elfacare is not about doing more, or adding more tas9s to an already overflowing
hto doi list. anstead, healthy self-care is as much about “letting go” as it is about taking
action. at has to do with taking time to be a human being as well as a human doing. at is
about letting go of frenQied schedules, meaningless activities, unhealthy behaviors, and
detrimental attitudes such as worry, guilt, being Kudgmental or unforgiving.
The following A, U, C’s of self-care can provide a useful guide in reflecting upon the status
of your own practices and attitudes.
8W8RE%E44 Self-care begins in stillness. Uy quieting our busy lives and entering into a
space of solitude, we can develop an awareness of our own true needs, and then act
accordingly. This is the contemplative way of the desert, rather than the constant activity of
the city. Thomas Merton suggests that the busyness of our lives can be a form of “violence”
that robs us of inner wisdom. Too often we act first without true understanding and then
wonder why we feel more burdened, and not relieved. :arker :almer in <et Your <ife Speak
suggests reflecting on the following question: “as the life a am living the same as the life that
wants to live in med”
I8Q8%-E Self-care is a balancing act. at includes balancing action and mindfulness.
Ualance guides decisions about embracing or relinquishing certain activities, behaviors, or
attitudes. at also informs the degree to which we give attention to the physical, emotional,
psychological, spiritual, and social aspects of our being or, in other words, how much time
we spend working, playing, and resting. a once heard it suggested that a helpful prescription
for balanced daily living includes eight hours of work, eight hours of play, and eight hours of
restv
-U%%E-T>U% Healthy self-care cannot take place solely within oneself. at involves
being connected in meaningful ways with others and to something larger. We are decidedly
interdependent and social beings. We grow and thrive through our connections that occur
in friendships, family, social groups, nature, recreational activities, spiritual practices, therapy,
and myriad other ways. Eften times, our most renewing connections can be found right in
our midst in the workplace, with co-workers and with the individuals to whom we provide
care.
There is no formula of course for self-care. Each of our “self-care plans” will be unique and
change over time. We must listen well to our own bodies, hearts and minds, as well as to the
counsel of trusted friends, as we seek resiliency and renewal in our lives and work.
Fasten your seat=elts and enioy the ridej
Ken Kray=ill
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-aring for Your 4elf, Your 4oul,
Your 4anity
4elf -are d7inde
To be self “centered” jmindfulnessk
Ueing in charge of your choices, attitudes, and successes
Awareness of the process\ strive for progress, not perfection
Self care is a life skill
anterpretation of events is individual and changeable
Healthy Qifestyle dIodye
Sleep, rest and down time help us restore and refresh ourselves
Food is fuel, a way to express our creativity and nurturance
Exercise to move, to feel powerful, to connect with selfgothers
Uody work, breath work, meditation jsilencek
4piritual -are d4pirite
amagine slowing down enough to hear your heart speak
Match your values to your actions
Celebrate and savor good moments
Cultivate healthy relationships, findgbe a mentor
<et yourself play creatively every day
:ractice financial intelligence
4tress and Wor9 dWarning 4ignsge
arritability, negative attitude, gossip, small acts of sabotage
Avoidance, procrastination, “sick” days, fatigue
Anger, anxiety, depression, self-criticism, hypersensitivity
Health problems, sleep difficulties
Drinking, smoking, eating more than you know you should
4trategies for 4elf -are at Wor9
Take a break
:ractice mindfulness everywhere
Talk it out, be direct and assertive
See a professional jcrisis • dangerous “opportunity” for growthk
Remember your choices and your values
Fisa Cunningham Ro=erts
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7indfulness and 4elfacare
for 4helter 5roviders
“We have been called to heal the wounds
To unite what has fallen apart
And to bring home
Those who have lost their way.”
Francis of Assisi

4ome modest proposals f
!

When you awaken, express gratitude for the new day ~ for having a home ~ for
your health ~ friendships ~ your work ~ for the clients you serve

!

Eat a nourishing breakfast

!

Effer a gift of hospitality to those you meet throughout the day by “creating a free
and friendly space” for them jHenri !ouwenk

!

Consider that caring for others is also a way of caring for yourself

!

When caught up in a stressful situation ask yourself, “What is the most important
thing right nowd”

!

:ractice new ways of seeing – “you can look at a scar and see hurt, or you can look at
a scar and see healing.• jSheri Reynoldsk

!

Effer yourself to others in your “emptiness” as well as your “fullness”

!

Try drinking water or fruit Kuice instead of carbonated beverages. Monitor your
intake of alcohol, caffeine, salt, and sugar.

!

Talk out loud jpreferably with someone elsevk about your daily experiences

!

Express appreciation for the work of “support staff” in your organiQation –
receptionists, Kanitors, data entry, administrators

!

Reflect on the root meaning of the word care – “to lament, to grieve, to experience
sorrow, to cry out with”

!

Create a personal mission statement related to your work

!

adentify the ways in which your work both depletes and feeds you

!

amagine yourself a biographer when writing chart notes, recording some part of
another person’s story

!

Uefore you pick up that ringing phone or dial to make a call ~ take a deep,
renewing breath
Continued on ne8t page.
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!

Choose things that inspire you – art, flowers, fresh fruit, sayings, pictures of people–
to decorate your workspace jif you have onek

!

anvite students from a local massage school to come practice their skills on staff and
clients in your work setting

!

Start a “wit and wisdom” file

!

Do one thing at a time

!

:ermit yourself time to be silent

!

Consider that “a rose withholds its scent from no one ~ a tree does not
discriminate to whom it provides shade” jAnthony DeMellok

!

Ue forgiving

!

Remember, it’s the little things that count

!

Do things outside of work that nurture you. Try out new activities.

!

af you feel a little too busy ~stop and take 30 conscious, deep, diaphragmatic
breaths

!

af you feel moderately busy ~ stop and take 20 conscious, deep, diaphragmatic
breaths

!

af you are excessively busy and feel overwhelmed ~ stop and take 30 conscious,
deep, diaphragmatic breaths

!

After taking deep breaths, pause when finished and feel the energy you have
generated

!

Create a rhythm of action and contemplation in your workday

!

When you go to bed at night, express gratitude for the day you were given ~ for
having a home ~ for your health ~ friendships ~ for your work ~ for the clients
you served
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Helping Uthers -ope with Brief and Qoss
While self-care is a critical component in staying healthy so that we can provide healing for
others, it is equally important to develop sensitivity and skills in helping others deal with
grief and loss. These are common themes in the lives of anyone who has been displaced by
natural disaster, loss of home, loss of Kob, loss of family, and loss of identity.
The following resources are intended to provide some simple reminders and suggestions on
working effectively with people who are grieving.
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Reactions to Qoss
When a person experiences a great lossmwhether of people, property, Kobs, normal routines
of life, dreams of what might have beenmgrief is the normal reaction. Yrief includes
physical, emotional, intellectual, social and spiritual responses. Some normal adult reactions
to loss include:
" Crying, at times uncontrollably
" Tightness in the throat and heaviness in the chest
" ancrease or decrease in appetite
" Yuilt over unfinished business or personal irresponsibility
" Restlessness\ inability to concentrate
" Anger at self, others and Yod\ flying off the handle at seemingly
insignificant things
" Aimlessness, forgetfulness, inability to make decisions
" Difficulty sleeping
" :reoccupation with the life of the lost loved one
" Sense of a deceased loved one’s presence
" !eed to “tell their story” over and over
" Attempting to protect others by denying grief reactions
" ancrease or decrease in communication
" Role confusion in families
" asolation or overprotection of certain family members
" Ebsessive attachment to “linking obKects” that may be the only
thing remaining of the lost person or place
" Sadness, depression, loss of Koy
" Distancing from family and friends

Finda Olivet
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Feys to Understanding and 8ccepting
The Brieving 5rocess
" The process of grieving is a natural outcome of experiencing a significant
loss.
" Yrief is a natural healing process. Trying to avoid it is counterproductive.
" The ways we have dealt with previous crises will affect current and future
reactions.
" <oss of a significant attachment is a threat to all significant attachments.
" We cannot take in a maKor loss all at one time.
" We don’t “get over” it, but we can move on.
" Facing our greatest fears can be liberating.
" Yrief is a holistic process and affects all aspects of our lives.
" Men and women are likely to have different strengths and vulnerabilities in
the process of grieving.
" Yrief ebbs and flows. There is no predictable pattern or timeline that it
follows.

Adapted from: Schneider, Eohn <. KRPPfL. Finding My Way: Healing and
Transformation Through <oss and Yrief. Colfa8, AI: Seasons Press.
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4ome 4uggestions to Help Brieving 5eople
Ue sensitive and compassionate when someone starts to talk about the loss. af you cannot
talk with them at that moment, ask someone else to be with them and return later to
continue the conversation yourself.
:rovide a quiet, private place, if possible, when the person needs to cry, express frustrations
or anger\ encourage the “telling of the story” of what has happened.
Help find a special container for “linking obKects”mpictures, Kewelry, household items, etcm
so that they can easily be found during shelter life and afterwards.
:lan a candlelight memorial service as appropriate.
Make shelter rounds daily to check on people’s needs and changing responses.
:rovide sympathy and comfort through a smile, a hug, and a listening ear.
Avoid trying to smooth over the loss with platitudes and explanations. <isten without
Kudging the grief reactions you are seeing.
adentify ministers, counselors, and other helpers for those who might benefit from their
assistance.
<isten attentively to concerns and do specific things to help such as finding relatives, getting
information about the conditions at their home as soon as possible, getting information
about lost loved ones, care of bodies, etc.
Assist with care of children while the adults are getting information and gathering their wits
about them to convey bad news to the younger members of their families.
Ue a companion with someone in grief. You do not have to be a therapist, minister, or
counselor to provide help. Dust “being with” someone is a great gift.
Remember to be sensitive to the loss of pets.
Acknowledge how painful loss experiences must be, but avoid sharing your own stories of
loss and grief. >eep the focus on the grieving person’s story.
Finda Olivet
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Recovering from the 8ftermath of a Disaster:
How to -ope and What Wor9s
FUR YUUR4EQF
Ta9e care of your body
Maintain a good diet, get enough sleep, stay physically active.
4hare your stress and grief
Talk with others about how you are feeling about what has happened and what you face.
Recogni_e your limits
Don’t overwork yourself. Take time for relaxation and recreation.
5rioriti_e your time
Write down what needs to be done and in what order.
8void alcohol and drugs
They will not help in the long run and will likely cause other problems.
-onnect with your family and friends, and community
Don’t allow yourself to become isolated. Seek out and maintain connections with your
community, friends, relatives, neighbors, co-workers, and church members.

FUR YUUR F87>QY
Feep some sense of order and normalcy
>eep routines in place such as family meals, certain enKoyable activities, other family rituals.
Tend to your relationship as a couple
Take time to be alone, talk about how you are feeling, have fun together.
Tal9 with your children about their experience
Fisten to what they have to say, let them freely express their feelings. This is a confusing and
frightening time. Remember that children do not have the same level of understanding or
coping that you have.
Adapted from pamphlet Recovering from the Emotional Aftermath of a Disaster:
anformation for You and Your Family, Katrina Crisis Counseling Program, Houston, Tk
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Communication and Connection
Fearning Zoal:
!

To enhance outreach and engagement skills.

This guide includes many concrete suggestions for ensuring a safe and healthy shelter
environment that is sensitive to physical and mental health issues. As important as any of
the other tools this guide and its accompanying materials may provide is the material
included in the following sectionmmaterial that focuses on interpersonal communication
skills.
Anyone who has worked in homeless services, mental health, or primary care for any length
of time knows that the foundation for any therapeutic intervention is a human connection
rooted in deep listening. The same is true for the provision of emergency services such as
shelter. at is not enough simply to meet
the basic needs.
Emergency service
providers are also in the unique position
to be able to make a strong connection
with the people served, and use that
connection to address a range of issues to
improve the long-term stability of shelter
residents.
That therapeutic connection does not
happen accidentally. at only happens
through a commitment to effective,
compassionate communication. This section of the guide will present some basic
communication skills that can be utiliQed by staff and volunteers regardless of role or
position.
The material that follows also explores frameworks of engagement and tools for effective
outreach that have been honed by the Health Care for the Homeless approach to care over
the past 20 years. These approaches will be of use to shelter providers in thinking about
reaching out to and connecting with people not only “out there” in the community, but also
within the walls of the shelter.
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The Tool Fits
At the beginning of each section of this Yuide, readers will find lists that outline the
contents of the Tool >its that can be found in electronic form on the CD that accompanies
this Yuide. While some of the tools and handouts are found both in the Yuide and in the
Tool >its, most of the items listed below are only found in the Tool >its. They are to be
used to supplement the material in the Yuide and to provide shelter providers with day-today tools for use in the shelters.

Tool Fit F: -ommunication and -onnection
F-3
F-2
F-3
F-4
F-P

Uasics of Yood Communication Skills
<istening Well
Six Habits of Highly aneffective <isteners
Cultural Competence Checklist
Chinese Folk Tale
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-ommon Human %eeds: The Iasis for Uutreach
Eutreach and engagement are two concepts that are deep in the consciousness of those who
provide health care for people experiencing homelessness. Those providers know that any
therapeutic work that happensmany healing at allmemanates from the basic human
connection that happens between “doctor and patient” or “therapist and client” or “shelter
volunteer and resident.”
The foundation of helping work is to be able to connect well with the person sitting there in
your office, shelter, or on a street corner.
So when we use the term outreach, don’t only think about teams of people hitting the street
with backpacks full of supplies or driving around in mobile health clinics pulling up in
parking lots. :icture also “working the waiting room or the floor of the shelter,” seeking
ways to connect with people, recogniQe their needs, and lay the foundation for healing.
<ikewise, engagement should not be viewed as a technical concept for use only by those who
have clinical training. at is what we all do when we meet people where they are and offer
them some support, solutions, or kindnesses that help in that moment.
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4even Human %eeds
To be treated as an individual
To express feelings
To receive empathic responses
To be recogniQed as a person of worth
To not be Kudged
To make one’s own choices and decisions
To keep secrets about oneself

Adapted from Niestek, F.P. The Casework Relationship, RPMg
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Framewor9s of Engagement
4tory
Everyone has a story. Sharing our stories creates a common ground on which we can meet
each other as human beings. Eur stories are neither “right nor wrong.” They are simply our
stories. Some of us can tell our stories with an unclouded memory for our past, clarity about
our present situation, and a realistic understanding of where our Kourney is heading in life.
Some of us find telling our story extremely difficult. Eur past may be painful and deeply
hidden from memory. We may never have had much support in putting together any real,
coherent sense of ourselves in relationship to others. Current stresses in life may be
upsetting or confusing the sense of who a am, where a have been, and where a am going.
Mental illness, intoxication, neurological disorders, developmental disorders, and brain
inKuries can deprive a person of the capacity to tell their story and locate themselves with
others and the world. an the midst of illness a person’s story may take on disKointed or
biQarre dimensions. Difficulty in sharing a coherent story may be an indication of disability,
and a need for a patient, especially careful approach to working together.
anviting another to share their story can be a non-threatening way to gain mutual trust, and
develop a picture of a person’s situation and needs. A willingness to share a little of our own
story in the conversation helps build the common ground. We end, in a sense where we
began. As we share our stories over time, hopefully we are both enriched. At best, a have
been able to add a little something to another’s story, some hope, some concrete help, some
encouragement, and they have added something of their courage, their humanness, and their
experience to my story.
Craig Renne=ohm
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Hospitality r -reating 4pace for the 4tranger
A feeling of estrangement, of not belonging, is common to the experience of homelessness.
Ene becomes separated from ordinary activities, relationships, and a sense of place and
purpose in the world. <iterally, one becomes a stranger. The longer homelessness persists,
the more deeply ingrained this experience of disaffiliation becomes.
•Effering the gift of hospitality• is an antidote to this estrangement. an his book Reaching
Out, Henri !ouwen defines hospitality as “creating free and friendly space for the stranger.”
As such, it is an invitation to relationship. A hospitable relationship provides a welcoming
face and presence, and creates an interpersonal refuge from an often impersonal, hostile
world. Thus, a person in the midst of homelessness can experience a bit of being “at home”
in the context of a safe, friendly relationship.
Hospitality is offered with no strings attached. at does not pass Kudgment or make demands.
anstead, it provides space in which the other can freely explore personal needs, concerns,
capabilities and hopes. at allows for self-reflection and restoration. at instills and renews
hope. Such a relationship provides both a “resting place” and a “guiding light.” The power
of hospitality lies not in coercion but in listening reflectively, sharing information and ideas,
and in the art of gentle persuasion. at is founded upon the trustworthiness, competency and
integrity of the provider.
When we think of our own experiences of being graced with the hospitable presence of
another, we remember it as calming, orienting and renewing. at allows us to remember who
we are – returning to our true home – so that we can move ahead more confidently in our
lives. The absence of such a presence often leads to isolation, disorientation, confusion and
despair.
Hospitality can be offered in many ways – a simple gesture of acknowledgement, a warm
smile, a cup of coffee, by listening patiently without interrupting, offering information, a
word of encouragement, or simply by being present with the other person in silence.
Hospitality cannot be rushed. at requires time, patience and kindly persistence. at sees the
“bigger picture” rather than seeks the “quick fix.”
As trust within the relationship builds, a sense of companionship develops. Time is spent
together on a more predictable basis. Uasic needs are addressed. The homeless individual
shares more and more of his or her story. Small tasks are shared. anquiries are made about
other resources. an time, hospitality leads to increasing the “circle of care” to help the
individual access needed resources and services. an this manner, health care, housing,
financial and other treatment and social service needs are met.
Ever time, as the individual progresses towards greater stability, the relationship reflects a
growing sense of mutuality. at is not Kust one-sided. Ence a stranger, this person becomes
known as neighbor and friend. We discover that our stories are interwoven and that we are
bonded by our common humanity. an this mutuality, each person is recogniQed for the
strengths and gifts that they bring to the relationship as well as to the larger community. an
the end, hospitality that is given becomes hospitality received.
Ken Kray=ill
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-are
What does it mean to cared The word care has become a very ambivalent word. When
someone says: •a will take care of himv• it is more likely an announcement of an impending
attack than of tender compassion. And besides this ambivalence, the word care is most often
used in a negative way. •Do you want coffee or tead• •a donSt care.• •Do you want to stay
home or go to a movied• •a donSt care.• This expression of indifference toward choices in
life has become commonplace. And often it seems that not to care has become more
acceptable than to care, and a carefree life-style more attractive than a careful one.
Real care is not ambiguous. Real care excludes indifference and is the opposite of apathy.
The word •care• finds its roots in the Yothic •>ara• which means lament. The basic
meaning of care is: to grieve, to experience sorrow, to cry out with. a am very much struck
by this background of the word care because we tend to look at caring as an attitude of the
strong toward the weak, of the powerful toward the powerless, of the haves toward the
have-nots. And, in fact we feel quite uncomfortable with an invitation to enter into
someoneSs pain before doing something about it.
Still, when we honestly ask ourselves which persons in our lives mean the most to us, we
often find that it is those who, instead of giving much advice, solutions, or cures, have
chosen rather to share our pain and touch our wounds with a gentle and tender hand. The
friend who can be silent with us in a moment of despair or confusion, who can stay with us
in an hour of grief and bereavement, who can tolerate not knowing, not curing, not healing
and face with us the reality of our powerlessness, that is the friend who cares.
To care means first of all to be present to each other. From experience you know that those
who care for you become present to you. When they listen, they listen to you. When they
speak, you know they speak to you. And when they ask questions, you know it is for your
sake and not for their own. Their presence is a healing presence because they accept you on
your terms, and they encourage you to take your own life seriously and to trust your own
vocation.
Eur tendency is to run away from the painful realities or to try to change them as soon as
possible. Uut cure without care makes us into rulers, controllers, manipulators, and prevents
a real community from taking shape. Cure without care makes us preoccupied with quick
changes, impatient and unwilling to share each otherSs burden. And so cure can often
become offending instead of liberating.
Henri Nouwen
78cerpted from Eut of Solitude
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5urpose and 5rinciples of Uutreach
5urpose
“...contact with any individual who would otherwise be ignored jor underservedk ~in nontraditional settings for the purpose of improving their mental health, health, or social
functioning or increasing their human service and resource utiliQation.”
<orse, Zary. Conceptual Everview of Mobile Eutreach for :ersons who are Homeless and
Mentally all, presented at APHA annual meeting in New Orleans, FA, RP^g

5rinciples
!

Friendly, non-threatening approach

!

Services taken to individuals rather than waiting for them to come to the services

!

Repeated contact over time

!

Engagement of those who are reluctant or suspicious to receive help

!

:rompt response to client’s basic survival needs

!

Client’s overall needs assessed, services and strategies tailored to meet those
unique needs

!

Flexibility in the menu of services offered

!

:atience in motivating clients to accept services

!

iariable times for client contact, including non-scheduled contacts

!

Team approach to outreach

Adapted from <arsha <c<urrayQAvila in ErganiQing Health Services for Homeless :eople, SJJR
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Where Uutreach Happens
Fixed site outreach occurs where programs have “set up shop” in a location where
homeless people gather. 7obile outreach moves around to anywhere homeless people
might be found.
Fixedasite
Scheduled clinics in or near:
! shelters, missions
! drop-in centers
! transitional housing
! respite programs
! soup kitchens
! hygiene facilities
! other homeless facilities

7obile
Street locations:
! city streets, alleys
! bridges and overpasses
! subways
! parks, beaches
! vacant lots, abandoned buildings
! vehicles
Rural areas:
! “doubled up”
! along roads, vehicles
! wooded areas, riverbanks
! foothills, desert areas
! barns, garages
! camps, designated camping areas
:ublic facilities:
! libraries
! bus or train stations
! airports
! racetracks
! cafeterias, coffee shops
anstitutions jto make contact with ongoing or potential clientsk
! hospitals
! Kails, prisons
! detox facilities, treatment programs
! some hotelsgmotelsgSRE’s
! public welfare agencies
Adapted from <arsha <c<urrayQAvila in ErganiQing Health Services for Homeless :eople, SJJR
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4ervices 5rovided Through
Uutreach and -ase 7anagement
Engagement
! Create a safe “presence” – make non-verbal contact
! anitiate non-threatening conversation
! Effer sandwiches and coffee
! Effer a blanket, sleeping bag, hat, socks
! Effer sunscreen, condoms, hygiene articles
>nformation and Referral
! :rovide information about available services
! Facilitate effective referrals
! Accompany individual as needed
Direct 4ervices
! Assist with accessing shelterghousing, entitlements, aD, legal assistance
! Assist client in utiliQing services linked to particular site – food, clothing, showers,
laundry, phone, mail, etc.
! Assess a client’s medical, psychiatric and social needs and develop a treatment plan
! :rovide direct medical care, mental health or chemical dependency services
! Screen for specific illnesses or disorders
! Make referrals to specialty care, dental care, mental health services, chemical
dependency treatment, or other services not provided by HCH
! :rovide case management
! Advocate with other agencies for client to receive necessary services
! Enhance motivation
! Facilitate support groups, life-skills training
! :rovide health educationgpromotion
! antervene in crisis situations making links to emergency medical, detox or psychiatric
care
Adapted from <arsha <c<urrayQAvila in ErganiQing Health Services for Homeless :eople, SJJR
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Bood -ommunication
The concept of “EARS” presented in the following pages is taken from the practice of
Motivational anterviewing, developed by William Miller and Stephen Rollnick in the context
of substance use treatment. The skills used in this approach are helpful in any work with
people in crisis. There are some basic underlying concepts that guide this approach:
!
!

Every person has within themselves the capacity to change
!o one can make anyone do anything, but we can work to enhance someone
else’s motivation to change

The following basic communication tools can work well in brief interventions as well as in
longer, more in-depth encounters with people.
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U8R4: Upen `uestions
Epen questions encourage people to talk about whatever is important to them. They help to
establish rapport, gather information, and increase understanding. Epen questions are the
opposite of closed questions that typically elicit a limited response such as yes or no.
Epen questions invite others to “tell their story” in their own words without leading them in
a specific direction. Epen questions should be used often in conversation but not
exclusively. Ef course, when asking open questions, you must be willing to listen to the
person’s response.
To contrast open vs. closed questions, consider the following examples. !ote how the topic
is the same in both questions, but the likely responses will be very different.
! Did you have a good relationship with your parentsd
! What can you tell me about your relationship with your parentsd
Examples of open juestions:
! How are things going with youd
! Would you tell me more about thatd
! What are the good things for you about drinkingd
! When would you be most likely to share needles with othersd
! What do you think you might lose if you decided to get treatmentd
! What might be gainedd
! What have you tried before to make a changed
! How would you like things to be differentd
! What do you want to do nextd
Adapted from motivational interviewing materials =y >avid N. Rosengren, Ph.>.
and from <iller and Rollnick, Motivational anterviewing, Snd edition, SJJS
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U8R4: 8ffirmations
Affirmations are statements and gestures that recogniQe client strengths and acknowledge
behaviors that lead in the direction of positive change, no matter how big or small.
Affirmations build confidence in one’s ability to change. To be effective, affirmations must
be genuine and congruent.
Examples of affirming responses:
! a appreciate that you are willing to meet with me today.
! You are a very resourceful person.
! You’ve been through a lot.
! You handled yourself really well in that situation.
! That’s a good suggestion.
! a think you are on the right track.
! Thank you for sharing that information with me.
! a’ve enKoyed talking with you.
Adapted from motivational interviewing materials =y >avid N. Rosengren, Ph.>.
and from <iller and Rollnick, Motivational anterviewing, Snd edition, SJJS

The Use of Encouragement
Another way to talk about affirmations is “giving encouragement.”
:roviding encouragement, in its various forms, is a simple but powerful
way to support others to make positive change steps, and subsequently
to help them internaliQe the benefits of the steps they have taken.
Elements of effective encouragement include:
! Regarding the individual as having intrinsic value
! Showing faith in the person’s ability to succeed
! RecogniQing one’s efforts towards positive change
! Encouraging the individual to take risks
! Supporting development of effective skills
! RecogniQing and focusing on the person’s strengths
Adapted from Eo= Corps Technical Assistance Zuide >, <arch SJJI
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U8R4: Reflective Qistening
•:eople only listen when they feel listened to.•
Carl Rogers
Reflective listening is central to communicating effectively. at is the pathway for engaging others in
relationship, building trust, and fostering motivation to change. Reflective listening appears
deceptively easy, but it takes hard work and skill to do well. Sometimes the “skills” we use in working
with clients do not exemplify reflective listening but instead serve as roadblocks to effective
communication. Examples include misinterpreting what is said or assuming what a person needs.
at is vital to learn to think reflectively. This is a way of thinking that accompanies good reflective
listening that includes interest in what the person has to say and respect for the personSs inner
wisdom. ats key element is a hypothesis testing approach to listening. What you think the person
means may not be what they really mean. <istening breakdowns occur in any of three places:
! 4pea9er does not say what is meant
! Qistener does not hear correctly
! Qistener gives a different interpretation to what the words mean
Reflective listening is meant to close the loop in communication to ensure breakdowns don’t occur.
The listener’s voice turns down at the end of a reflective listening statement. This may feel
presumptuous, yet it leads to clarification and greater exploration, whereas questions tend to
interrupt the clientSs flow. Some people find it helpful to use some standard phrases:
! h4o you feel...i
! h>t sounds li9e you...i
! hYoumre wondering if...i
There are three basic levels of reflective listening that may deepen or increase the intimacy and
thereby change the affective tone of an interaction. an general, the depth should match the situation.
Examples of the three levels include:
Repeating or rephrasing r listener repeats or substitutes synonyms or phrases\ stays close to what
the speaker has said
5araphrasing r listener makes a maKor restatement in which the speaker’s meaning is inferred
Reflection of feeling r listener emphasiQes emotional aspects of communication through feeling
statements – deepest form of listening
iarying the levels of reflection is effective in listening. Also, at times there are benefits to
over-stating or under-stating a reflection. An overstatement ji.e. an amplified reflectionk may cause a
person to back away from a position while an understatement may lead to the feeling intensity
continuing and deepening.
Adapted from motivational interviewing materials =y >avid N. Rosengren, Ph.>.
and from <iller and Rollnick, Motivational anterviewing, Snd edition, SJJS
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U8R4: 4ummaries
Summaries are special applications of reflective listening. They can be used throughout a
conversation but are particularly helpful at transition points, for example, after the person has spoken
about a particular topic, has recounted a personal experience, or when the encounter is nearing an
end.
SummariQing helps to ensure that there is clear communication between the speaker and listener.
Also, it can provide a stepping stone towards change by accentuating the statements a person makes
suggesting they are thinking about changing.
4tructure of 4ummaries
3k Uegin with a statement indicating you are making a summary. For example:
! <et me see if a understand so far ~
! Here is what a’ve heard. Tell me if a’ve missed anything.
2k Yive special attention to Change Statements. These are statements made by the client that point
towards a willingness to change. Miller and Rollnick have identified four types of change statements,
all of which overlap significantly:
! :roblem recognition: “My use has gotten a little out of hand at times.”
! Concern: “af a don’t stop, something bad is going to happen.”
! antent to change: “a’m going to do something, a’m Kust not sure what it is yet.”
! Eptimism: “a know a can get a handle on this problem.”
3k af the person expresses ambivalence, it is useful to include both sides in the summary statement.
For example: “En the one hand ~, on the other hand ~”
4k at is legitimate to include information in summary statements from other sources je.g. your own
clinical knowledge, research, courts, familyk.
Pk Ue concise.
]k End with an invitation. For example:
! Did a miss anythingd
! af that’s accurate, what other points are there to considerd
! Anything you want to add or correctd
Ok Depending on the response of the client to your summary statement, it may lead naturally to
planning for or taking concrete steps towards the change goal.
Adapted from motivational interviewing materials =y >avid N. Rosengren, Ph.>.
and from <iller and Rollnick, Motivational anterviewing, Snd edition, SJJS
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-reating a Qistening Environment
Helping Shelter Residents Regain Their eoices
Homeless people have little control over virtually every aspect of their lives. Their choices
are severely limited. Hope is tenuous. The experience of homelessness leaves them feeling
vulnerable and powerless. Anxiety and fear persist about meeting basic needs in the present,
and what the future might hold. an this context, it is critically important for staff to create a
shelter environment in which residents’ voices are readily heard as a means to help them
regain a sense of control over their lives. Uelow are some recommendations to consider.
!

7a9e an agencyawide commitment to listening to residents and soliciting their
ideas – build this expectation into the agency’s mission statement, organiQational
structure, and policies.

!

Emphasi_e a collaborative approach in how staff communicate and wor9 with
shelter residents. Discourage directive, top-down approaches. ancorporate the spirit
and language of collaboration into Kob descriptions, staff orientation and training,
and supervision.

!

Maintain an open door policy for communicating with shelter residents.

!

Hold focus groups regularly to listen to the concerns, ideas and hopes of residents.

!

:lace a solution box jinstead of a suggestion boxk in the shelter. Submissions should
include the person’s name. Whether or not it is implemented, acknowledge the
resident who submitted the idea.

!

>nvolve shelter residents in the shelter’s board, advisory committee, or
subcommittees to include their voices in program policies, practices, evaluation and
planning.

!

4et aside time at each staff meeting and boardgadvisory committee meeting to
discuss the “state of the shelter” – the general tone of the shelter environment, what
residents are saying, what’s working, and what needs to be improved.

!

>nvite residents to help define and address the larger structural and systemic issues
that impact them and about which the agency intends to advocate for change.

!

Encourage residents to become involved in the efforts of other community
organiQations and groups addressing poverty and homelessness. This might include
civic and faith-based organiQations, boards, committees, work groups, and coalitions.

!

>nvolve residents in response networks for telephone calls, faxes, and letter-writing
campaigns.
Ken Kray=ill
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Sustaining Community Dialogue
and Response
Fearning Zoal:
!

To foster collaboration by bringing together community
members to provide optimal care for people living in shelter.

The days immediately following Hurricane >atrina in the late summer of 200P were witness
to profound breakdowns in collaborative disaster response on the one hand, and solid
community planning on the other. The immediate response in many communities was slow
and confused, while other communities stepped in quickly to provide shelter, housing, and
health services to evacuees. at has become clear in the weeks and months following this
immense disaster that sustained community dialogue and coordinated response are essential
to prevent the breakdowns that happened in August and September of 200P.
Similar patterns are evident in how communities respond to the crisis of homelessness.
Some communities have worked extensively to bring together policy makers, service
providers, faith communities, philanthropic interests, and others to enhance collaboration,
while others have continued to remain somewhat fragmented, meeting immediate needs with
un-coordinated, temporary solutions.
Rather than presenting didactic information with recommendations on how to proceed with
coordinated efforts, this portion of the guide jand the related trainingsk attempts to lay out a
framework to begin or expand ongoing community dialogue. Each community must map its
own course, but there are some “best practices” that open up the possibility of effective,
collaborative response to serving people who find themselves living in shelter.
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The Tool Fits
At the beginning of each section of this Yuide, readers will find lists that outline the
contents of the Tool >its that can be found in electronic form on the CD that accompanies
this Yuide. While some of the tools and handouts are found both in the Yuide and in the
Tool >its, most of the items listed below are only found in the Tool >its. They are to be
used to supplement the material in the Yuide and to provide shelter providers with day-today tools for use in the shelters.

Tool Fit B: 4ustaining -ommunity Dialogue and Response
Y-3 Checklist for Making Successful Referrals
Y-2 !orfolk Shelter Standards
Y-3 Ehio Uasic Shelter Standards
Y-4 Seattle Yuidelines
Y-P Toronto Shelter Yuiding :rinciples
Y-] “Healing Hands” August 2004: Disaster :lanning
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Wor9ing Effectively in the -ommunity
" Through your attitude, actions and words, serve as an “ambassador” for homeless
and displaced people in all your encounters with others in the community.
" :romote a spirit of collaboration with shopkeepers, police, clergy, and “natural
helpers” in the neighborhood. They are valuable “eyes and ears” to assist you in your
outreach efforts.
" Develop and maintain a strong working relationship with at least one staff person
from key social service organiQations.
" Effer to provide education and training for other organiQations about issues related
to homelessness. <ikewise, invite them to provide relevant training for your
teamgorganiQation.
" Consider setting up an inter-agency consortium to meet training needs. Each
participating agency hosts and provides a workshop on a rotating basis. A
representative planning group chooses topics.
" Yo out on outreach “rounds” at selected agencies on a scheduled basis. This
provides an opportunity to maintain regular contact with agency personnel, to accept
referrals, make follow-up contacts, and provide consultation.
" :articipate in developing formal interagency agreements to address issues specific to
the care of homeless people. For example, ways to expedite referrals, homelessspecific admission criteria, discharge planning, and sharing of information.
" :rovide advocacy on behalf of other community programs that are part of the larger
network of services for homeless people.
" anvite others to open houses, celebrations, farewells, fundraisers, and other special
occasions. Attend other agencies’ functions.
" Make a special effort to reach out to organiQations “on the fringes” of the human
services community.
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-hec9list for 7a9ing 4uccessful Referrals
# a have an adequate understanding of the client’s situation and perceived needs.
# The client and a have talked about how to prioritiQe these needs and what options exist
to help address them.
# He or she is willing and ready to be referred.
# •We have discussed what issues might make it difficult for him or her to follow through
with the referral.•
# a am familiar with the agency to which a am referring the individual, including its cultural
appropriateness, eligibility requirements and services.
# The agency has the capacity and willingness to serve people experiencing homelessness in a
knowledgeable and respectful manner.
# a have a working relationship with at least one staff person at this agency who can
provide useful information and help advocate for the client.
# a have considered whether or not to accompany the client based on the individual’s:
Ability to negotiate complex social situations
Ability to provide and receive information
Ability to tolerate waiting
<evel of ambivalence about seeking help
anterpersonal style jpassive to argumentativek
# af the person is going alone, a have provided sufficient information and “coaching” to
help make the referral successful.
# a have made a plan to follow up with the client to see how things went and to determine
next steps.
# a have a backup plan if this referral fails to work out for any reason.
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Everyone Hates 7eetings
Meetings are not the only place where good community collaboration happens, but sitting
together at the same table and approaching a problem together as a community is critically
important to sustaining community dialogue.
The main reason that many people can’t stand meetings is that most meetings are badly run,
dominated by a few vocal, opinionated people, and feel like a waste of time to the maKority
of the people around the table. En the following pages are some suggestions for making
meetings more effective. These can be applied to coalition meetings, organiQational staff
meetings, sessions of consumer advisory boards, or any other meeting of which you are a
part. Use them well.
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7eetings 4tin9...H Tips For 7a9ing Yours Useful
Ny >avid Natstone

a donSt feel the need to persuade you that most meetings stink. a am confident that you have
passed enough wasted hours in a meeting room to know that painful truth. Sadly, Kust last
week a spent two hours in a confabulation that should have taken 20 minutes.
a am in the business of making simple what are complex issues. an that tradition, a have
pinpointed two reasons why meetings stink: Ak the convener does not know how to run a
useful meeting\ Uk the convener likes being the convener so he milks the attention for all its
worth.
Assuming that you do not fit in Category U - in which case you do not need to read
further...instead go call a therapist - a offer some tried and useful tips for running a useful
meeting.
Re Fnow the purpose of the meeting. As you prepare an agenda, Kot down what you
actually need to accomplish, especially the decisions that need to be made. af you donSt have
time to prepare for the meeting, you donSt have time to convene it at all. :ostpone the
meeting until you are ready to make it useful. The regularly scheduled weekly meeting is
particularly vulnerable to this booby trap. We often hold meetings simply because they are
on the calendar, whether they are needed or not.
Ge Donmt use the occasion to grind an axe. af you are having a problem with someone in
your organiQation, donSt use the meeting as the venue for your frustration. atSs the cowardSs
way out, most tempting because we feel safer in a group. Confront the target of your
disappointment directly\ donSt punish the gathered assembly.
Ye 4ettle for nothing less than concise and focused participation. Announce politely at
the beginning of the meeting that you value the time of all the members of the group. For
that reason, you will intervene when comments are off point, long-winded, or unintelligible.
For every one person you offend by the interruption, you will win a room full of grateful
admirers.
Se 5ower corruptsn 5ower5oint corrupts absolutely. DonSt get me wrong, a :ower:oint
can be an effective way to deliver content. All too often, however, people cannot resist the
compulsion to add in unnecessary charts and data into their technical presentations. an my
experience, it takes presenters twice as long on average to reach their final points using a
:ower:oint as it would if they expressed them verbally. For that reason, if someone plans to
present a :ower:oint in a meeting that a am chairing, a ask them to submit a copy to me in
advance of the meeting so that a can review it. a am not afraid to give them editorial
feedback how to slice and dice in order to save on meeting time.
Continued on ne8t page.
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He 4et a time limit and stic9 to it. Ietter yet, finish early. A friend offered me an insight
years ago when my fianc‚e and a were planning our wedding, and itSs stuck with me. She
said, •!o matter how much time you set aside for preparing your wedding, it will eat up
every moment.• Meetings have that same elastic quality\ they will fill up whatever space that
you make for them, and then some. Yive each item of business it’s appropriate time in a
meeting, and no more. Finishing a meeting early is not a crimev
Wisdom dictates that you proKect the pace of each agenda item before the meeting begins. af
an item of business unexpectedly mushrooms into a maKor dilemma, wall it off for later
problem-solving outside the meeting. af the dilemma is mission-critical, on the other hand,
Kettison other agenda items that are inconsequential. Enly in exceptional circumstances
should you willy-nilly decide to go overtime. Treat everyoneSs time as valuable, and they will
respect you for that attitude.
As strange as it may sound, a cannot ever recall a senior manager suggesting to me that his or
her people waste too much time in inefficient meetings. Uut truth be known, few work
practices eat away at the productivity of an organiQation.
http:[[www.rightreality.com[recentlarticles.html
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Ten Tips for Effective 7eetings
Ny Steve Kaye

Re 8void meetings. Test the importance of a meeting by asking, •What happens without itd• af your
answer is, •!othing,• then donSt call the meeting.
Ge 5repare goals. These are the results you want to obtain by the end of the meeting. Write out your
goals before the meetings. They should be so clear, complete, and specific that someone else could
use them to lead your meeting. Also, make sure they can be achieved with available people, resources,
and time. Specific goals help everyone move efficiently towards relevant results.
Ye -hallenge each goal. Ask, •as there another way to achieve thisd• For example, if you want to
distribute information, you may find it more efficient to phone, FAƒ, mail, e-mail, or visit. RealiQe
that a meeting is a team activity. Save tasks that require a team effort for your meetings.
Se 5repare an agenda. Everyone knows an agenda leads to an effective meeting. Yet, many people
•save time• by neglecting to prepare an agenda. A meeting without an agenda is like a Kourney
without a map. at is guaranteed to take longer and produce fewer results. !ote, without an agenda,
you risk becoming someone elseSs helper jsee tip „] belowk.
He >nform others. Send the agenda before the meeting. That helps others prepare to work with you
in the meeting. Unprepared participants waste your time by preparing for the meeting during the
meeting.
Le 8ssume control. af you find yourself in a meeting without an agenda walk out. af you must stay,
prepare an agenda in the meeting. Collect a list of issues, identify the most important, and work on
that. When you finish, if time remains, select the next most important issue. !ote: you can use a
meeting without an agenda to recruit help for your proKects.
De Focus on the issue. Avoid stories, Kokes, and unrelated issues. Although entertaining, these waste
time, distract focus, and mislead others. Save the fun for social occasions where it will be appreciated.
Ze Ie selective. anvite only those who can contribute to achieving your goals for the meeting.
Crowds of observers and supporters bog down progress in a meeting.
Oe Iudget time. !o one would spend r3000 on a 30… pencil, but they often spend 40 employee
hours on trivia. Uudget time in proportion to the value of the issue. For example, you could say, •a
want a decision on this in 30 minutes. That means weSll evaluate it for the next I minutes, followed
by a vote.•
R[e Use structured activities in your meetings. These process tools keep you in control while you
ensure equitable participation and systematic progress toward results.
http:[[www.more=usiness.com[runninglyourl=usiness[management[7storyQSI^Ph.=rc
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Buiding 5rinciples and 4helter 4tandards
Many communities have agreed upon guiding principles and minimum standards to guide
the operation of all shelters in the area. The community dialogues out of which such
principles and standards emanate can be extremely helpful in fostering community
collaboration and planning, both of which ultimately create higher quality care for all those
who access services.
We strongly encourage all communities to develop a process to establish guiding principles
and standards of care that will ensure effective, respectful, client-centered shelter services.
Following are some examples of how communities have shaped these guidelines. :lease use
these as a starting point for community dialogue, or as samples which can be adapted to
meet specific community concerns.
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Toronto 4helter 4tandards
Buiding 5rinciples
The Shelter Standards are grounded in the following principles and values that promote a
philosophy for service provision. These principles and values are not shelter standards, but
rather help guide the delivery of shelter services.
3. All homeless persons have the right to shelter service regardless of political or religious
beliefs, ethno-cultural background, jdiskability, gender identity andgor sexual orientation.
Staff must respect and be sensitive to the diversity of residents. Discriminatory and racist
incidents or behaviors are not tolerated.
2. The shelter will provide an atmosphere of dignity and respect for all shelter residents, and
provide services in a non-Kudgmental manner.
3. Residents are capable of moving toward increasing levels of self-reliance and selfdetermination. Shelter staff will work with residents to assist them in achieving their goals.
4. Shelters will be sensitive to the ethno-specific and linguistic needs of residents. Staff will
work to ensure residents have access to culturally appropriate interpreter services and that
written materials are available in other languages.
P. Yender identity is self-defined. Sometimes this may not correspond with a person’s
physical appearance. Service providers need to accept gender identity as defined by the
individual rather than by the perception of staff andgor other residents.
]. Shelter staff often have access to detailed and highly sensitive personal information about
residents. :rotecting the privacy and confidentiality of shelter residents and their personal
information is of the utmost importance.
O. All people staying in shelters will have access to safe, nutritious and culturally appropriate
food.
_. The health and safety of residents, volunteers and staff is of the highest importance in
each shelter. Training, policies, procedures and regular maintenance are intended to
encourage, improve and maintain the health and safety of all people residing, volunteering
and working in the shelter.
I. :eople who are homeless have few resources and the shelter system is often their final
option to receive the basic necessities of life: food and shelter. assuing service restrictions in
the shelter system must be done only as a last resort and in the most serious cases.
Continued on ne8t page.
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30. :eople who are homeless, like other members of our community, may use substances to
varying degrees. Everyone is entitled to shelter service whether or not they use substances.
As a result, admission, discharge and service restriction policies must not be based on
substance use alone, except for those shelters operating on an abstinence basis. To increase
the accessibility of the shelter system and to respond to diverse resident needs, a range of
service approaches from abstinence to harm reduction must be available within the shelter
system.
33. an order to provide effective shelter programs and services, shelter residents must be
involved in service provision, program planning, development and evaluation, and policy
development.
32. Shelters that include children and youth must provide supports and activities and ensure
that the school-related, recreation and treatment needs of resident children are met on-site
or through referral to community-based services.
33. The shelter should offer an opportunity for children and youth with developmental
andgor physical disabilities to develop their full potential within an environment where they
can interact and socialiQe with other children.
34. Shelters are part of a larger network of homeless services and agencies. Collaboration
within this network is important to ensure effective and coordinated services.
78cerpted from Toronto Shelter Standards www.toronto.ca[housing[pdf[shelterlstandards.pdf
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Uhio Iasic 4tandards for
Emergency Homeless 4helters
8D7>%>4TR8T>U%
3. The shelter shall be operated by a non-profit organiQation, recogniQed under section
P03jckj3k of the anternal Revenue Code.
2. The shelter shall not require clients to participate in religious services or other forms of
religious expression.
3. The shelter shall not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, or national origin. Shelters
serving families with children shall also not discriminate on the basis of the sex or age of the
children or the siQe of the family, except where limited by the facility.
4. The shelterSs Uoard of Directors shall consist of voluntary junpaidk members, with the
possible exception of the agencySs CEE or Director.
P. The shelterSs Uoard of Directors shall meet at least on a quarterly basis and set overall
policy for the shelter.
]. The shelter shall have a secure storage space for confidential documents relating to clients
and personnel.
O. The shelter shall develop and implement procedures to ensure the confidentiality of
records pertaining to any individuals provided family violence prevention or treatment
services.
_. The shelter shall have a policy manual which includes the shelterSs purpose, population
served, program description, non-discrimination policy and confidentiality statement.
I. The shelter shall provide for an evaluation of the effectiveness of the services offered, at
least annually.
5ER4U%%EQ
3. The shelter shall have a table of organiQation of all paid staff working in the shelter. There
shall be written position descriptions for each position type, which includes Kob
responsibilities and qualifications.
2. The shelter shall have written policies for the selection of all paid personnel in
conformance with the EEE guidelines.
3. The shelter shall have adequate, trained, on-site staff coverage during all hours the shelter
is open to residents, unless individual secured units are provided.
4. All shelter staff shall receive training in at least the following:
a. emergency evacuation procedures\
b. agency operating procedures.
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P. All relevant direct service staff shall receive additional training in at least the following:
a. non-violent crisis intervention techniques\
b. referral procedures to relevant community resources\
c. first aid procedures.
F8->Q>TY
3. The shelter shall comply with applicable local fire, environmental, health, and safety
standards and regulations.
2. The shelter shall be clean and in good repair.
3. The shelter shall have reasonable access to transportation services.
4. The shelter shall provide a bed or crib for each guest except in extenuating •overflow•
conditions or unless the shelter has Department of Development exemption based on siQe
andgor type of shelter. The shelter shall make provision for clean linens for each client.
There shall be procedures to provide for the sanitiQing of all linens and sleeping surfaces.
P. The shelter shall provide sufficient showersgbaths, wash basins and toilets which are in
proper operating condition for personal hygiene. These should be adequate for the number
of people served. Clean towels, soap and toilet tissue shall be available to each client.
]. The shelter shall have private space to meet with clients.
O. The shelter shall have laundry facilities available to clients or a system available for like
services.
_. The shelter shall have a fire safety plan which includes at least the following:
a. posted evacuation plan\
b. fire drills, conducted at least quarterly\
c. fire detection systems which conform to local building and
fire codes\
d. adequate fire exits\
e. adequate emergency lighting.
I. The shelter shall have adequate provision of the following services:
a. pest control services\
b. removal of garbage\
c. proper ventilation and heatinggcooling systems\
d. to ensure that entrances, exits, steps and walkways are kept clear of garbage and
other debris, ice and snow and other haQards.
30. The shelter shall provide adequate natural or artificial illumination to permit normal
indoor activities and to support the health and safety of occupants. Sufficient electrical
sources shall be provided to permit the use of essential electrical appliances while assuring
safety from fire.
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F>4-8Q 78%8BE7E%T
3. There shall be an accounting system, which is maintained in accordance with Yenerally
Accepted Accounting :rinciples jYAA:k.
2. The shelter shall have a record of accountability for clientSs funds or valuables the shelter
is holding.
3. The shelter shall receive an annual independent audit or audit review.
4. The shelter shall have internal fiscal control procedures, which are reviewed and approved
by the Uoard of Trustees.
FUUD 4ERX>-E
3. Shelters providing food service shall make adequate provisions for the sanitary storage and
preparation of foods.
2. Shelters providing food for infants, young children and pregnant mothers shall make
provisions to meet their nutritional needs.
3. Shelters shall provide, or arrange food services to clients or make known the available
services nearby.
HE8QTH
3. The shelter shall have available at all times first aid equipment and supplies in case of a
medical emergency.
2. All staff on duty shall have access to a telephone. Emergency telephone numbers shall be
posted conspicuously near the telephone.
3. The shelter shall assure that at least one staff person on duty is trained in emergency first
aid procedures.
4. The shelter shall have a procedure for making referrals to appropriate medical providers.
P. The shelter shall have a written policy regarding the possession and use of controlled
substances as well as prescription and over the counter medication.
]. The shelter shall have a written policy regarding the control of infectious diseases, such as
Hai, tuberculosis, etc.
O. The shelter shall provide a locked place for the storage of medications.
U5ER8T>U%4
3. an addition to sleeping arrangements and food, the shelter shall provide the following
basic needs:
a. humane care which preserves the individual dignity\
b. a clean environment\
c. reasonable security\
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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d. referrals to other agencies.
2. The shelter shall have written policies for intake of clients and criteria for admitting
people to the shelter.
3. The shelter shall maintain an attendance list which includes, at least, the name and sex of
each person residing in the shelter.
4. The shelter shall post and read, or otherwise make known, the rules, regulations and
procedures of the shelter.
P. The shelter shall post and read, or otherwise make known, the rights and responsibilities
of shelter clients that shall include a grievance procedure for addressing potential violations
of their rights.
]. The shelter shall report child abuse and endangerment as required by law.
O. The shelter shall only require clients to perform duties directly related to daily living
activities within the shelter.
_. The shelter shall provide access to a public or private telephone for use by shelter clients
to make and receive calls.
I. The shelter shall maintain records to document services provided to each client.
30. The shelter shall provide accommodations for shelter clients to store personal
belongings.
33. The shelter shall provide a safe, secure environment and have policies to regulate access.
32. The shelter shall have a policy regarding the control of weapons.
33. The shelter shall encourage the involvement of clients in the decision making processes
of the shelter. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways, including having resident
advisory councils to give input into the operations of the shelter, or having homeless or
formerly homeless people on the board, or having homeless or formerly homeless people
trained and hired as staff, etc.
34. The shelter shall allow current clients to use the shelter as a legal residence for the
purpose of voter registration and the receipt of public benefits.
3P. The shelter shall maintain a daily log to record at a minimum all unusual or significant
incidents.
3]. The shelter shall have written policies for consensual and nonconsensual searches.
78cerpted from Shelter Standards Clarification Manual
www.cohhio.org[resources[shelterstandards.pdf
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Disaster 5lanning
After September 33, 2003, every community in America became keenly aware of the need
for effective disaster planning and responsemin response to terrorism, natural disaster, or
any other disaster that might strike. Many homeless advocates recogniQed that there was
already a “disaster” of vast proportions affecting millions of homeless people all over the
country, and have attempted to develop community-wide planning processes around
response to homelessness as well.
:rior to the hurricane season of 200P, some communities were more effective than others in
planning for natural disaster. Among the lessons from this hurricane season is the fact that a
natural disaster in one area can have a dramatic and an almost immediate impact on an area
hundreds of miles away, as large numbers of people in need of shelter and services flee the
disaster.
The following articles originally appeared in Healing Hands, August 2004, to provide support
to Health Care for the Homeless :roKects in responding to disaster. They are reprinted here
because they outline important concepts of community collaboration and coordinated
response to disaster.
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Disaster 5lanning Rejuires Time,
Resources, -ollaboration
Health care providers have long prepared for natural disasters such as floods, hurricanes, =li''ards, and
tornadoes, =ut they are now acutely aware of the need to prepare for nuclear, =iological, or chemical KNNCL
terrorism, as well. Facking protection from the elements, homeless people are especially vulnera=le to natural
and manmade disasters and Health Care for the Homeless providers are at various stages of emergency
preparedness. The articles in this issue of Healing Hands e8amine preparations =eing made =y the health
care community, a special role for HCH mo=ile providers, and emergency management standards required =y
the Eoint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organi'ations KECAHOL.
The word “emergency” has taken on new meaning since the terrorist attacks of September
33, 2003. DCAHE defines an emergency as a natural or manmade event that suddenly or
significantly disrupts the environment of care je.g., damage to a building from a stormk,
disrupts care and treatment je.g., loss of utilitiesk, or changes or increases demands for an
organiQation’s services je.g., bioterrorist attackk.
:rior to September 33th, the Uoston Health Care for the Homeless :rogram was involved in
emergency preparedness as then definedm“for hurricanes, fires, power outages, and other
natural or accidental emergencies that would affect our clients or the health care delivery
system,” says Breg Wagoner, 7D, Medical Director. “Since September 33th we’ve been
involved in more intensive planning for potential mass casualty events that are purposely
committed.”
Health care providers are aware of the need for emergency planningmaccording to a 2003
survey of federally qualified health centers by the !ational Association of Community
Health Centers j!ACHCk, O3 percent of health centers that responded have a disaster plan.
However, only I percent of health centers feel adequately prepared for a community disaster
jemphasis originalk. Survey respondents cited the need for training, followed by improved
equipment and supplies.
D>484TER 5Q8%%>%B R[R
Communities and the HCH providers that serve them are at varying levels of readiness for
natural and manmade disasters. Those that appear well prepared share several things in
common: a specific emphasis on disaster planning, close coordination among community
providers, an incident command structure and alternate methods of communication, plans to
“shelter in place” jcreate a barrier between individuals and potentially contaminated air
outsidek or evacuate, and knowledge of how they fit into the broader community’s
emergency plans.

-onduct a ha_ard vulnerability analysis dHX8e. Modified emergency management
standards issued by the Doint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare ErganiQations
jDCAHEk in Danuary 2003 require DCAHE-accredited health care organiQations to conduct a
formal, documented haQard vulnerability analysis jHiAk. An HiA, Dr. Wagoner explains,
describes the probability that a particular type of emergency will take place and how it will
affect your agency and your clients. “an Uoston, the probability of earthquake is low, but its
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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impact would be high,” he says. The key is to identify how prepared you are for each haQard
that is likely to occur.

Develop, implement, and test your plan. Disaster management plans must be

comprehensive but easy to use, updated regularly, and tested in emergency drills. “at is no
longer sufficient to develop disaster plans and dust them off if a threat appears imminent,”
according to DCAHE. “Rather, a system of preparedness must be in place everyday.” an the
wake of September 33th, St. iincent’s Hospital Manhattan discovered that its plan was too
voluminous to be useful to staff, says Yvonne Wolcic9i, 74, 7T84-5, Safety Efficer for
St. iincent’s Hospital Manhattan and Director of !UC :reparedness for St. iincent
Catholic Medical Centers. “We’ve streamlined our plan with a series of checklists and
designed it so you can wrip a page and go,”’ WoKcicki says.
DCAHE requires that disaster plans address the four phases of emergency management:
mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery.
7itigation activities lessen the severity and impact of a potential emergency je.g., having
generators in the event of a utility failurek. an addition to its role of providing federal relief in
the wake of a natural or manmade disaster, the Federal Emergency Management Agency
jFEMAk offers pre-disaster mitigation training materials for community-based organiQations
and emergency managers.
5reparedness activities build organiQational capacity to manage the effects of an
emergency should one occur. They include:
u Create a list of local emergency numbers.
u Make a list of all staff.
u Determine when staff will likely be available.
u Decide how to communicate with staff and clients.
u Share names of designated persons in charge with other service providers.
u :ost the emergency plan on a bulletin board.
u Develop an evacuation plan.
u :repare a kit to take with you.
u Create a plan to shelter in place.
:lanning for alternate methods of communication among staff and other emergency
personnel is important because land lines or cell phones may be inoperable. Eptions include
two-way radios, pagers, wireless personal digital assistants j:DAsk, satellite phones, and
designated Web sites.
Response activities control the negative effects of emergencies. This involves both
emergency management and actions that all staff must take. an the event of a mass casualty
incident in Uoston, HCH: would set up an incident command structure at its I0-bed respite
center, Uarbara Mcannis House. The incident commander would analyQe the situation and
activate appropriate policies and procedures.
At the Alameda County :ublic Health Department HCH program, all staff carry a card with
detailed information of what to do in the event of a natural disaster je.g., earthquakek or
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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terrorist attack, notes B.B. Breenhouse, 74W, Director. :atient service representatives at
Camillus Health Concern, anc., in Miami are instructed to cancel patient appointments for
the next 2 days when a hurricane watch is issued. Signs on the doors alert potential walk-in
clients, says 7ary Qanger, Administrator of Effice Eperations.
Recovery actions are directed at restoring essential services and resuming normal
operations. Recovering lost revenue, if possible, and offering support to staff are two
recovery activities.

-ollaborate with the community. Effective disaster plans can’t be developed in isolation,

but collaboration is not always easy, Dr. Wagoner notes. “The concept of community-wide
preparedness is new to most health care organiQations,” according to DCAHE. Many
communities are “wwaiting for someone to call the meeting.”’ 8nthony Donovan, I4%,
didn’t wait for someone else to call. Donovan is manager of the >eener Clinic, one of 32
clinics serving homeless people operated by St. iincent’s Hospital Manhattan Department
of Community Medicine. En September 32, 2003, he called other health care and emergency
organiQations on Ward’s asland, where the >eener Clinic is located, including the Manhattan
State :sychiatric Hospital and the !ew York City Fire Department training facility. “!ow
we know what resources we have and how we can help each other,” Donovan says.
an preparation for the recent Democratic !ational Convention in Uoston, HCH: met with
government and community representatives to develop plans for homeless people who
would be displaced by the tight security around the Fleet Center. Dr. Wagoner credits the
fact that there were no incidents involving homeless people to this “well planned and
coordinated effort.”
!ew Erleans’ freeQe plan for homeless people is signed by all city agencies and nonprofit
organiQations that participate, and these groups meet monthly from September to March to
monitor how the plan is working. When the temperature drops below 3_ degrees in !ew
Erleans, shelters remain open 24 hours a day and are allowed to double their occupancy,
notes Willie 7ae 7artin, 74W, Director of HCH for the City of !ew Erleans Health
Department.
Depending on the emergency, health care providers may be cut off from other agencies with
which they have emergency arrangements. “We lost communications because the city office
of emergency management was in the World Trade Center,” WoKcicki says. “You have to
prepare to handle an emergency alone.”

Fnow the role H-H will play. As a primary health care provider, HCH may be called on

to serve individuals impacted by a disaster. an Alameda County, CA, the HCH mobile
medical van would be a first responder in the event of a chemical spill from the nearby
Clorox€ plant, Yreenhouse says. an other cities, the primary role for HCH providers is to
serve their own clients in the event of a disaster. “Eur clients are very vulnerable physically
and psychologically and we have to get to our sites to serve them,” Donovan says.

Ie prepared to treat casualties. After a flood or earthquake, health care providers may see
common illnesses or inKuries, but the prospect of !UC terrorism raises the stakes. “Few
clinicians have presence-of-mind awareness of the signs and symptoms of bioterrorism
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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agents, such as anthrax, smallpox, and plague,” DCAHE notes. Enly one quarter of family
physicians surveyed about preparedness for bioterrorism felt prepared. Disaster causalities
may not have physical inKuries.
For every one physical casualty caused by terrorism, there are an estimated four to 20
psychological victims. This was the case in Manhattan in the days after September 33th,
when St. iincent’s Hospital prepared for victims that never came. anstead, they opened their
family support center to thousands of family members of victims who needed something to
eat, a shoulder to cry on, and possible word of their loved ones. Uy the time the city took
over this role, St. iincent’s had served some ],000 people. “at was a powerful emotional
experience,” WoKcicki says.
Homeless people also suffered emotional trauma as a result of September 33th, notes
Iarbara 8. -onanan, R%, 74, Director of SRE and Homeless :rograms for St. iincent’s
Hospital Manhattan Department of Community Medicine. “Eften, our clients couldn’t
articulate their feelings verbally, but they came in with physical complaints, such as chest
pain and stomach aches for which there were no physical findings,” Conanan says. Those
who had been previously traumatiQed, such as rape victims, were especially vulnerable.

5articipate in training. an the !ACHC survey, I4 percent of respondents cited training as

their number one need related to emergency preparedness. an Tulsa, E>, staff of the Tulsa
Day Center for the Homeless, anc., are participating in a series of training modules
sponsored by the Tulsa CitiQens Corps. The Tulsa Day Center provides day and evening
shelter and a nurses’ triage clinic. Staff are being educated about the impact of language and
diversity issues in an emergency, among other issues. “af we’re sheltering in place, language
barriers and special dietary needs may be an issue,” says kudy Ward, Development Director.
Several Day Center staff will take Community Emergency Response Team jCERTk training,
a O-week course funded through the federal CitiQen Corps program to teach emergency
preparedness, disaster medical operations, and light search and rescue to members of the
community.

Help homeless people plan for emergencies. Few HCH programs have the staff or
resources to help homeless people prepare their own disaster plans. an Tulsa, the American
Red Cross adapted its family disaster training to focus on the needs of people who are
homeless. Case managers and outreach workers in Uoston prepared homeless people for
increased security at the Democratic !ational Convention and helped them make alternate
plans.
Homeless people may be particularly vulnerable in a situation where individuals are told to
stay at home. an Uoston, HCH: is working on an addendum to its emergency plan that will
spell out systematically how to help people on the street get to safe places.

4ee9 funding for disaster planning. Many HCH programs cite lack of funding as a
significant barrier to disaster planning. an a 2003 survey of health centers, !ACHC found
that many lack financial resources for drugs, supplies, clinical training, and improving
information systems.
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an Uoston, HCH: uses grants from foundations and the city Department of :ublic Health
to support the work of its Emergency :reparedness Task Force, which meets every other
week. A Hospital Uioterrorism Yrant from the Health Resources and Services
Administration jHRSAk has allowed St. iincent’s Hospital Manhattan to increase
preparedness in such areas as communications and decontamination. an 2002, health centers
and :rimary Care Associations in eight states used funds from the Centers for Disease
Control and :revention jCDCk and HRSA to develop and implement disaster plans and
purchase personal protective gear and communications equipment.

Ta9e care of staff. Staff are on the front line of emergencies, and they must be supported

so they can do their Kobs effectively and confront their own emotional reactions. DCAHE
emergency standards call for the management of staff activitiesmincluding housing,
transportation, and incident stress debriefingmand staff and family support activities.
Donovan uses guidelines for staff that help them prepare their own families beforehand, so
they will be free to concentrate on their work. an the wake of September 33th, St. iincent’s
Hospital Manhattan has held numerous in-service programs for staff, “but some still have
difficulty talking about it,” Donovan says.

-elebrate resilience. September 33th highlighted for Donovan the resilience of human
beings, including those homeless people who volunteered to help. Ultimately, he notes, a
“disaster levels the playing field. We’re all vulnerable.”
This article originally appeared in Healing Hands, August SJJf.
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When Disaster 4tri9es, Health -are for the Homeless
Ta9es to the 4treets
at started raining on a Friday, and it looked like a normal day. !obody realiQed how much
and how fast it was raining,” says 7arion 4cott, 74%, R%, :roKect Director of the Harris
County Hospital District HCH program in Houston, Tƒ. When Tropical Storm Allison
subsided after P days in Dune 2003, nearly 3O inches of rain was recorded at the :ort of
Houston. Allison is the costliest natural disaster in Houston’s history.
UUTRE8-H TU THE %EWQY HU7EQE44
The ranks of homeless people swelled as a result of the storm, and HCH responded. “The
street outreach model is an excellent foundation for responding to disasters,” Scott says. As
The Salvation Army, Red Cross, and Federal Emergency Management Agency jFEMAk set
up relief sites, HCH parked its mobile medical van outside. Clinical staff treated skin
conditions caused by wading in high water, diarrhea, and psychological trauma.
an collaboration with City Health Department personnel, they gave immuniQations for
tetanus. :atients who lost medications jand in many cases their carsk andgor those needing
additional primary care services were given tokens and taxi vouchers to go to the nearest
Hospital District Community Health Center.
Homeless shelters also expanded their services to accommodate newly homeless individuals
and HCH began conducting increased evening hours at shelter clinic sites, as well. The HCH
received additional one-time funding from HRSA to support disaster intervention efforts.
Scott has requested funds to purchase a 2]-foot mobile medical unit to expand street
outreach efforts and to provide increased penetration into communities affected by
catastrophic events.
TR8>%>%B THE RED -RU44
The Ectober 3I_I <oma :rieta earthquake, measuring O.3 on the Richter scale, was centered
]0 miles south of San Francisco. Sixty-two people died, 3,000 were inKured, and property
damage totaled rO billion.33 The Alameda County :ublic Health Department HCH program
sent staff to Red Cross planning meetings. “We already had a schedule of shelters for
homeless people we visited, so we fit their shelters in, along with seeing our regular clients,”
says Y.Y. Yreenhouse.
an addition to treating individuals made homeless by the earthquake, HCH staff trained Red
Cross nurses on medical problems they might encounter in homeless people, such as lice and
scabies. “Most people in their shelters had been housed, but anybody on the streets could
show up,” Yreenhouse says. HCH staff served residents of Red Cross shelters up to Danuary
of the following year. Though they never recovered their costs for this additional work,
Yreenhouse says, “af disaster strikes, you do what you have to do.”
This article originally appeared in Healing Hands, August SJJf.
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%ext 4teps
For ongoing training
3. Commit to a culture of learning within your organiQation and your community.
2. :lan at least one community-wide training this year that brings people together from
throughout the community to learn from one another and outside experts.
3. Agree on structures for the sharing of information between agenciesmemail list
serves, monthly networking meetings, quarterly tours of each other’s organiQation.

For community dialogue
3. Work to establish Yuiding :rinciples and community-wide Shelter Standards that
will ensure high quality care for those who find themselves staying in shelters.
3. Establish a network or coalition of shelter providers if one does not already exist.
Meet regularly.

For using this Buide
3. af you are a health care provider, use the material in this guide as a framework for
providing your own training in the community. o!ETE: :lease see the “Tips for
Trainers” that follow.p
2. Use this guide as part of an orientation for all new staff and volunteers.
3. Use the tool-kits jincluded in electronic form on the companion CDk as handouts,
posters, flyers, and in other educational efforts for staff and residents.
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Tips for Trainers
Training adults is an adventure and Kourney for both student and trainer. To maximiQe the
benefits of the Kourney, to make it useful and effective, a trainer needs to consider: 3k the
principles of adult learning, 2k the learning styles of adults, and 3k the logistics of developing
and implementing a training program. an this appendix, we provide several key tips for
trainers to lead successful trainings. Checklists and aids are provided to use or adapt for local
trainings.
>. 5rinciples of 8dult Qearning
The purpose of this section is to provide information on the principles of adult learning and
how trainers can transform these principles into action when they facilitate trainings.
Researchers have said that people will remember:
G[s of what they hear
Y[s of what they see
H[s of what they see and hear
D[s of what they see, hear and say
O[s of what they see, hear, say, and do
Trainings try to achieve a successful balance between what people see, hear and do to
maximiQe the learning that can happen. The modules in this curriculum try to achieve this
balance by using visual aids j:ower:oint slides and handouts that people can “see”k,
information in presentations jfacts and ideas that people can “hear”k, opportunities for
discussion and sharing ideas jthat people can “say”k, and opportunities to demonstrate new
skills jon worksheets and in small group discussions that people can “do”k.
Malcolm >nowles, a well known educator, has put forth ten principles for adult learning.
For those who conduct and plan training, these principles offer a checklist for trainers in
both the design and implementation of their trainings. The ten principles are:
3. Adults need to be self-directed learners.
2. <earning is a lifelong process.
3. For learning to take place, the learner must be actively involved in the experience.
4. Adults learn by doing.
P. Situations, problems, exercises and examples must be relevant, realistic, and
immediately applicable.
]. Adults relate current learning to what they already know. Thus, trainers benefit
from knowing the background of their participants.
O. There are several learning domains. A variety of learning activities stimulate
learning and appeals to the range of learning styles.
_. <earning flourishes in an environment that is:
! anformal
! Epen and authentic
! !onKudgmental
! Humane
! Uased on mutual trust
! Supportive
! Collaborative
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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I. <earners benefit from an opportunity to identify their own learning needs.
30. The trainer is a facilitator of learning and a catalyst for change. The responsibility
for learning and making change resides with the learner.
This chart is derived from the experiences of many professional trainers who have applied
the principles of adult learning to their specific training practices.

5rinciples of 8dult Qearning

8pplication in Training

Adults expect to learn information that is
relevant to them.
Adults expect to learn information that has
immediate application to their lives. They
need to “see the reason” for learning
something.
Adults are goal-oriented in their learning.

Focus on real problems. at is important to create
obKectives.
Stress how the learning can be applied, or how the
information will be useful to people in their work.

Adults want their learning to be problemoriented.

Adults have enormous experience and a
wealth of information from work and private
lives that should be drawn into discussion.
They often start out knowing more than they
think they do.

Adults have established values, beliefs, and
opinions.

Adults have pride.

!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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Ebtain information on the learners’ goals, and show
participants how the training will meet those goals.
! Take time to achieve consensus on the problem
that will be addressed.
! Design problem-solving activities and provide
opportunities for practicing “solutions.”
! Anticipate problems in applying new ideas, and
offer strategies to overcome problems.
! Trainers can give overviews and summaries.
! Relate the materials to the past experiences of
the learner.
! Focus on the strengths that learners bring, not
only their gaps in knowledge.
! <isten to and respect the opinions of learners.
! Encourage learners to be resources to each
other and to you.
! Connect the learning to the existing knowledge
and experience base in the room.
! ialue experience in learning.
! Demonstrate respect for differing beliefs,
religions, value systems, and life styles.
! Acknowledge that people are entitled to their
values and opinions, but everyone may not share
these ideas.
! Allow debate and challenge of ideas.
! Support the learners as individuals.
! Create an environment where people will not
feel put down or ridiculed. Allow people to
admit confusion, ignorance, fears, biases, and
different opinions.
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!
Adults learn best when they are actively
engaged, when they learn by doing.
Adults want more than information. They
want practical answers to their questions and
problems. They need to integrate new ideas
with what they already know.

!
!
!
!
!

Adults learn well from each other.

!
!

Adults learn best in an informal and
comfortable environment.
Adults want to learn.

<earners deserve respect.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Adults are self-directed learners.

!
!
!
!
!
!
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Acknowledge and thank learners for their
responses and questions. Treat all questions and
comments with respect.
:rovide opportunities for small group
discussion, hands-on practice, or analyQing a
case study.
Help learners recall what they already know
that relates to the new information.
Ask what they know about the topic and what
they would like to know.
Suggest follow-up ideas and next steps.
Trainings should include:
o time to learn new material
o time to apply new skills
Set up the class so that participants can face
each other.
:rovide opportunities for participants to work
together in small and large group discussions.
Allow debate, challenge and discussion of ideas.
anclude breaks.
Allow for spontaneous discussions.
:rovide food or drink.
Assume participants want to be there.
Find out the participants’ motivations.
adentify training goals that may coincide with
their motivation.
Avoid Kargon and don’t “talk down” to learners.
:rovide opportunities for learners to teach each
other through discussion and small group work.
Acknowledge the wealth of experiences
participants bring with them.
ialidate the value of their experience.
<isten.
<earn from people in the room.
Remain flexible and adKust your presentation to
their needs.
Ask what people already knowgwant to know
about the topic.
Remember the facilitation role of guiding
participants.
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Trainers can incorporate these principles and goals in other ways as well:

Remember to f.

How:

Find out the specific learning needs and
interests of individual participants. Your
teaching can then be tailored accordingly.
Respect differing points of view.

Conduct brief needs assessments prior to the
training session or immediately at the
beginning of the training session.
Design programs that allow viewpoints to be
shared.
! Avoid asking adults to try a new skill
in front of a large group.
! Acknowledge the wealth of
experience in the room, and
encourage participation. Design
questions that tap this resource.
! anvolve and engage participants to
share examples from their own
experience if appropriate.
Make sure your training includes listening,
seeing new material, and doing something
with the new material. Uy including all three,
we appeal to different learners and increase
everyone’s capacity to learn.
:lan to repeat certain key concepts. Adult
learners need to hear something six or seven
times to have it sink in.
! Avoid long lectures with no breaks
! Try to create a space with few
distractions, where dialogue and
privacy are allowed.
! Try to build an environment of
mutual trust between all learners,
including the trainer.
! Have participants use questionnaires,
surveys, and assessments before and
after the training.
! Share results with them.
:rovide a variety of activities that offer
opportunities for participants to assess their
learning and capacity.

Respect the experience of the learners.

Appeal to a range of learning styles.

Uuild in repetition.
Create a comfortable space.

Allow participants to “diagnose” or identify
the problem.

Effer participants an opportunity to
evaluate their own learning.

>>. Qearning 4tyles of 8dults
:eople come to trainings with a variety of learning styles. Trainers need to offer learning
opportunities that appeal to a variety of these styles, so that no participant is left behind.
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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While all people learn in multiple ways, many have a predominant learning style. For
example:
Feelers
Feelers are people-oriented. They enKoy learning that explores people’s attitudes and
emotions. They like open, unstructured learning environments. They enKoy working in
groups and activities where they can share their opinions and experiences.
Ubservers
Ebservers prefer to watch and listen. They enKoy learning experiences that allow them to
consider ideas and opinions. They thrive in experiences that promote learning from
discovery.
Thin9ers
Thinkers rely heavily on logic, thought and reason. They enKoy sharing ideas and activities
that require analysis and evaluation. They may prefer to work independently. Role-plays are
not preferred.
Doers
Doers like to be involved in the learning process directly. They enKoy practice opportunities,
are focused on the relevance of their learning, and want information in concise formats.
Some learners need visual aids in addition to information. Ethers need tools to assist them
in applying the information. Still others require multiple opportunities to practice new skills
or apply information as a way to build confidence with the information or skill. Trainers
need to remain flexible and have multiple techniques available to them to ensure that
learners are having a comfortable experience that appeals, in some way, to their own
preferred style of learning. A successful training incorporates activities that address all of
these learning styles.
>>>. Developing and >mplementing a Training
Training requires a certain amount of “advance work” that the trainer must complete in
order to build a safe and comfortable environment for learning, and ensure the training goes
smoothly. These tasks are the responsibilities of the trainer or sponsor of the training.
%eeds 8ssessment as the Iasis for 4etting the Training Boals and Ublectives
The key to a successful training is ensuring that the goals and obKectives meet the needs of
participants. A first step toward understanding the needs of participants is to conduct a brief
needs assessment at least one-two weeks prior to the actual training. For example, trainers
can ask three or four questions that help identify some of the key content areas as well as the
participants’ styles of learning. You might ask:
! How long have you been working in this fieldd
! What do you feel is critical to your becoming more successful in your workd
! What are your expectations for this trainingd
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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These questions could be asked by telephone or through email if time and resources permit.
af time is limited, a brief needs assessment can also be conducted at the beginning of the
training. Another option is to conduct an icebreaker exercise that provides the trainer with
some sense of the participants’ level of knowledge and experience.
4etting Boals
Yoals are established to clarify what participants can expect to get out of the training
session. Yoals are broad, participant-oriented, and are not necessarily measurable.
Yoals should be shared and reviewed with participants at the beginning of the training
session. Trainers can present pre-established training goals, while also asking participants
what they want to achieve during the training. Eften the two can be combined. Uy asking
participants for their goals, the trainer has a chance to present a realistic portrait of what will
be achieved, and to clarify misunderstandings about the purpose of the training.
-reating Ublectives
EbKectives describe how the goals will be achieved. They are usually specific, relevant,
measurable, and attainable for participants. EbKectives explain what participants will be able
to do by the end of the training session. Uy the end of the session participants will be able to:
! Demonstrate~
! Describe how~
! adentify~
Trainers should share the obKectives with participants and post them during the session, so
participants can see where they are going during the training session. Trainers may want to
check in with participants periodically and see if participants had other expectations for the
obKectives.
Designing a Training 5rogram
Ence the training goals and obKectives are established, the next step is to outline the content
of the training. Think about what activities and information need to be included in the
session to achieve the obKectives. The content needs to accommodate both the time allotted
to the training and the number of participants.
For large groups jgreater than 20 personsk, think about breaking people down to work in
small groups or doing a mix of small group work and presentations so that all participants
are active in the learning process. For smaller audiences, think about exercises that will
foster maximum interaction between participants. Remember to develop a variety of training
activities to ensure the capacity to remain flexible.
-omplete a Tas9 Qist in 5reparation for the Training
Ence the training goals, obKectives, and content are established, it is time to focus on other
logistics that are important for a successful training. Developing a checklist can help
complete tasks and ensure a successful experience for both the trainer and participants.
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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Iefore the training, ma9e sure tof

Done^
%ot Done

Check the training space ahead of time to make sure there is enough room, bathrooms
are in order, and appropriate materials and equipment are available. Examples:
! Everhead proKector and screen jor blank wallk
! Adequate outlets, extension cords
! TigiCRg<CD
! Easel, flipchart, markers
:repare for equipment failure and other potential disasters. Have back up materials in
different formats jfor example: have flipchart and overhead availablek.
:repare handouts, overheads, andgor flipcharts, and arrange them so you can use them
easily during the training.
:repare a few back-up activities in case the training ends early or an activity isn’t
working with the group. Assemble materials for these back-up activities.
Make handouts and visual aids available for the group. You can prepare folders or
have participants collate materials at the beginning of the training. A packet gives
participants a place to save handouts, business cards and other materials. anclude your
contact information. Make sure paper and pens or pencils are available so people can
take notes.
Arrange to have nutritious snacks available.
Set up the workshop room so it is appropriate for the siQe of the group and the types
of activities you will be doing. Tables are needed for writing exercises, open space is
necessary to do activities, and chairs in a circle or semi-circle are more conducive to
discussion than rows. Decide what will work best and set up the room accordingly.
jEptions may include: rows, U-shape, circle, square or rectanglek
:ost a large sheet of newsprint near the front of the room and write “:arking <ot” at
the top. Use this sheet to write down questions or topics people bring up that need to
be addressed at a later point in the workshop, or that need follow-up after the training.
This will be your reminder list.
:repare sign-in sheets and have name tags ready for participants.
Review the workshop agenda and information beforehand. The participants will know
if you are unprepared, and they will lose faith in your credibility as a group leader.
:repare to begin and end on time. Ueing prompt demonstrates respect for the
participants.
Develop your own obKectives for the training. Also prepare a written evaluation that
measures if you have achieved those obKectives and provides an opportunity for
participants to share other observations with you. Make sure you have enough copies
for participants and have allotted time during the training for them to complete it.
>eep the evaluation relevant to participant’s lives and provide an opportunity for
participants to reflect on what they can use from the training. Make the evaluation
anonymous or name optional because this will allow privacy for respondents and
ensure honest responses. Have a designated place where people can leave their
evaluations before they leave the training.
78cerpted and adapted from A >aleidoscope of Care: Responding to the Challenges of Hai and Substance Use,
Health ` >isa=ility Aorking Zroup, Noston mniversity School of Health http:[[www.aidsQetc.org[aidsetcDpagenetQJfQJI
!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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Qessons Qearned
As we have met with homeless health care providers around the country, and as we have
talked with disaster relief service professionals since Hurricanes >atrina, Rita, and Wilma, it
has become clear that there are a great many lessons to be learnedmboth positive and
negativemfrom our communities’ responses to crisis. This is true for programs that address
chronic homelessness, provide care for people fleeing domestic violence, or serve people
displaced by natural disaster.
The “Wisdom from the Front <ines” printed here could have been written by the staff and
volunteers of any homeless shelter in America, or by any group of volunteers responding to
natural disaster. at is our hope that readers of this guide can take the wisdom of one site and
apply it to whatever setting in which they find themselves.

!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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Wisdom from the Front Qines
The advice =elow represents the collective wisdom of several health care providers on the <ississippi Zulf
Coast after Hurricane Katrina. They were compiled =y <aria Claudia 7sco=ar, Family Nurse Practitioner
from NYC Care for the Homeless, while volunteering at Camp Coast Care in Fong Neach, <ississippi.
Recent storms have exposed the inadejuacies of the preaexisting health care safety
net. Even before the storm, the few facilities that were supposed to meet the needs of the
poor and uninsured were not doing such a good
Kob, and patients had to wait many months for
appointments. %ow, as a result of recent
disasters, there will li9ely be many more
fol9s without coverage. !o work, no benefits.
And most of the local medical facilities running
at present in the community will only take
people with insurance. So there is an enormous
need to provide care for people who canSt get
care elsewhere.

an order to respond effectively, shelter providers should:
Re Ie clear on what your clinic^unit will be from the outset.
Make clear decisions on whether your services will be temporary or long term, and
on what population you are expecting to reach. These decisions will guide many
tactical choices down the road.
Temporary health facilities can be an impediment to getting long-term structures up
and running. Coordinating all the volunteers and donated supplies takes focus and
resources away from longer term, more substantive solutions.
Ge Have a clear plan for how to utili_e volunteers.
af you will be using volunteers, it’s important to have a central processing place to
coordinate volunteer resources, including the issuing of licenses prior to volunteers’
arrival.
When possible, use local expertise. After disasters, there are inevitably a large
number of volunteers coming in to help from all over, but it is critical to develop
local capacity to respond as well.

!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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Ye Have a clear plan for how to deal with medications and vaccines.
Make decisions on what meds can be prescribed or given out ji.e. narcotics, sleep
meds, pain medsk. Make plans for how to care for patients who need medication but
have no health insurance and do not qualify for Medicaid or other programs.
Try to get pharmacy or med distribution center connected to a computer program or
national connection that can provide: 3k drug interactions, contraindications\ 2k
create historical order of what meds patient was on in past, and med changes.
adentify what vaccines are needed and set protocols for usage and distribution jdue
to cost and limited supply, i.e. Tetanus, flu shotsk.
Se -learly identify needs and match up with resources and donations.
Donations and volunteers must be helpful and meet a high priority need.
He Use approaches to care that are based on other successful models.
The format Dennifer >night and the staff at Camp Coast Care used to set up the
medical unit was based on what the church has used on medical missions overseas in
the past. The usage of space and its function has been key to a smooth operation.
Le Ensure stable telephone service as juic9ly as possible after a disaster.
Yet CE!TRA< CEMMU!aCATaE!S. :ay to have a land line for telephones. Do
not rely on individual staff members’ cell phones.
De 5rovide for the mental health needs of displaced persons, staff, and volunteers.
ErganiQe support groups and consider what venuegagency is best to host them.
RecogniQe and address survivors’ guilt. Consider finding ways of using survivors as
volunteers to help out those who are victims.
Address stress management for staff and volunteers. :rovide training on techniques
of identifying stress and depression and helpful coping tools for staff, volunteers,
and patients.

!ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
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More Resources
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Health -are for the Homeless
The !ational Health Care for the Homeless Council
:E Uox ]042O !ashville T! 3O20]-042O
j]3Pk 22]-22I2
www.nhchc.orgg
The Health Care for the Homeless anformation Resource Center
:olicy Research Associates, anc.
34P Delaware Ave. Delmar !Y 320P4
jP3_k 43I–O43P
www.bphc.hrsa.govghchircg

Federal 8gencies
Health Resources and Services Administration, Uureau of :rimary Health Care
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
:arklawn Uuilding P]00 Fishers <ane Rockville, Maryland 20_PO
Telephone: j303k PI4-4303
www.hrsa.govg
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
200 andependence Avenue, S.W. Washington, D.C. 20203
Telephone: 202-]3I-02PO Toll Free: 3-_OO-]I]-]OOP
www.samhsa.gov
Centers for Disease Control and :revention
Telephone: _00-CDC-a!FE
www.cdc.govg
anteragency Council on Homelessness
The United States anteragency Council on Homelessness
40I Third Street SW Suite 330 Washington, D.C. 20024
Telephone j202k O0_-4]]3
www.ich.govg
Federal Emergency Management Agency
P00 C Street, SW Washington, D.C. 204O2
:hone: j202k P]]-3]00
www.fema.govg
Continued on ne8t page.
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Disaster Response
The American Red Cross
202P E Street, !W
Washington, DC 2000]
:hone: j202k 303-44I_
www.redcross.orgg
Doctors Without Uorders
333 Oth Avenue, 2nd Floor
!ew York, !Y 30003-P004
:hone j232k ]OI-]_00
www.doctorswithoutborders.orgg

Uther Urgani_ations Focusing on Homelessness
!ational Coalition for the Homeless
2203 : St !W
Washington, DC 2003O
:hone: j202k 4]2-4_22
www.nationalhomeless.org
!ational <aw Center on Homelessness and :overty
3433 > Street !W, Suite 3400
Washington DC 2000P
:hone: j202k ]3_-2P3P
www.nlchp.org
!ational Alliance to End Homelessness
3P3_ > Street !W, Suite 430
Washington, DC 2000P
j202k ]3_-3P2]
www.endhomelessness.org
!ational Center on Family Homelessness
3_3 Wells Avenue
!ewton Centre, MA, 024PI
j]3OkI]4-3_34
www.familyhomelessness.org
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Qist of 8cronyms
NPHC

Uureau of :rimary Health Care

C>C

Centers for Disease Control

CHC

Community Health Center

F7<A

Federal Emergency Management Agency

HCH

Health Care for the Homeless

HRSA

Health Resources and Services Administration

ICH

anteragency Council on Homelessness

IHN

anterfaith Hospitality !etwork

<CN

Migrant Clinicians’ !etwork

NCH

!ational Coalition for the Homeless

SA<HSA

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration

mNHCR

United !ations High Commissioner for Refugees
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